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NEC... A COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
(with 48 earth stations to prove it)
NEC has built from scratch,.or supplied and installed
equipment for forty-eight earth stations, fifteen
of them using SPADE (Single channel per carrier
PCM multiple Access Demand assignment
Equipment).
Engineers and communications specialists involved
in satellite communications have come to rely on
NEC-built subsystem equipment: antenna, low-noise

receivers, threshold extension demodulators and
multiplex-demultiplex equipment.
We gladly admit that while making the world
smaller we have made ourselves larger: spin-off from
these earth-space ventures means technical knowhow that gets incorporated into the latest NEC communications equipment.

NEC
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan

NEC earth station at
Warkworth in New Zealand

Main Products: electronic computers, data communication systems, telephone systems, carrier transmission, radio communication, radio & television
broadcasting, satellite communications equipment, electrical household appliances, other applied electronic equipment, and electronic components.

TELETTRA DIGITAL EQUIPMENTS
10 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN PCM PLANTS IN ITALY AND ABROAD
2 Mbit/s SYSTEMS
PCM Multiplex Terminals for 30 +2 telephone channels (CEPT standards)
Cable Line Terminals and remote power -fed, remote-supervised Regenerative Repeaters
Line Terminals for Radio Relay Links
13 GHz Transceivers for 20 km typical hops

8 Mbit/s SYSTEMS
PCM Multiplex Terminals for 120 telephone channels
Cable Line Terminals and Regenerative Repeaters
13 GHz Microwave RF system with Modem, for PCM transmission up to 35 Mbit/s
Asynchronous Multiplexer for two 8 Mbit/s digital streams

Telet ra
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Plan forthe world.

From ITT's family of companies in
Europe comes total Pulse Code
Modulation systems, multiplying the
capacity of existing cables by as much
as thirtyfold.
In Belgium, home of Bell Telephone
Manufacturing Company, numerous
networks throughout the country
benefit from the increased capacity
offered by PCM.
No new cables have to be laid,
which results in very considerable savings
in civil works as well as cable costs.
The transmission characteristics of
a PCM system are independent of the
trunk route or its lengths. And offers
better transmission performance
through lower net loss and greatly
improved noise performance.
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Additional features are lower power
consumption, automatic equalization
of each regenerator signal, and full
compliance with CCITT and CEPT
requirements.
The ITT international transmission
group of companies provides the
experience, the problem-solving abilities
and the equipment to get your
worldwide systems working quickly, and
completely reliably.
If you wish to plan for ITT Pulse
Code Modulation Systems, contact:
Bell Telephone Mfg. Co., 1 Francis
Weilesplein, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium.
Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd.,
Transmission Division, Basildon, Essex.
Standard Electrica SA, Ramirez de
Prado 5, Madrid 7, Spain.

Plan for ITT Pulse Code Modulation.

The PCM 30 + 2TS is in accordance with the CEPT recommendations. The system combines high transmission performance with
economical circuit expansion utilising the existing cables.

ITT
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SINCE DECEMBER 72

OVER 100 CM 467

MULUBAND ANTENNAS
under production / being erected / fully operative
This first and foremost program
bears out the highest performances
and numerous advantages
gained with this new multiband antenna
researched and developed by THOMSON-CSF
for the French P & T.

THOMSON-CSF
DIVISION FAISCEAUX HERTZIENS
BP 302 / 92301 LEVALLOIS-PERRET / FRANCE / TEL 737 34.00

960-2,700

SPEECH

CHANNELS

MTN2 Frequency Division Multiplex

WE

HAVE

MORE

GIVEN

SPACE

TO

DEVELOP

Volume reduction-The narrow racks
have usual bays
the usual bays that

that

we have carried out up to date
Equipped racks are formed by
blug-in sub-racks so
to comply with
the most modern assembling criteria.
Plug-in units are inserted on
printed circuit boards
Modern technology - Wide use of
integrated circuits
thick film hyprid circuits,
mechanical filters
Maximum of reliability
and employment flexibility
performances and quality
however fully complying
with CCITT and ISPT recommendations,
often considerably highe.

ITALTEL
SOCIETA' ITALIANA TELECOMUNICAZIONI s.p.a
20149 Milan (Italy) - 12, Piazzale Zavadari - Phone: 43.88.1 - Telex: 34668
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HIGH POWER
WIDEBAND
FACTORY ASSEMBLED

LOG-PERIODIC ANTENNAS
The whole broadcast spectrum in one antenna
Two megawatt peak power and frequency bandwidth of 6 to 27 MHz are
now possible in one antenna — a
TCI Log-Periodic Antenna. Gain is in
excess of 22 dBi, and the beam may
be slewed ±20°.
Where application requires it
TCI can also offer wideband dipole
curtain arrays. These arrays are available with frequency bandwidths of
2,3, or 4 adjacent broadcast bands.
All TCI antennas are assembled
in the factory, eliminating any cutting,
measuring, or fabrication in the field.
Installation consists simply of uncrating, a few nut and bolt connections,
hoisting in place, and applying power.

TCI antennas utilize rugged,
exhaustively tested components and
materials. No fiberglass assemblies
are used throughout the antenna.
Alumoweld wire, segmented where
necessary with high quality ceramic
fail-safe insulators or TCI proprietary
alumina strain insulators, is used to
provide long trouble-free service life.
Carefully tested corona protection
details are employed. No dissimilar
contacts, which have historically been
the major cause of corrosion, exist
throughout the tower structure or
antenna curtains.

No tuning is required.

TECHNOLOGY FOR
COMMUNICATIONS
INTERNATIONAL

TCI

1625 Stierlin Rd., Mountain View, Ca. 94043'/ (415) 961-9180 / Telex 348458
Washington Office: 2420 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22201 / (703) 522-6300
TCI Ltd. 144 Cromwell Road, London SW7 4EF England / 01-370-6483
Cable Address: TECOMINT LDN / Telex 918833
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... communication
Ideas, facts and figures should flow easily
from one mind
to another and between man and machine.
Communication, that's our business.
CIT-ALCATEL is 23000 people, in 22 different plants,
who design and build a wide range of transmission,
switching and data systems,
systems which enable man to communicate.
CIT-ALCATEL is industrial strength
of proven international capability.

CIT

Alcatel

for a better flow
of information

GROUPE CGE

33, rue Emeriau - 75725 Paris Cedex 15 - Phone : 577.10.10
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comprehensive

telecommunications

Some kinds of
flexibility are easier
to show than others
The modular construction of the GEC 2GHz system,
the latest example of systematic improvement to a
successful and proven system, reduces field
maintenance to a minimum and enables qualified
maintenance engineers to work from a strategically
located central depot. Replacement transmitter
receiver modules need no tuning or alignment on
site and can be plugged in simply and quickly.
The design of the 2GHz system is flexible in
-•
another less obvious but equally important
jA
sense: it offers considerable system planning
jB||
flexibility with complete band coverage from
M
1. 7 to 2. 3 GHz and a capacity of 960
M
telephone circuits or one colour television Mmwk
channel and one sound channel, or one
Bp
monochrome television channel and
; * I
two sound channels. Systems
-1
planning engineers will be pleased
1/ ' /
to demonstrate some of the
/
other flexible design features
£
of the 2GHz system to you.
Jf
Associated Equipments
include... frequency
division multiplex,
,
supervisory and control,
a
I F and baseband
m
switching,
m
narrowband auxiliary
■
radio for serviceband,
I
I
and antenna
systems.
■

Replacing a
transmitter module in
one of a suite of
2GHz racks.

G.E.C.

MICROWAVE AND LINE TRANSMISSION MULTIPLEX • V.F. TELEGRAPHY
DATA MODEMS • TELEPHONE SWITCHING SYSTEMS * PRIVATE
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS * TELEPHONES * TOTAL SYSTEMS CAPABILITY
GEC TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED of Coventry, England.
A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England.
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Sanders achieves
adaptive design for
Rhombic Antennas.

An important, new Sanders-developed concept in HF and VHF
transmitting and receiving antennas — Adaptive Design — now
provides control of parameters previously considered as fixed within
classical rhombic design theory.
Each antenna is designed to meet a customer's specific parameters
utilizing concepts that have been under refinement for 10 years. These
design concepts have now been proven by Sanders through extended
operation of rhombic antennas on five continents.
BANDWIDTH
POWER GAIN
BEAMWIDTH
BEAMWIDTH
TAKEOFF ANGLE
SIDE LOBE LEVEL

10:1 vs. traditional 3:1
Up to 33 dbi
Selected, during design, 6°-30°
Variable or constant with frequency change
Selected, during design, 2°-30°
Can be designed to better than 15 db down

In addition to adaptive design of rhombics, our services include:
• propagation analysis and predictions
• site surveys and preparation
• on-site installation and testing
• personnel training
• system maintenance
Bring your antenna problems to Sanders. Write or phone.

INTERNATIONAL GROUND SYSTEMS DIVISION
SA

95 Canal Street, Nashua, N.H. 03060
Telephone: (603) 885-2099

SANDERS
ASSOCIATES.INC
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Complete Systems
for Radio Detection

Radio observation, monitoring and reconnaissance
Rohde & Schwarz manufacture all the
equipment required for radio detection in
compliance with ITU and CCIR
regulations, such as continuously adjustable and fixed-frequency receivers,
panoramic equipment, wave analyzers,
frequency counters, direction finders
and antennas. And we supply systems
tailored to the customer's requirements,
whether it be a one-man-operated,
compact test assembly, a fixed or mobile
station or even a complete network.
This is not all - Rohde & Schwarz also
offer installation, service, service equipment as well as training of personnel.
And we can give you the benefits of
many years of experience.
One of our most recent developments

for this field - already in operation at
the radio-monitoring station of the
FTZ (federal telecommunications
authority) in Darmstadt (see photo) is the Radio Monitoring/Recording
System MFBR. It fully automatically
records the occupancy of up to four
frequency bands between 10 kHz and
30 MHz.The MFBR consists of a
shortwave receiver, a frequency
synthesizer, a communication frequency
counter, a programmer and four YT
recorders.
It was only with the development of
electronically tunable receivers that it
became possible to control all recording
processes electronically from a central
control unit as with the MFBR.

The MFBR measures and plots band
occupancy versus frequency and time,
indicating frequency-band over-or
undercrowding. With suitable adjustment
of sweep and resolving bandwidth for
example,the MFBR also supplies
information on frequency stability and
class of emission of the transmitter
under observation.The MFBR is a radiomonitoring system in the most farreaching sense of the word and indicates
deconcentration possibilities by frequency
reassignment and the proper selection
of frequencies for new transmitters.

Please ask Rohde & Schwarz
for comprehensive brochure
"Radio Detection".

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
8000 Munchen 80
Muhldorfstrafte 15
West Germany
Tel. (089) *41 29-1
Telex 5 23703
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Distributors in: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Columbia,
CSSR, Cyprus, Denmark, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Ghana, Greece, Hongkong,
Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand,Turkey, United Kingdom, Uruguay, U.S.A., Venezuela a.o.
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feasibility studies; systems
research, design, and engineering;
construction; installation;
maintenance and operation...
"Total communications systems, and ...
we'd like to put it all together for you I"

NDRPROP
PAGE COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS.INC.

Northrop PAGE Technology Park
Vienna, Virginia 22180
Tel: (703) 938-4000 Cable: "PAGENEERS"
Telex: 89-2664 & 89-2455
Outstanding career opportunities are available at PAGE • Address your inquiries to Industrial Relations • An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Fujitsu

in

Quality

FDR-2B

on

and

Sale

Memoreed

FDR-8

Use Fujitsu Advanced Read Switches in your electronic communication systems for Versality, Relability and
Superior Performance.

Fujitsu's micro dry reed switch FDR-2B has been newly developed especially for crosspoint, and is comFUJITSU patible with the conventional-reed switches widely used in communications and telephone exchange systerns. The miniature, magnetically self-latching dry reed switch, MEMOREED FDR-8, is the first product
of its kind in the world. MEMOREED blades remain magnetically latched, even after removal of the induced magnetic
field, enabling memory function. Therefore, this switch has a wide variety of applications in electronic equipment,
particularly for crosspoint MATRIX in electronic switching systems.

Table
Reed
Switch
A
FDR-8

Contact
Rating

Selflatching
Type

5VA DC
(0.5A max.)

85 ± 10

Drop-out
Ampereturns
-28 ± 6

110 ± 15

-24 ± 10

A (make) 10VA DC
40 ~ 60
Center Gap (0.5A max.]

15-25

B
FDR-2B

Pull-in
Ampereturns

Contact
Form

Life *

FDR-2B

Operate
Time

including\
contact
bounce /

No load test

No load test
Non-working (48V-120mA)
Cable discharge test
Cable charge voltage
Cable length
Carrier current

* The following shall be defined as failures.
1. The voltage across the open contacts
2. Contact Resistance = 200mf2

C" 1/ I ITCIf
■

U

I I M I T C fl

i. I I III Lll

Cnmmunimtinn \ rtnri
f]lprircnir\
LUU4, ^LCLUUIUA,J
^UIIUILUIULUUAJUJ

Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan

Dielectric
Initial
Withstanding
Contact
Resistance Voltage

1.5mS
max.

Low level (50mV 10mA)
50V - 100mA working

FDR-8

Release
Time

0.1 mS
max.

100m£2
max.

600V DC
(1 min.)
800V DC
(1 min.)
800V DC
(1 min.)

1 x 108
1 x 10®
2 x 106
1 x 10®
1 x 107
1 x 107
+26V
3m
100mA

min.
min.
min.
min.
min.
min.

Outer dimensions (Unit in mm)

0.9 x (Supplied contact voltage)
Outer dimensions (Unit in mm)

For further information, please contact:
Head Office: 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan Telex: J22833
New York Office: 680 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019, U.S.A. Phone: (212) 265-5360
Fujitsu
California Inc.: 1135 East Janis Street, Carson, California 90746, U.S.A. Phone: (213) 636-0858,(213) 537-8930

l__

MAIN PRODUCTS □ Telephone Exchange Equipment □ Carrier Transmission Equipment□ Radio Communication Equipment DSpace Electronics Systems □ Electronic
Computers & Peripheral Equipment (FACOM)
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□ Telegraph & Data Communication Equipment □ Remote Control & Telemetering Equipment □ Electronic Components

MEET GRANGER'S
4TO

IfOmm

Don't let its size fool you. The basic
design is a completely solid-state radio
operating in the 380 to 470 MHz band,
meeting CCIR long haul noise objectives
for microwave circuits with performance
to spare.
This radio is supplied with either 24 or
60 channel capacity plus a full choice of
customer options. Hot-standby and
diversity configurations are available,
with continuity pilot, remote alarm output, and squelch as standard features.
Also standard, of course, are other features that have made Granger equipment so outstanding: rugged construction, reliability, and low power drain.
That's why Granger terminals operate
continuously on remote mountain tops
with only annual inspection.
Granger 400-MHz equipment is ideally
suited for low-density transmission of
voice, data and supervisory and control
functions over long or short-haul, trunk

400-MHz

UHFRADIO

and spur routes. The system lends itself
to a wide range of applications for
governmental, utilities, industrial, and
commercial requirements. Specialized
applications include broadcast studiotransmitter links, railroad signaling,
detection, track-control, and data transmission from remote locations.
With modern, reliable equipment like
this available, the 400-MHz band may be
the answer to your problems. And if your
experience has been with higher frequencies, you'll be pleasantly surprised
at the ease of installation and low cost
of a G/A 400-MHz system.
There are a lot of good reasons why G/A
microwave systems are the accepted
standard in a variety of applications
throughout the world. No matter what
you need in a 200, 400 or 900 MHz point
to point'radio or in CCITT compatible
multiplex, bring your requirements to
Granger Associates. Call or write today.

Granger
Associates

178mm

Granger Associates: 1360 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California 94025Phone (415) 321-4175, Telex 34-8380, Cable: RADCOM
In Washington, D.C. (20006): 818 Eighteenth Street N.W ■
Phone (202) 833-8525
In England: G/A Ltd., Granger Corner, 1 Brooklands Rd., Weybridqe
Surrey; Telex 261780, Cable: ANSOUND
In Australia: G/A Pty. Ltd., 527 Pittwater Rd., Brookvale N.S.W. 2100Cable: GRANGERAUST, Sydney
In Africa: G/A (Africa) Ltd., P.O. Box 30782; Cable: GRANGERAF,
Nairobi
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Stationary equipment

ER 4D : 4 GHz Television/Telephony
RLT 7070 : 7 GHz Television
RLT 8070 : 8 GHz Television/Telephony
FLD 15 : 15 GHz Telephony

Mobile equipment
FLR 7000 : 7 GHz Television
FLP 7000 : 7 GHz Telephony ^
FLR 13000 : 13 GHz Television

All accessories
Modulators/Demodulators ■ Automatic Switching ■ Remote Supervision ■ Service '
"J
Order Channels ■ Radio Broadcasting Channel ■ Multiplexers, etc...
TELECOMMUNICATIONS RADIOELECTRIQUES & TELEPHONIQUES
DIRECTION COMMERCIALE.TELECOMR/lUT#€ATI0NS>XIV-I4ES
88, rue
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Brillat-Savarin, 75640 PARIS CEDEX 13 ~-__TEL. : 589^7.79""- Telex 25838

F

Meet the Sales force,
Our wide range of telecommunications cable almost sells itself.
With help, of course, from our experts at Dagenham who control its
manufacture. TCL dry core, plastic and coaxial cables have to be perfect to survive the stringent quality control imposed. All materials are
initially tested, and retested at each stage through to the final overall
production tests of the finished product. So if you want to be sure on
every aspect of cable design, manufacture and installation, contact us.
(Our Technical Advisers are tried and tested too.)

TCL

Telephone Cables Ltd,
Dagenham, England.
Tel: 01-592 6611.
Cables: Drycore,
Dagenham.
Telex: 896216.
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Type RX4-1
RADIAX slotted coaxial cable

TWO-WAY RADIO IN MINE!
Now you can have instantaneous and reliable two-way radio in mines for operational and emergency communication.
RADIAXT M- solves the coverage problem. Slots in the cable radiate and receive a controlled portion of RF energy for
complete coverage in shafts and tunnels. RADIAX is routed wherever coverage is needed. Installation is simple because
RADIAX can be secured using standard conduit clamps.
Nearby metallic objects, mounting position, mounting
surfaces, moisture, dirt and dust accumulation have a negligible effect on performance. Andrew Bulletin 1058 has
complete specifications and system design information.

ANDREW
ANDREW CORPORATION

10500 W. 153rd St., Orland Park, IL, U.S.A. 60462

ANDREW ANTENNA COMPANY LTD.
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606 Beech St., Whitby, Ontario, Canada

ANDREW ANTENNA SYSTEMS
ANDREW ANTENNAS

Lochgelly, Fife, Great Britain KY5 9HG

171 Henty St., Reservoir, Victoria, Australia 3073

AUTOMATIC
REMOTE SUPERVISORY
AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS

signalling and control operation on
Systems which allow to obtain the automatic or manual remote measurement,
stations. □ The modularity of the
networks with one or more operative centres connected to numerous peripheral
standardization of the
apparatus and of their basic units, the assembling possibility and the high
for any various required
and
speed
transmission
optimal equipment for any capacity, operation mode,
y
remote operations of systems of
perform
enable
to
systems
□ The automatic remote supervisory and control
complexity such as:
□ Telecommunication networks
□ Mobile radiocommunication equipments
□ Air, railway and road networks
□ Power distribution networks
□ Water distribution lines
□ Pipelines

ITALTEL
SOCIETA' IT ALI AN ATELECOMUNICAZIONI s.p.a.
20149 Milan (Italy) -12, P.le Zavattari - phone 4388.1
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Solid State - Six integrated circuits.
A single commercial transmitting
tube in final PA only.
APPLICATION

Solid State - ten integrated circuits

The AEL 3015 single channel SSB
transceiver is designed for reliable
long distance voice cimmunications.
The transceiver is completely self
contained and only requires connection
to the antenna and power source for
operation
The equipement has a power output of
60 Watts P.E.P. and will provide the
same communications effectiveness as
a 500 Watt AM transmitter when
operating under adverse conditions.

HF SSB voice manpack transceiver
SC120UL
APPLICATION
1-23 channel
Selectable Side Bands
2MHz-10MHz
Self-containde re-chargeable
batteries
External AC or DC supplies
Radio Telephone or Telegraphy
( A3J-A3H-A1CW) no circuit
alignment, just fif crystals and tune
PA/Antenna.

Commercial transmitting tubes in
final PA and driver only.
APPLICATION
The AEL 3016 four-channel SSB
transceiver is designed for reliable
long distance voice communications.
The transceiver is completely selfcontained and only requires connection
to the antenna and power source for
operation.
The equipment has a power output of
100-120 Watts PEP and will provide
the same communications effectiveness
as a 1 kW AM transmitter when

ENVIRONMENT
The equipments have been designed

operating under adverse conditions.

for use in rugged humid environments
and are resistant to vibration and
shock, equally suitable for operation
in the tropics or the arctic regions.

please send for detailed technical brochures.
AEL
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THANKS FOR YOUR

UTTLE STOCK m OFFER*

PLEASE DISREGARD PREVIOUS

PRICES ABOVE

ORDER

can

TR AD ING CONTINUES QVIET«

YOUR

COMMENTS NOTED THEREFORE

WHAT

We

TELEX#

AND CONFIRMATORY

LETTER»

PLEASE

25,000 CENTS

ADVISE,

IS THE MARKET DOING?

make

your

Time and space are the great
gulfs that keep people apart. We
bridge them for you with the here
and now of telecommunication.
Out there.
These days telecommunication
is more than sending a telex or a
telegram or dialling a phone call.
The companies who are making
the going multi-nationally use
integrated, purpose-built telecommunications systems.
These companies have outgrown
standard facilities. They've dis-

money

talk

faster

covered that the effective management of their affairs around the
world requires specially designed
telecommunications links. They get
immediate access, anywhere. In total
security. And it usually costs them
less money than existing piecemeal
communications.
We design and maintain telecommunications systems, but we don't
build equipment. So there is no
constraint to use anything less than
the optimum for the j ob in hand.
If it doesn't exist, we have some-

out

here.

one build it for you.
Ask your director in charge of
telecommunications about us. If
you don't have one, perhaps you
should. Give us the job.
The Cable and Wireless Group
of Companies and Associates, with
offices around the world.

#CABLE &
WIRELESS
Total Telecommunication

HEAD OFFICE: MERCURY HOUSE. THEOBALDS ROAD. LONDON WC1X 8RX
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"You are expected
at nine in the boardroom."
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WWMMI

"Your inspectors are
lined up in the
ballroom?"

STC private telephone systems spare
businessmen much walking, much writing
and much misunderstanding.
Private telephone exchanges for large or
small businesses, office intercoms, with all
the latest facilities, and many other types of
business communications equipment are
manufactured by STC.
If your company suffers from internal
communications hold-ups get in touch with
STC Private Communications, Maidstone
Road, Sidcup, Kent.
As well as internal communications

STC is a leader in other major branches of
telecommunications: telephone
instruments, transmission systems,
communications cables, submarine
telephone cable systems,
telecommunication electronics and
marine radio.
A new brochure "STC World-wide
Telecommunications and Electronics" is
available on request from
Department 810,
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
190 Strand, London WC2R 1DU.

Standard Telephones and Cables limited

ITT
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Not all cards depend on luck.
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Some are skilfully designed to actually
save you money-by reducingthetime
wasted in dialling multi-digittelephone
numbers and eliminating expensive
dialling errors. The Autocall Card Dialler,
which is simply connected to an existing
installation automatically dials the
required numberfollowing insertion of
a coded punched card.

The punched cards are stored in an
index system which provides easy access
on a random basis and no time is wasted
in referringto telephone lists, directories
or code books. Autocall is particularly
useful in buying-offices, for switchboard
operatorsand business executives-in
fact, for any telephone user making
repetitive calls.

Approved by the British Post Office,
Autocall is simple to operate, extremely
reliable and can be used with most
telephones equipped forsubscriber
diallingand with all types of automatic
exchange units.The Mk. II may also be
used forTelex dialling.

Two compact, rugged versions are
currently available. Both operate in a
similar manner, but the Mk. Ill offers the
facility of beingableto initiate a call
without lifting the handset. An in-built
loudspeaker indicates to the callerthat
the number has been obtained orthat it
is engaged or unobtainable.

Forfurther details on Autocall contact
Racal-Amplivox, where efficiency means
a good deal more.
Write to:-

Racal-Amplivox Communications
Limited, Beresford Avenue,
Wembley, Middlesex HAO1RU,
England.
Tel: 01-902 8991; Telex: 922101.

HM3MB
The Electronics Group

in 1989 or even in 2200
you don't scrap the exchange,
you adapt the programme.

T

he rapid development of
telecommunications leads to an
increasing rate of obsolescence.
The demand for reliability and the
developments in solid-state electronics
(particularly integrated circuits), on
the contrary, lead to longer and
longer life - the mean time between
failures of the components of our
own systems is 500 years. This
contradiction can only be resolved by
divorcing function from hardware.
hat is what has been done in
our P.R.X. exchanges. Function is
software: a set of instructions stored
in the memory of the processor that
controls the exchange. Thus, the way
a call is handled can be changed at
any time. Changes in dialling,
routing, ticketing, recording,
charging, multiplexing .. . any
manipulation of the signal the future
requires can be met by a new set of
instructions being read into the
memory. If ever the original memory
is full an additional memory bank
can be installed.

T

Telecommunication

T

here seems no reason why a
P.R.X. exchange installed now
should not be handling calls a
century hence - and that, with the
exponential development, of technology, is something that can be said
about very few pieces of equipment.

Philips'
Telecommunicatie Industrie B.V.
P.O. Box 32
Hilversum, The Netherlands

PHILIPS
E12
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More Questions and Answers About

SUPERGROUP
CONVERTER
APPLICATIONS
When we introduced Supergroup
Converters in an earlier advertisement, we told how they translate
supergroups from one baseband position to another, or divert them to
branch routes, without involving complete back-to-back terminals and a lot
of now-unnecessary equipment. Response to that ad included these
common questions.

FIGURE 1

What's the difference between
Farinon Supergroup Converters
and conventional supergroup
connectors?
Conventional supergroup connectors require back-to-back terminals.
Where terminals already exist, conventional supergroup connectors normally should be used.
Farinon Supergroup Converters do
not require terminals, and this is their
big advantage. Use them where there
are no terminals, and reduce expense. They are less complex, and
therefore less expensive, than the
combination of conventional supergroup connectors and back-to-back
terminals.
Each Farinon Supergroup Converter is in a compact drawer. One 7foot rack holds all the equipment
needed to translate 5 supergroups.

FIGURE 1
Typical branching point conversion. Supergroup 10L of L600 through system is
converted to Supergroup 1 for a narrowband microwave branch route.

FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 2
Supergroup Converters shift lower two
supergroups to higher positions to clear
lower part of baseband for D.U.V.

No. 13
of a series providing basic technical
information for microwave and multiplex users.

Specifically, what are some
typical applications?
The most common application is
the "branching point conversion"
shown in Figure 1. You can select any
supergroup from a through baseband
and move it into a lower position to
transmit it over a narrower-baseband
microwave system to a satellite office.
In the earlier ad we also mentioned:
(1) using Supergroup Converters as
active filters (without frequency translation) where you want to divert a supergroup from a high-density route to
a branch, or (2) to stack more supergroups on top of a 600-channel system to get up to 960 channels without
mastergroup equipment, or (3) for
blocking, reinserting or frogging supergroups.

How do I get more details?
Contact Farinon and describe your
specific application. Farinon will respond with specific information, suggestions and quotations.

Any other ideas?
Here's a new one: use the Farinon
Supergroup Converter to make the
lower part of a baseband available for
DUV signals. Shift supergroups 1 and
2 up to higher positions (see Figure 2)
and use blocking filters to clear the
Supergroup 1 and 2 positions for DUV.
What do Supergroup
Converters cost?
For estimating purposes, figure
$10,000 for an assembly equipped for
one supergroup conversion. You can
add equipment to that assembly for
up to four more supergroup conversions for about $5,000 each. The alternative— multiplex terminals plus
conventional supergroup connectors
— probably will cost at least three
times that.
What do Supergroup Converters
do to system performance?
They add about 50 pwp to existing
system noise for a complete conversion. It's also worth noting that if a
converted supergroup becomes noisy
for any reason, it won't affect adjacent
supergroups. Filters isolate the noisy
one.

Farinon Electric, 935 Washington St.,
San Carlos, California 94070
(415) 593-8491
Farinon Miltech, 2995 Copper Road,
Santa Clara, California 95051
(408) 732-3921
Farinon Electric of Canada, Ltd.

Farinon
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SIEMENS

Frequency tuning in seconds automatically

Dust like that, with the new Siemens 5/10 kW HF
transmitter. Simply select your transmitting
frequency with the decade switches, and let the
unit take over. Automation does the job of tuning
and switching on operating voltages in proper
sequence. In 10 seconds, at most. Or in two to
three seconds, if the frequency change is made
within the same band.
Another thing - the 5/10 kW is more compact,
handier than ever before. And ideal for mobile
operation, thanks to its rugged construction.
With a 10 kW PEP and a keydown power of 5 kW,
it's equipped to handle all the usual types of
telephony and telegraphy transmission in the
1.5 to 30 MHz frequency range. What's more,
all of the unit's major operational functions are
remote-controllable.
Sensors monitoring significant operational values i
and semiconductors as active components in
'
plug-in modules of the slide-in units guarantee
high reliability. Protective and interlocking circuits
prevent damage to the transmitter.
That's Siemens engineering expertise. Field
tested and economical. For more information on
the 5/10 kW HF transmitter, write Siemens AG,
Long-Range Communications Division,
D-8000 Munich 70, Postfach 700074, Germany.

The 5/10 kW HF transmitter
from Siemens
a28
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International jurisdiction
in telecommunication affairs*
(continued)

D. The RECOMMENDATIONS — II
2. Provisional Recommendations

3. Provisions peculiar to the CCIR

In an earlier article 1 we dwelt at some
length on the recommendations in which
the study of questions set for the International Consultative Committees culminates. These recommendations do not become applicable until they are approved by
the competent Plenary Assembly.

The Plenary Assembly of the CCIR has the
twofold task of:

However, Plenary Assemblies meet only
every four years and, in the case of the
CCITT, this period was considered too
long for it to keep abreast of technical
advances. Accordingly, since 1968, it has
resorted to the device of provisional recommendations.
These provisional recommendations, adopted " by unanimous agreement between the
administrations and the recognized private
operating agencies represented at the meeting
of the study group " concerned, and after
having successfully passed the test of a
certain consultation,2 can enter into force
immediately without waiting for the next
Plenary Assembly. When that Assembly
meets, these recommendations merely come
before it for final confirmation.
This emergency procedure has not yet been
adopted by the CCIR.
* See the March, April, June, July and September 1973 editorials.
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a) approving the results of work on the
various questions studied during the
period following the preceding Plenary
Assembly.
Where the study of the questions has
been completed, these results take the
form of recommendations.
Where the study of the questions has
not yet been completed, the results are
presented in the form of reports showing
the stage reached in the work;
b) drawing up a work programme for the
period following the current Plenary
Assembly and continuing until the next
Plenary Assembly.
To this end, the whole work programme
assigned to the CCIR is divided between its
eleven study groups plus two study groups
which are managed by the CCIR and work
jointly with the relevant CCITT study
groups (joint study groups). Each group
is responsible for its own area of activity
within the overall CCIR work programme.

The Plenary Assembly draws up a work
programme for each study group which
must be approved by the group and which
is formally expressed in certain CCIR texts,
known as QUESTIONS and STUDY PROGRAMMES. The questions relate to a
given sector of the area of activity covered
by the terms of reference of the study
group to which they are assigned, while
the study programmes relate to specific
aspects of the general problem raised in a
given question.
In an earlier article we said that the texts
approved are published by the ITU in the
three working languages of the Union
(English, French and Spanish) in a certain
number of volumes.
There are seven such volumes for the
documents of the Xllth Plenary Assembly
of the CCIR (New Delhi, 1970), with the
following headings:
Volume I
— Spectrum utilization (Study Group 1)
— Monitoring
Volume II
— Propagation in non-ionized media (Study
Group 5)
— Ionospheric propagation (Study Group 6)
Volume III
— Fixed service at frequencies below about
30 MHz (Study Group 3)
— Standard frequencies and time signals
(Study Group 7)
— Vocabulary (Joint Study Group)

Volume IV
— Fixed service using radio-relay systems
(Study Group 9)
— Fixed service using communication satellites (Study Group 4)
— Co-ordination between communicationsatellite systems and terrestrial radio-relay
systems (Study Group 4)
— Space research and radio-astronomy
(Study Group 2)
Volume V
— Broadcasting service (sound) (Study
Group 10)
— Broadcasting service (television) (Study
Group 11)
— Broadcasting service (sound and television) using satellites (Study Groups 10
and 11)
— Recording of sound and video programmes (Study Groups 10 and 11)
— Transmission of sound broadcasting and
television signals over long distances
(Joint Study Group)
Volume VI
— Mobile services (Study Group 8)
Volume VII
— Information concerning the Xllth Plenary
Assembly
— Structure of the CCIR
— Complete list of CCIR texts
1
2

See the September 1973 editorial.
Resolution No. 2 of the Vth Plenary Assembly (Geneva, 1972).
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In each section dealing with a specific
subject, the texts are divided into two
categories:
a) recommendations and reports expressing the most recent consensus reached
by the members 3 of the CCIR on what
may be regarded as satisfactory procedures and practices with regard to the
subject set for study;
bj the questions, study programmes,
opinions and resolutions which define
the programme of work to be carried
out by the study group concerned during
the following period.
4. Provisions peculiar to the CCITT
The Plenary Assembly of the CCITT has
the twofold task of :
a) approving the results of the work done
during the period just completed. These
results take the form of recommendations
only;
b) drawing up a work programme for the
period extending until the next Plenary
Assembly.
Each Plenary Assembly approves a large
number of texts, usually by unanimous
decision. These texts may either be entirely
new or may be the outcome of amendments
to texts adopted by previous Plenary Assemblies.
These are the administrations and recognized private operating
agencies actually taking part in the work of the CCIR.
3
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When they have been edited by the CCITT
Secretariat for publication, the new and
amended texts are printed in the three
working languages of the Union (English,
French and Spanish) in a CCITT " Book ".
Traditionally, the colour of the Book changes
after each Plenary Assembly: thus the
CCITT Green Book (Geneva, 1972) will
replace the White Book (Mar del Plata,
1968).
The entire Book is very bulky: for instance,
the Green Book consists of over 4500 printed
pages. Accordingly, it has had to be divided
into nine volumes, the first always containing all the texts concerning the organization of the CCITT:
Volume I
— Minutes and reports of the Plenary
Assembly
— Resolutions and opinions issued by the
CCITT
— List of Study Groups and Working
Parties
— Summary of questions under study in the
forthcoming period
— Series A recommendations (Organization of the work of the CCITT)
— Series B recommendations (Means of
expression)
The other volumes contain texts prepared
by the Study Groups and approved by the
Plenary Assembly. The most important of
these fall into two broad categories:

a) recommendations confirming international agreement reached on various technical
and operational problems;
b) questions defining the problems to be
studied until the next Plenary Assembly.
They may be accompanied by any annexes useful for the study.
The texts have been divided, as follows:
Volume IIA
— Recommendations (Series D) and questions (Study Group III) relating to the
lease of circuits
— Recommendations (Series E) and questions (Study Group II) relating to telephone operation and tariffs
Volume IIB
— Recommendations (Series F) and questions (Study Group I) relating to telegraph operation and tariffs
Volume III
— Recommendations (Series G, H, J) and
questions (Study Groups XV and XVI,
Special Study Groups C and D) relating
to line transmission
Volume IV
— Recommendations (Series M, N, O) and
questions (Study Group IV) relating to
the maintenance of international lines,
circuits and chains of circuits
Volume V
— Recommendations (Series P) and questions (Study Group XII) relating to tele-

phone transmission quality, local networks and telephone sets
Volume VI
— Recommendations (Series Q) and questions (Study Groups XI and XIII) relating to telephone signalling and switching
Volume VII
— Recommendations (Series R, S, T, U)
and questions (Study Groups VIII, IX,
X, XIV) relating to telegraph technique
Volume VIII
— Recommendations (Series V, X) and
questions (Study Group VII and Special
Study Group A) on data transmission
Volume IX
— Recommendations (Series K) and questions (Study Group V) on protection
against interference
— Recommendations (Series L) and questions (Study Group VI) concerning the
protection of cable sheaths and poles.
Thus, each volume of a CCITT Book contains all the recommendations in force on a
given subject and shows the studies in
progress on that subject.
Each volume may also include supplements
relevant to the subject concerned but published for information only.
M. MILI
(to be continued)
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(Malaga-Torremolinos, 1973)

— invited UNDP to consider favourably
an increase in its allocations to intercountry technical assistance projects
in the telecommunication sector, in
those regions in particular where
present allocations are relatively low;

he Plenipotentiary Conference of the Union ended on 25 October 1973 with the
signing of the new International Telecommunication Convention (Malaga-Torremolinos,
1973) by the representatives of 132 countries Members of the Union.

— instructed the CCIR to pursue as a
matter of urgency its studies of the
technical and operational aspects
leading up to the establishment of
low-capacity earth stations and associated satellite systems;

The ITU Plenipotentiary Conference

T

The closing meeting was honoured by the
presence of the representative of the
Spanish Government, the Rt. Hon. Don
Fernando Linan y Zofio, Minister of
Information and Tourism and Acting
Minister of Foreign Affairs. The following
are extracts from his speech:

" Mutual respect, based on the peculiarities
and rights of each human being and each
people and the awareness of solidarity
should be fostered by the strengthening
of the relations among the various members of the community and the different
nations. "

" The Conference has devoted its time to
considering the world of telecommunications. I am pleased to be able to point in
this connection to the marked concern
shown for intensification of technical
co-operation with a view to enabling all
peoples to benefit from the scientific
knowledge and technical experience of the
more developed countries.

The main decisions adopted by
Conference are summarized below.

" The problems with which the complex
world of telecommunications now has to
contend are particularly influenced by the
process of " speeding up of history " which
we are witnessing today. The heightened
pace of social change is the key phenomenon of our time. It is our lot to live in a
world in which change has itself become a
way of life. This fact, on which it is no
longer necessary to dwell, constitutes the
major challenge to contemporary man,
and is, I feel, the basic point of departure
for the development of co-ordinated and
effective action for the greater well-being
of mankind.
" Our society should take as its basis
the nobility and dignity of the human
individual; this should be the focal point
of all our anxieties and concerns. Consideration for human dignity is the
cornerstone of the system of values on
which our social and technological planning must be founded.
750

the

The Conference keeps the Convention
The Conference again decided to retain
a Convention as the basic instrument
of the Union but divided it into two parts:
• the Basic Provisions containing articles
of a permanent nature; and
9 the General Regulations, containing
the rules governing the functioning of
the various organs of the Union.
The Convention will come into force
on 1 January 1975.
Administrative and staff questions
The Conference approved the Union's
accounts for the period 1965-1972 and
fixed expenditure ceilings for the period
1975-1979. It also defined the Union's
staff policy.
Technical co-operation
In a series of resolutions, the Conference:
— requested the Union to continue its
full participation in the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP)
within the framework of the Convention;
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— instructed the Administrative Council
to contribute to the greatest extent
possible to expediting the transfer to,
and assimilation in the developing
countries of the scientific knowledge
and technological experience in telecommunications which are available
in technically more advanced countries;
— dealt with training standards and the
provision of training for refugees;
— urged administrations to continue and
intensify their efforts to organize
seminars;
— instructed the Administrative Council
to take appropriate action so that the
Union may continue to display its
active interest and co-operation in the
development of telecommunication
services in the least developed countries;
— decided to maintain the group of
engineers established by the Plenipotentiary
Conference
(Montreux,
1965) to render short-term assistance
to developing countries, and authorized
the recruitment of specialists as needed,
for periods not exceeding six months;
— lastly, the Conference established a
Special Fund for Technical Co-operation
based on voluntary contributions in
any currency or in some other form,
designed to meet the needs of the
developing countries which submit
urgent requests to the Union. These
contributions may come from countries,
recognized private operating agencies
or scientific and industrial organizations.
Conferences
The Plenipotentiary Conference examined
the calendar of future Administrative
Radio Conferences and decided:

Malaga-Torremolinos
1865

Conference Photographs
1932

MALAGA
TORREMOLINOS

1973

1.
The Congress Palace, Torremolinos
2.
Throughout the Conference the information
media covered the event
3.
World Telecommunication Day stamps issued
by Member countries . . .
4.
. . . and an exhibition of ITU technical co-operation efforts from 1965 to 1972
5.
Mr. M. Mili being sworn in after his election as
Secretary-General of the ITU . . .
6.
. . . . and Mr. Richard E. Butler as Deputy
Secretary-Genera I
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Election of the Members of the Administrative Council: Argentina votes

Scrutineers counting the vote

The host government of the Conference, Spain, elected a Member of the
Administrative Council: Members of the Spanish delegation
Malaysia, one of the newly elected Members of the Administrative Council

Mr. L. Herrera Esteban, President of the Plenipotentiary Conference
introduces Mr. Victor A. Hajfner (third from right) as Chairman of the
new Administrative Council. Far right: Mr. A. Ponsiglione, the retiring
Chairman of the Council
Mr. D. Elias signing the
Final Acts for the Federal
Republic of Germany

Mr. Maurice Ghazal of
Lebanon elected ViceChairman of the new
Administrative Council

Mr. Herve Pedrosa, Brazil, handing the signed document to the Executive
Secretary of the Conference
752
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Kenya has invited the ITU to hold its next Plenipotentiary Conference it
Nairobi

union activities

— that a World Administrative Radio
Conference for the planning of the
Satellite Broadcasting Service in the
frequency band 11.7-12.2 GHz (2.5
GHz in the Europe—Africa Region)
shall be convened not later than
April 1977;
— that a World Administrative Radio
Conference to revise, as necessary,
the Radio Regulations and the Additional Radio Regulations shall be
convened in 1979.
The Conference recommended that the
Administrative Council should make the
necessary arrangements to convene a
World Administrative Radio Conference
for the aeronautical mobile service when
a sufficient number of requests had been
received by the Secretary-General.
As already announced the Union is to
hold in 1974 a World Administrative
Radio Conference for Maritime Mobile
Telecommunications from 22 April to
7 June and the first session of the Regional
Administrative Conference for LF/MF
Broadcasting (Europe—Africa, Asia—
Australia). The latter is scheduled to
begin on 7 October and to last three
weeks. The second session will be held
towards the end of 1975.
In various clauses of the new Convention,
the Conference laid stress on the importance of the development of space radiocommunications. For example, the article

hitherto entitled " Rational use of the
radio frequency spectrum " is now entitled
" Rational use of the radio frequency
spectrum and of the geostationary satellite
orbit".
The Conference also adopted a resolution
inviting the Union to collaborate with
the international organizations concerned
with space radiocommunications.

The Conference decided:
— that 17 May the anniversary of the
founding of the Union, should henceforth be " World Telecommunication
Day ", and
— that the studies with a view to the
creation of a telecommunication documentation centre at ITU headquarters
should be pursued.

Composition of the Union
The Conference examined the terms of
admission to Membership of the ITU.
It deleted the reference to " groups of
territories" contained in the preceding
Convention and abolished the status of
" Associate Member " given to territories
or groups of territories not fully responsible
for their international relations.
Rhodesia, listed as a Member in the
Montreux Convention, was deleted from
the list of Members in the new Convention.
Languages used at Union Conferences
The Conference decided that Arabic
should be a language of interpretation
at future Plenipotentiary Conferences
and world administrative conferences.
It also instructed the Administrative
Council to make a detailed study of the
question of the Union's official and
working languages.

Finally the Conference expressed the
opinion that telecommunication exhibitions should in future be organized under
the auspices of the Union in collaboration
with its Members.
Attendance of liberation organizations recognized by the United Nations as observers at
meetings of the ITU
Having regard to the United Nations
resolutions dealing with the problem
of liberation movements the Conference
decided that the organizations recognized
by the United Nations could attend ITU
meetings as observers.
Next Plenipotentiary Conference
The delegation of Kenya invited the
Union to hold its next Plenipotentiary
Conference in Nairobi. In principle the
Plenipotentiary Conference is held every
five years.

Visit by the Secretary
to the Government
of India Ministry
of Communications

Visit by the Minister
of Communications
of Brazil

Mr. Hygino Caetano Corsetti, Minister of
Communications of Brazil, accompanied
by Mr. Ramiro Elysio Saraiva Guerreiro,
Ambassador, Permanent Representative of
Brazil at the Office of the United Nations
and the other international organizations
in Geneva, paid a visit to ITU headquarters
in Geneva on 8 October 1973.
Mr. Corsetti made a tour of the building
and had discussions with officials from
each of the ITU permanent organs.

Public Information

Mr. Corsetti (left) examines publications in the
ITU central library

Mr. N.V. Shenoi,
Secretary to the Government of India
Ministry of Communications, paid a visit
to ITU headquarters
on 17 October 1973,
on his way back to
India after attending
the ITU Plenipotentiary Conference at
Malaga-T or rem olinos. He had discussions with headquarters officials and
later made a tour of
the new building.

Mr. N.V. Shenoi
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union activities / technical co-operation

IFRB seminar
on frequency
management
and the use of the
radio frequency
spectrum

A seminar on frequency management
and the use of the radio frequency spectrum
organized by the IFRB will be held in
Geneva at ITU headquarters from 9 to 20
September 1974. Participants who so wish
are invited to spend additional time (one
to two weeks) with the IFRB to discuss
in detail problems of their administration.
The lectures and deliberations of the
seminar will be, as may be required, in four
languages (French, English, Spanish and
Russian) according to the provisions of
No. 242 of the International Telecommunication Convention, with simultaneous
interpretation facilities. The documentation
will be issued in the three working languages of the Union, as specified in No. 240
of the Convention. A detailed explanation
of the work of the IFRB will be given in
smaller groups and according to the
language of the participants. Details
will also be given on the implementation of
decisions of recent radiocommunication
conferences, in particular the World

technical

Administrative Radio Conference for
Space Telecommunications, Geneva, 1971,
and on the forthcoming World Administrative Radio Maritime Conference, to be
held in Geneva in April-June 1974.
Administrations should submit the names
of participants they intend to send to the
seminar not later than 1 June 1974 to the
International
Frequency
Registration
Board.

— Special assistance to be provided to
administrations according to the International Telecommunication Convention and the Radio Regulations
— International monitoring
— Space radiocommunications
— Planning for broadcasting in the LF
and MF bands and study of the relevant
basic technical considerations.

Draft programme of the seminar

Death of
Mr. Paul Schneider

— Organization, functions and responsibilities of the ITU and its permanent
organs

Mr. Paul Schneider,
Deputy Head of the
ITU Computer Department, died sud-

— Principles of radiocommunication and
general explanation of the Radio
Regulations
— Table of Frequency Allocations and
associated rules
— Radio propagation and ionospheric
forecasts

Mr. Schneider was
born on 2 April 1923
at Kappel, St. Gallen,
Switzerland. A pioneer
*n his field, he
began his work in
data processing in

— Principles and methods of frequency
selection
— Frequency requirements and use of the
frequency spectrum for the various
categories of services
— Notification procedure (Articles 9, 9A
and 10 of the Radio Regulations)
— Master International Frequency Register
— Technical standards and technical
examination of frequency assignment
notices
— Problems of harmful interference (Article 15 of the Radio Regulations)
— Basic technical characteristics of transmitting and receiving stations

Mr. P. Schneider

1945' In 1947
went to the United
States to study the latest techniques, and
in 1951 he became a technical consultant
for his company. Mr. Schneider joined
the staff of the ITU on 17 August 1953
where he created the data processing
service. His competence, his tenacity
in seeking the best solution, his refusal
to compromise when the quality of work
was at stake, have left their mark on the
Computer Department of the ITU.

co-operattor

Departures and returns from mission
name of expert

country
of origin

speciality

country of
assignment

period of
contract and
programme*

departure
return

Devenish N.G.

United Kingdom

Senior instructor in the technique of
radio relay systems at the Telecommunication Training Centre

Kabul
(Afghanistan)

2.9.73-1.9.74
UNDP

departure

Schubert P.A.J.

Germany (Federal
Republic of)

Radio relay system and multiplex
instructor at the National Electronics
and Telecommunications Centre
(CENET)

Santiago
(Chile)

3.9.73-2.9.74
UNDP

departure
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union activities/technical co-operation/
conferences or meetings external to the ITU

name of expert

country
of origin

speciality

country of
assignment

period of
contract and
programme*

departure
return

Gehrmann H.R.P.

Germany (Federal
Republic of)

Instructor for telecommunication
administration and management at the
Telecommunication Staff College

Haripur
(Pakistan)

9.9.73-8.9.75
UNDP

departure

Rollero A.J.

Switzerland

Expert in training of technical staff
for telephone operation

Ouagadougou
(Upper Volta)

18.9.73-17.9.74
UNDP

departure

Brok B.

United States

Expert in telegraph and telephone
exchange equipment, firstly to
28.2.67 in the Central American
Region, thereafter in the Caribbean
Region

Port-au-Prince
(Haiti)

13.2.64-2.9.73
UNDP

return

Heurtin Y.

France

Instructor in practical radio

Fort
Archambault
(Chad)

26.10.64-30.9.73
UNDP

return

Eldin R.D.

France

Instructor in radiocommunications at
the Institute of Technology for
Telecommunications and Electronics
(ITTE)

Oran
(Algeria)

25.8.68-17.10.73
UNDP

return

Carles M.

France

Television instructor at the National
Electronics and Telecommunications
Centre (CENET)

Santiago
(Chile)

5.1.70-4.8.73
UNDP

return

Mounier G.P.

France

Instructor in television and sound
broadcasting receivers maintenance at
the National Electronics and
Telecommunications Centre (CENET)

Santiago
(Chile)

1.3.70-28.8.73
UNDP

return

Heil A.W.

Germany (Federal
Republic of)

Instructor in power plants at the
Federal School of Posts and
Telecommunications

Yaounde
(Cameroon)

18.3.72-31.8.73
UNDP

return

* UNDP=United Nations Development Programme.

conferences or meetings external to the ITU

Seminar
on frequency
management
and the use of the
radio frequency
spectrum

A seminar on frequency management and
the use of the radio frequency spectrum
was organized by the Yugoslav Union of
Engineers and Mechanical and Electrical
Technicians in Belgrade from 18 to 21
June 1973, on the initiative of the Federal
Directorate of Radiocommunications in
collaboration with the Yugoslav Community of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones,
the Yugoslav Radio and Television Service
and various other administrations and
national professional associations. It was
attended by over 150 participants from
various Yugoslav organizations which
operate, or are concerned with, telecommunication services.
The lectures dealt mainly with the international regulations in force in various

branches of radiocommunications, national
management and use of frequencies, and
propective developments in the different
Yugoslav telecommunication services.
At the request of the Yugoslav Administration, four IFRB officials participated as
lecturers at the seminar, as well as lecturers
from the Canada, Federal Republic of
Germany, the United Kingdom, and the
United States reading papers and leading
the discussions.
The Yugoslav Administration intends to
hold a similar seminar every second year
(in odd-numbered years) and to open such
seminars to participants from other countries.
R.P. - K.C. - C.G. - J.B.
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The session was attended by Mr. R.E.
Butler, Deputy Secretary-General of the
ITU and Mr. A. Gromov, Vice-Chairman
of the IFRB.
The Working Group had before it a number of documents and contributions by
Member Governments—in particular:

Fourth session
of the United Nations
Working Group
on Direct Broadcast
Satellites

a) the proposed draft international convention of the USSR on principles governing the use by Member States of
artificial earth satellites for direct
television broadcasting;
b) a working paper presented by Canada
and Sweden, elaborating principles to
be observed by Member States in
organizing direct broadcast satellite
facilities;
c) the declaration of guiding principles on
the use of satellite broadcasting for the
free flow of information, adopted by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
General Conference in 1972;
d) the UNESCO—World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) draft convention against the unauthorized distribution of programme-carrying signals
transmitted by satellites and commentary of the draft convention;
presentation concerning the state of
the art, presented by the United States;
and

e) 3.

The fourth session of the United Nations
Working Group on Direct Broadcast
Satellites was held under the chairmanship
of Mr. Olaf Rydbeck, Director-General
of the Swedish Broadcasting and Television Organization, at the United Nations'
Headquarters in New York from 11 to
27 June 1973.

f) the 11th Report of the ITU on telecommunications and the peaceful uses
of outer space, including decisions
taken at the World Administrative
Radio Conference for Space Telecommunications, held in Geneva in 1971;

as well as statements presented in the
course of the debates by participants in
the Working Group.
Mr. Butler, made a statement on behalf of
the ITU.
After the introduction of each document
mentioned above by its author(s) and
discussions, the Working Group adopted
the Report on the work of the fourth
session.
The Working Group's report covers
historical details, including a summary of
the technical and economic considerations,
the state of the art, the results of the action
taken in the ITU—in particular the decisions of the World Administrative Radio
Conference for Satellite Telecommunications in 1971, as well as the action taken
in UNESCO and jointly by UNESCO
and WIPO.
During the discussion some questions
concerning special aspects of frequency
planning and management were taken up
and replies were made by the representative of the IFRB.
The meeting did not begin to discuss the
detailed provisions in either of the two
principal documents, i.e. the draft convention submitted by the Soviet delegation
and the joint declaration of principles
submitted by Canada and Sweden. It
preferred to discuss in general terms the
various issues involved and made provision
for a further meeting in 1974 when it is
expected that the detailed aspects relating
to regulation concerning the flow of information content will receive more specific
attention.
A.G.
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The switch consists of a yttrium-galliumscandium-iron garnet film, about 2.5 micrometres thick. The film is grown on a
gadolinium-gallium-garnet substrate, and
it serves as a waveguide for the light waves.
Two types of light waves can propagate
in this film. One type has magnetic transverse fields or so-called TM modes. The
other type has electric transverse (or TE)
fields.

through the serpentine circuit, a small
magnetic field, in the order of 2xl0~5
tesla is created. When the magnetic field
is present, the light wave is converted from
the TM mode to the TE mode because of
the magnetic-optic property of the film.
The exit prism guides the TE and the TM
light waves out of the film in two different
directions. Scientists can switch the light
beam back and forth by turning the induction current, and thus the magnetic field,
on and off in the circuit.

Two prisms are positioned, one at either
end of the garnet crystal wafer. One prism
serves to guide the beam from an external
laser into the film. The second " exit "

By switching or modulating the light in a
precisely controlled pattern, information
could be coded into the light beam. The
beam could then be transmitted through

requirements of an optical communications
system.

Thin-film
laser switch

Path of a laser beam through the thin film switch

A

new light switch for use with lasers
has been devised by Bell Telephone
Laboratories (BTL) scientists. The switch
may be useful in future tiny optical circuits
for putting phone calls and other information on a laser beam.
The magnetically-controlled switch, which
can modulate light passing through a thin,
single-crystal garnet film, may some day be
the heart of a miniature circuit in an
optical communications system. Scientists
have been seeking such a switch as part of
a system that would permit them to transmit large amounts of information over
light beams.
The light switch measures about 19 mm
across in its present experimental form, but
could be miniaturized further to meet the

prism guides the laser beam out of the
film. This technique for coupling an external laser beam into an optical circuit was
advanced by Dr. Tien and his colleagues
in 1969. The exit prism, which is made of
a birefringent material, has an additional
property in that it guides the laser beam
out of the film in one direction for the
TM type of lightwaves and in another
direction for the TE type of lightwaves.
A tiny serpentine-shaped electric circuit,
made by conventional integrated circuit
techniques, is applied to the surface of the
garnet wafer, overlapping the path followed
by the laser beam through the garnet film.
In the experiment, the light wave is fed
into the film by the " input " prism in a
TM mode. When a current is passed

a glass fibre to a distant receiving station
where the information would be retrieved
by a light detector.
In an eventual optical system, the input
prism may not be needed, since the light
wave may be generated in the film by a
thin-film laser. The exit prism also would
be replaced by a thin-film polarizer and a
film-fibre coupler. The modulator or switch
would thus be extremely simple, involving
only a magnetic film and a tiny electric
circuit. Because of the serpentine structure,
the inductance of the circuit is less than
0.1 microhenry. In the experiment, less
than 100 mW of electrical power was used
to modulate the light from a 1.15 micrometre helium-neon laser at a modulation
frequency of 80 MHz. — BTL.
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independent systems quite separate from
the public network.

A new type
of telephone
exchange:
the " centrex"

D

to meet the requirements of
the very large undertakings or groups
of undertakings in the tertiary industries
or administrative sector, a new type of
telephone exchange unique in Europe was
introduced in France in December 1972,
when the Roissy-en-France " centrex"
came into operation.
ESIGNED

It is no accident that the first centrex in
Europe was installed in Roissy airport.
Roissy was the ideal site for a study of the
centrex, both from the technical and from
the operational points of view. By 1985
it will be handling air traffic three times as
heavy as that of Orly and Le Bourget
together. It will moreover combine a very
large number of activities of all sorts
which would have required the installation
of several thousand heavy-traffic telephone
lines of the conventional type.
Successor to the first experimental electronic exchanges in Paris and Lannion, the
Roissy centrex, whose capacity of 6000
stations can be increased to 30 000,
provides a very extensive range of services
thanks to the power and flexibility of its
two stored-programme computers: abbreviated dialling inside the airport, transfer,
double calling, conference calls, recorded
calls, centralized charging, etc. A centrex
equipped with electromechanical equipment
is also possible.
The system represents a saving in investment for the P&T because the centrex is

essential that the Ministry should exercise
effective control over the design and
operation of the equipment. That is the
purpose of Government participation in
the France-Centrex company, the aim
of which is to define not a communication
system but rather a new type of service.
The P&T does not have a majority holding;
it merely ensures that the company, in
policy and management, does not overstep
the objectives assigned to it in its statutes
and, for that, a blocking minority is
sufficient.
By its presence and powers of control, the
State thus penetrates the private sector, in
which hitherto it played no part either
directly or indirectly. Undoubtedly, this
new system will ensure more rational
operation of that outer fringe of the
monopoly which was assuming such
proportions that the general organization
and economy of the telephone network
were affected. But, despite what some
people have said, there is no question of
the State using this company to take over
the private telephone market.
However, the company is above all a
commercial undertaking whose objective
will be to win markets and hold its own. It

Operators' positions at the Roissy-en-France
centrex
(LCT)

Although it does not fall within the
conventional definition of either a public
or a private exchange, the new system is
derived from both. Its originality lies in
the fact that all the subscriber stations in a
group, regardless of the organization to
which they belong, are directly connected
to a private exchange, which itself is
connected to the public network in the
same way as a standard subscriber exchange. It is therefore something quite new
in that hitherto private installations were
758

directly connected to the nearest local,
transit and international exchanges; this
avoids duplication of functions and the
need for public exchanges, which normally
act merely as liaison units. And as the
centrex is responsible for the routing and
charging of calls, the P&T Administration
is relieved of an onerous task.
In view of the prerogatives thus vested in
the centrex exchanges—prerogatives derived from the P&T monopoly—it is
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will thus have to show dynamism and
flexibility. The capital investment—and
with it the installation and operation of the
centrex exchanges—will be shared between
the State (P&T Ministry) and the finance
agencies (banks and insurance companies)
which will thus enjoy complete independence vis-a-vis the manufacturers and will
be free to choose the equipment best
suited to each case and at the lowest
price.—Ministere frangais des Postes et
Telecommunications.

Cable television in the United States:
the Boulder, Colorado experience

by
George A. CODDING, Jr.
Chairman, Department of
Political Science and Co-Director,
Master of Science in Telecommunications Program
University of Colorado
Boulder

I

is becoming abundantly clear that for
the United States cable television
(CATV) is an instrument which has the
potential to bring about a social revolution
of vast proportions.1 It has also become
clear that in the United States the Federal
Government, in the person of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), does
not intend to treat CATV in a manner
similar to the way it treats over-the-air
radio and television. It does not intend
to issue licences, it does not intend to
interfere in the setting of rates, and it does
not intend to insist on an examination of
performance for renewal of licences. The
Federal Communications Commission has
restricted its activities to laying down
general guidelines and a few specific
regulations designed to:
T

1) assure minimal technical standards;

2) protect over-the-air television, both
UHF and VHF; and

3) encourage the cable companies to
provide local communities with communityoriented television programs.
The result has been that true regulation of
CATV, and therefore the path of its
future development in the United States,
has been left largely to the cities, towns,
and countries of the nation in all their
multitude and with all of their thousands
of special problems. The thrusting of the
real regulation of CATV onto the shoulders of the men who govern the smallest
units of government in the United States
was not, however, due exclusively to the
master plan of the FCC, although the
local emphasis in that plan was an important element in this development. There
are two additional factors, historical
accident and local financial needs. CATV
came into being in the first place to provide
reception of television signals in areas
within local communities where reception
was bad or impossible. The CATV

companies of the time were mostly small
and provided a very limited service within
the boundaries of certain local communities. The logical and obvious governmental body to set forth the regulations
of this new service was that of those
local communities, and this it proceeded
to do. The other factor, and one just as
important, was the poor financial situation
of most local governments. CATV provided a new source of income at a time
when such sources were in short supply.2
The State government, from many points
of view, is the logical level at which to
regulate cable television. The State has the
general authority under its police power to
regulate businesses within its boundaries
where the Federal Government has not
pre-empted the field or when the Federal
Government has only partially set down
regulations, as in the case of CATV.
The State exercises a wide range of
powers, the most extensive of which are
►
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those applied to businesses affected by the
public interest and which are or might tend
to become a monopoly, especially public
utilities. Each State has a public utilities
commission which issues permits and
franchises, sets rates, requires uniform
financial procedures, investigates the quality of service, decides if services can be
abandoned, and the like. As regards
telecommunications, the States already
treat the telephone and telegraph services
within their boundaries as public utilities.
The State not only has the power and the
experience in regulating services in many
ways similar to CATV, but it also provides
a larger perspective for the development of
cable television.
Despite the advantages that State regulation would suggest, the States have not
yet entered the field in any strength. So
far only a few have attempted to exert a
regulatory power. At present, the general
sentiment in Colorado, as in most other
States, is that CATV is not a public
utility and therefore should be left to
local control, except, of course, where such
regulation has been pre-empted by the
Federal Government.
It is interesting to note that the major
study on the subject, the Sloan Report, does
not recommend that the State use its public
utility powers to regulate CATV. It would
rather have each State create a special
supervisory agency to " direct and regulate
the growth of cable television in conformity
with the standards established by the
Federal Government, but with freedom
at all times to exceed those standards
when they are expressed as minimal. The
principal activity of such State agencies,"
continues the Report, " should be the
general supervision of franchising procedures." 3 In no case should such agencies
issue franchises. That function should
always remain at the local level. There is
another reason, in addition to the desire
to give local communities a voice in CATV,
which prompts groups like the Sloan
Commission to oppose regulation of
CATV by State public utilities commissions, and that is the growing feeling that
such commissions cannot do the job. As
stated by Posner: " unfortunately... there
is now strong reason to suspect that
public utility regulation works much less
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well in practice than in theory, and
scepticism in this regard is particularly
pronounced with respect to traditionally
undermanned and underfinanced State
public utility commissions." 4 Be that as it
may, it is the local government rather than
the State government that is becoming the
principal partner to the Federal Government of the United States in determining
the direction that these potent new
telecommunications media will take.5
Rather than attempt to survey all the
thousands of local CATV regulations
that have already been enacted, the
remainder of this paper will be devoted
mainly to a case study of a single American
community, Boulder, Colorado. The Boulder experience in CATV is typical of what
is going on all over the United States.

1. Cable for improved reception
The early cable television systems were
installed in the United States in order to
bring television to areas with poor reception or to areas where there was no
reception. These conditions existed mainly
in rural areas and small towns where
over-the-air signals were blocked by a
geographical obstacle, or where the distance between the receiver and transmitter
was too great. Starting in the 1940s in the
hills of Oregon and Pennsylvania, primitive
cable systems slowly but steadily increased
in number and in subscribers. In 1952 it is
estimated that there were 70 systems in
operation with a total of some 14 000 subscribers. In 1956, there were 450 systems in
operation with a total of some 300 000
subscribers. In 1963, the number of cable
systems in the country broke the 1000
mark, and in 1964 the number of subscribers broke the one million mark. In
1971 there were an estimated 2570 systems
with 5 300 000 subscribers.
Although CATV came relatively late to
Boulder, it was instituted in order to
accomplish the same tasks that the most
primitive systems had undertaken. Boulder,
Colorado, is a community of some 70 000
nestled up against the foothills of the
Rocky Mountains. Although most of
Boulder can receive the five Denver
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television stations without difficulty, in
certain areas television signals reflect off the
mountains and produce a ghost which is
extremely annoying to the viewer. It was
this area, located in the central western
section of the city, that in 1964 Colorado
Televents, Incorporated created a local
company to serve.
The City Ordinance which gave Colorado
Televents the right to service this ghost
area of Boulder is more or less typical of the
early CATV franchises. Its justification
centered around the usual power of a city
over " streets, alleys, sidewalks, highways,
and other public ways and places." 6
This Ordinance, No. 2846, provided for a
20-year, revocable at will and nonexclusive franchise for Colorado Televents
which was obliged to start operations
within three years of the passing of the
ordinance and to pay 2% of its gross
revenue to the City of Boulder, or 100 US
dollars, whichever was greater, in consideration of the franchise and in lieu of
" all occupational and licence taxes or
other taxes on the right to do business... "
Colorado Televents was obliged to erect
its poles and towers in such a manner as
not to interfere with traffic on streets and
alleys and to repair any street or sidewalk
damaged in the construction or maintenance of the cable system. It was made
subject to all present and future ordinances
dealing with streets, sidewalks and alleys.
Finally, Ordinance No. 2846 required the
cable company to post a public liability
and damage bond. It is interesting to
note that so little was known about cable
television and its potentialities in 1964 that
this ordinance was written primarily on
the basis of advice from the applicant.
There were no other applicants for a
permit, so no competitive bid procedure
was followed.
Colorado Televents quickly moved to
carry out its appointed task. An agreement
was reached with the Mountain States
Telephone and Telegraph Company
(Mountain Bell) and the local Public
Service Company to use their poles to
string its coaxial cable. A sophisticated
antenna was erected in the mountains above
town. For a charge of 5.95 US dollars a
month, Colorado Televents offered for the
first time to the " ghost area " residents of
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Boulder superior reception of Denver's
five television stations: the three network
affiliates, the independant, and the educational television station. In addition,
Colorado Televents offered its clients an
independent television station located in
Cheyenne in the neighbouring State of
Wyoming, and 14 regional FM radio
channels, mostly from Denver.
The response of the Boulder viewer was
gratifying to Colorado Televents. In a
short time almost half of the residences in
the reception area had been subscribed.
In June 1970, it was announced that the
system was serving 1080 residences in an
area of approximately 2300 dwellings, with
35 km of " plant ".
Little of note occurred in Boulder cable
television between the date of inception of
the system and 1970, with one exception.
In 1966 the Boulder CATV system was
acquired by a larger group, the Community
Communications Company (Communico),
and the name of the local outlet was
changed to Boulder Cable TV. The
Boulder City Council passed a resolution
in 1966 substituting the name Communico
for Colorado Televents in Ordinance
No. 2846.

2. Preparing for the wired city
Some time in the late 1960s the potential
of cable television became known. It was
found that people would be willing to pay
the monthly rental, even where local
television reception was excellent, if they
were given additional programs. A good
example is cited in the " Sloan Report".
San Diego in the 1950s was served by
two UHF stations, one affiliated with
Columbia Broadcasting System Incorporated (CBS) and one with the National Broadcasting Company Incorporated (NBC). San
Diegans also were able to receive without
any difficulty an American Broadcasting
Companies Incorporated (ABC) affiliated
station a few kilometres away in Mexico.
Nevertheless, when a cable television
entrepreneur installed an antenna capable
of bringing into the area programs
from Los Angeles, some 160 km away,
25 000 families agreed to pay an installa-

tion charge of 19.95 US dollars and a
monthly charge of 5.50 dollars for the
service. As pointed out in the " Sloan
Report": " Since San Diego was already
receiving the three networks what was
being offered in fact were the four independent stations that served Los Angeles
with sports, old moving pictures, and
re-runs of network shows, plus the local
Los Angeles services provided by the three
network affiliates. That was enough." 7
While " more of the same " could attract
additional subscribers to CATV, the
nature of cable television is such that it can
offer exciting new services undreamed of
in the early days of over-the-air television.
Little by little these potentialities were
spelled out in articles and books and in the
reports of government commissions, culminating in the celebrated May 1970
article entitled " The Wired Nation "
written for The Nation magazine by a
then-graduate student of Columbia University, Ralph Lee Smith.8 In this article
Smith summarizes some of the cable
television potentials in the following words:
" In addition to the telephone and the
radio and television programs now
available, there can come into homes and
into business places audio, video and
facsimile transmission that will provide
newspapers, mail service, banking and
shopping facilities, data from libraries and
other storage centres, school curricula
and other forms of information too
numerous to specify. In short, every
home and office will contain a communications center of a breadth and
flexibility to influence every aspect of private and community life." 9

Boulder and its special concerns. The most
interest of all, 69%, was shown in the
possibility that the University of Colorado,
which is located in Boulder, would offer
credit courses on cable television. Finally,
45 % answered affirmatively to the optional
question as to whether they would be
willing to pay 5.95 dollars per month
for these additional programs. Fortyfive per cent of the residences in the area
would be equivalent to 6145 new subscribers. The conclusion was that the
construction of a new plant was fully
warranted.
Less than a year after the survey, and
before the Boulder CATV company had
begun its expansion, the city of Boulder
also awoke to the potentialities of cable
television. On 29 April 1971, Robert T.
Sample, Administrative Assistant to the
City Manager of Boulder, issued a memorandum in which he stated that the old
ordinance was " no longer sufficient to
protect the public interest." In particular,
there was no provision requiring the cable
company to provide any specific types of
service, to observe any standards of
performance, or to submit rate requests
to the city for approval. " In fact," continued Mr. Sample, " the present ordinance
basically permits the company to operate
in any way it sees fit." 10
A new comprehensive cable television
ordinance was necessary and would have
to address itself to five areas of special
concern:
1) rate control, necessary because of the
monopolistic nature of the undertaking;

2) minimum performance standards;
The company running Boulder's cable
television awoke to the profit potentialities
of a Boulder-wide extension of its services
in late 1969. At that time a questionnaire
to determine potential customer interest
was composed and sent to a sample of the
dwelling units in a proposed expansion
area of the city. The respondents to the
questionnaire, some 1350 out of a total of
1688, evidenced a great deal of interest,
especially as regards distant signals, clear
reception of Denver FM radio, educational
programs, and the possibility of having a
television channel devoted exclusively to

3) undergrounding of cables;
4) prohibition against advertising, since
cable television is supported by
monthly charges; and
5) local program origination.
Additional areas to consider were:
1) compensation to the city. Inasmuch as
cable television was a luxury service
its sould be taxed as such, with an
increasing tax rate on increased profit;
►
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2) facilities for public use. One or more
outlets should be made available
without charge to public agencies;
3) prohibition against pay television until
FCC had ruled on the issues involved;
4) surveillance. Boulder should consider
the possibility of using cable television
to monitor the down-town business
district 24 hours a day as was done
in Olean, New York.

benefits that CATV can bring to the
nation's communications system include
" additional diversity of programming,
serving as a communications outlet for
many who previously have had little or no
chance of ownership or access to the
television broadcast system, and creating
the potential for a host of new communications services." 12
From the commercial point of view, the
most important part of the new FCC
regulations contained provisions dealing
with importation of distant signals. For
the Denver area, of which Boulder is
considered a part, cable companies were
given permission to import two distant
commercial television signals, any number
of educational and public channels, and
any number of foreign language signals.13
The additional imported signal was considered by most in the business to be
adequate to attract a multitude of additional customers in Boulder.

It so happens that the " impending growth "
of cable television in Boulder did not
materialize as quickly as both the city
and the cable company had anticipated.
The spurt of activity of Boulder Cable TV
Company and of the city in the 1970s
was based upon the belief that the FCC
was about to liberalize the interim rules
that it has imposed on the industry,
especially as regards the limiting of
importation of distant signals, and was
about to declare that it would renounce
much of its potential regulatory powers,
especially that part which would be
encompassed in franchises, in favour of the
municipalities of the nation.11 When the
FCC failed to turn the proposed rules
into actual rules the Boulder Cable TV
Company postponed its planned expansion, and the city shelved the proposed
changes to Ordinance No. 2846.

From the point of view of the city fathers,
other parts of the new FCC regulations
were much more exciting. The FCC
decreed that all new cable television
systems must have a minimum 20-channel
capacity and the potential for a two-way
capacity, the return at least on a nonvoice basis. Further, all cable companies
must provide:

3. Establishing the ground rules

1) a public channel accessible at all times
to local citizenry on a non-discriminatory basis,

The next to last phase of the process of
bringing improved CATV to Boulder
began on 5 August 1971, with the transmittal by the FCC of a new Letter of
Intent to Rule to Congress. It is generally
agreed that these rules, which went into
effect on 31 March 1972, although still
providing a measure of protection for
over-the-air television, mark the beginning
of the treatment of CATV by the FCC as a
new communications service and not
merely as a supplement to over-the-air
television. As stated by the FCC, the
basic objectives of the new rules are: "...
to get cable moving so that the public may
receive its benefits and to do so without,
at the same time, jeopardizing the basic
structure of over-the-air television." The
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2) an educational channel, and

responsibility the setting of minimum
standards for franchises issued by local
authorities which would be administered in
the certification process.14 The Commission would also regulate access channels
for non-broadcast programming, technical
standards and cross-ownership of cable
and other media.
Local governments are given primary
responsibility for the issuing of franchises,
but under federal guidelines. For instance,
while local authorities can establish the
franchise area, provision must be made to
bring cable benefits to all areas of the
franchise community where practicable, not
only to the more affluent sections. Cable
companies must begin construction within
one year after certificate of compliance is
issued, and the facilities should be extended to cover at least 20 % of the
franchise area each succeeding year, with
minor variations depending upon local
conditions. Noting that long-term franchises were an " invitation " to obsolesence,
the Commission stated that in general
franchises should not exceed 15 years'
duration. Franchise fees, according to the
FCC, should be reasonable and should not
interfere with carrying out federal goals.
Consequently, when a locality establishes a
fee higher than 3 %, the franchising
authority must demonstrate that the fee is
justified. Determining the character qualifications for franchise applicants and
regulating rates charged to subscribers are
both prerogatives of the local government.
Finally, public proceedings, with published
notice of filing and public hearings, must
precede all granting of franchises.

3) a channel for local government use.
There is to be no charge for these channels
during the developmental period.
The new FCC rules recognize that the
issuing of cable television franchises is
primarily the responsibility of local government; however, the FCC is not without
responsibility. On the one hand, federal
licensing of cable systems would be an
" unmanageable burden " on the commission, and on the other hand, local governments were in the best position to know
the needs of local communities. Operating
under a " deliberately structured dualism ",
the FCC would take as its portion of the
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The new FCC regulations stimulated the
city of Boulder to new franchise efforts
under the direction of Mr. Sample. Before
proceeding, it should be noted that Mr.
Sample is one of the three assistants to the
City Manager, the chief administrative
official of Boulder, who is appointed by the
elected City Council. Each Administrative
Assistant has several areas of responsibility.
Consequently, Mr. Sample was never free
to devote his entire efforts to the CATV
ordinance and franchise. Rather, he worked
on it intermittently as the urgency of his
various other duties permitted. Suffice it to
say that after several months of extremely
hard work, including contacting various
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experts in Boulder and other parts of
the State of Colorado, Mr. Sample
came up with three new documents: a
new draft municipal CATV ordinance,
Cable Television Proposal Provisions which
outlined what the city wanted from cable
television, and a procedure for submitting bids for the CATV franchise. The
first is a short three-page document
containing 11 sections, which lays down
the basic legal rules, grants permission to
the City Manager to negotiate a permit,
and gives the successful bidder permission
to use the city streets. This document,
along with various items of supportive
material, was presented to the City
Council on 18 April 1972. After a brief
debate it was passed unanimously
and became Ordinance No. 3789 of the
City of Boulder.15
The second document, the " Cable Television Proposal Provisions," is an exciting
and provocative statement which contains
the real essence of all work that went into
the problem. It is 11 pages in length,
divided into what the City Manager's
office has titled, in the idiom of the times,
" non-negotiable provisions " and " negotiable provisions." While the non-negotiable provisions, which generally adhere
closely to the new FCC rules, are not
subject to the bargaining process, " comments and suggestions for improvement
will be welcome." 16 The negotiable provisions, however, are a collection of a
wide range of ideas about what CATV
could potentially do for the residents of the
city of Boulder. Based as they were on
potential, the city of Boulder did not
consider them to be rigid in any way, but
rather a basis for bargaining between the
city and a prospective operator. The
overall aim of the city is to " negotiate
terms and provisions which will provide
the best feasible service package to the
greatest number of subscribers at the
lowest cost to the subscribers." 17
Cable Television Provisions has three
major sections: financial; construction;
and service. The main aim of all three is to
" emphasize innovative broadband communications applications as well as informational transmissions and non-video
applications." " Entertainment," it is emphasized, " should not be considered the
major goal of the system." 18

Under finances, while it is conceded that
in the earlier stages of the operation of
Boulder CATV it will be necessary to levy
a fee (to be not more than 6 dollars a
month), it is hoped that the successful
bidder will be able to develop an innovative fee package from such sources as
leased channel fees and some advertising
which would ultimately result in a system
that is completely free to its subscribers.
The construction provisions also contain a
number of innovative suggestions. First,
under the non-negotiable provisions, the
successful bidder is required to provide a
complete coverage of the entire city;
trunks and feeder cables should pass by
every dwelling unit and establishment in
the city. Under the negotiable provisions,
the city states that it is looking for proposals which will promise that this work will
be accomplished in one year or less.
Second, it would be ideal if the entire
system could be installed underground.
" The least acceptable proposal that will
be considered," according to the document, " is a phased plan for undergrounding
during the first few years of the permit.
Purely aerial systems will not be considered, and strong preference will be
given to total or near-total undergrounding." 19 A third suggestion, and one
with a great deal of potential, requests that
the system be so designed as to permit the
isolation of sub-communities for programmes with only a neighbourhood
interest. One suggestion was that local
election precincts be used for this purpose.
Other construction provisions call for a
two-way capability, interconnection with
other systems in the area, and a request
that the grantee build or lease a studio
for live programming.
The service provisions, those provisions
dealing with the actual types of programmes and services that would be offered
over the system, demonstrate once again
both the great potentials of cable television
and the difficulties inherent in planning a
cable service on this basis rather than on
past performance. The first provisions
were the channels required by the FCC
for the Denver/Boulder area.
Under the title " broadcast video " there
are the three Denver network stations, the
Denver independent television station, the

Denver educational station and two
imported independent stations. The required non-broadcast video includes one
public access channel, one municipal
government channel, one school district
channel and four unallocated channels.
All Denver FM radio stations must also be
carried by the Boulder system, according
to the FCC's rules.
The negotiable service programs range
widely over cable television's possibilities.
This section begins, for instance, with
a request for a system designed for 30 or
more channels and with a formula which
the city would use to determine when and
how the original system would be expanded.20 The largest portion of this
rather long section deals with what nonbroadcast channels, in addition to the
original 14, should be used for. One
specific suggestion for a broadcast channel
was a Spanish-language channel to serve
Boulder's Spanish-speaking population,
perhaps the same one being required in
neighbouring Lakewood. Additional nonbroadcast video channels might include
one reserved specifically for the use of the
Boulder public library, one for the use of
the university and three for the Boulder
school system. Other possible channels
that should be considered by the licensee
are one for the local hospitals and medical
clinics, one for local law enforcement
agencies, one for time and weather, one for
stock market information and one for
colour setting. " Another non-broadcast
video channel that should be considered,"
according to this document, " would be a
low-light level surveillance system for
businesses or law enforcement agencies." 21
As regards additional channels to be made
available for lease, the City of Boulder has
definite opinions as to what should and
should not be done with them. Ten or more
such channels should be provided as per
the requirements of the FCC. The applicant
might attempt to fill some of this channel
space " with some of the packaged systems
being made available nationally. However,"
continues the report, " the applicant
should be careful to ensure that a substantial portion of the programming
offered is local and, hopefully, of a nonentertainment type. Since one of the principal advantages of cable systems is their
►
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ability to serve minority local interests, this
advantage should be protected from
dilution by such package deals as the eight
channels of cartoons and old movies being
contemplated by the Hughes satellite
group. One protection which the city
would like to see in this area is a restriction
of no more than two channels leased
to any one program source."22 The
report asks that the grantee also consider
carefully the inclusion of the proposed
Federation of Rocky Mountain States
education technology satellite project.
This is not the end of the suggested services, however. As regards " additional
radio channel carriage," the city pointed
out that the applicant could import
programmes from Spanish-language stations. " The Canadian Broadcasting Company and the British Broadcasting Company both offer fine programmes which
might warrant importing one or both of
the stations in toto." 23 And the grantee
should not ignore the importing of
special programmes appealing to cultural
or sports interests. Further, the grantee
should not ignore the multitude of additional services suggested in the press in
recent years related to the " wired city "
concept. " Here," states the " Proposal
Provisions " " innovation is at a premium
since most such services are not yet
technically or economically certain... Some
of the services that might be mentioned are:
a computer link for municipal computer
services, home computer links, fire and
burgular alarm hook-ups, television polling
(so long as not in conflict with monitoring
restrictions), automatic bill-paying, facsimile mail reproduction, home shopping,
and so on." 24
On 13 June 1972, the City Manager of
Boulder offered a formal invitation to
interested individuals and companies to
bid for the city CATV franchise, taking
into consideration both the new municipal
ordinance and the " Cable Television
Proposal Provisions ". All proposals were
to be submitted no later than 1 September
1972 (later postponed until 1 November
1972) and would be reviewed by the City
" in light of the number and quality of
services offered in the service package to
the subscribers." 25 The three or four of the
best proposals which provide the best
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such package at the lowest cost to the
subscriber would be designated for the
negotiation process. The process, which
would involve negotiations with the City
Manager in order " to improve and refine
the service package " would last several
weeks or months and would include
public hearings. At the end of the negotiation process, one finalist would be selected.
" The details of the permit will then be
mutually agreed upon and presented at a
public hearing to the Council in the form
of an ordinance for appeal."26 The city,
according to the Manager, anticipates the
granting of one permit but reserves the
right to reject all proposals or grant more
than one.
The City of Boulder, according to the
City Manager, is " usually among the
first in Colorado to undertake innovative
new programs." With this following
warning, the City Manager sums up with
his office's philosophy of CATV for
Boulder: " In preparing a proposal for a
cable TV system for Boulder, your firm
should attempt to develop a flexible
package which blends free and fee services
in innovative ways. The City is, in effect,
looking to the collective expertise of the
cable TV industry for the kind of system
designs which will lead toward the futuristic " wired city" concept while still
remaining soundly based in the realities of
present-day technology and finance. In
general, the City is looking for a system
which offers a substantial broadband
communications network today with many
built-in features permitting expansion of
facilities and services for tomorrow.
Finally, the information on transmitting
and non-video aspects of the system will
be given considerable weight in the
evaluation of all proposals. Entertainment
should not be considered the major goal
of the system." 27

wishes of the officials of the City of
Boulder, and the extent of services the
successful applicant feels he is willing to
provide.
While the Boulder experiment makes an
interesting story, the most important
lesson to be learned is that it is just one
experiment among thousands that are
taking place throughout the United States
today. In some cases the community in
question will have a negotiator even more
imaginative and capable than Mr. Sample.
In hundreds of other cases, however, the
personnel involved will have much less
experience and background in the potentialities of cable television. Thus, unless
the FCC makes drastic changes in its
rules, or unless State governments decide
to involve themselves in a massive way,
the future of this revolutionary new
technique of communication in the United
States will, for many years to come, be
marked by the most extreme diversity,
varying in its offerings from town to town
and county to county.
( Original language: English)
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ESSAGE TO THE 21st CENTURY

ll^^minute colour film (740 m) produced and distributed by the international Telecommunication Union.
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Tr.dd^ced on the occasion of TELECOM 71—the first world
fiftdmmunication exhibition, organized by the ITU in Geneva
Op/7 June 1971) with the assistance of about 20 Member
doti^tries of the Union, international and national organizations
an/a companies—this film retraces the epic days of the early
J^fectric telegraph and illustrates the technical progress achieved
in telecommunications in the past hundred years. It stresses the
importance of international co-operation, shows how the Union
works and affords a glimpse of the vast possibilities of telecommunications in the future.
Practical examples highlight the part which telecommunications
play in daily life, in normal and exceptional circumstances.

It may be obtained at a cost of 2500 Sw. fr. for the
standard 16 mm copy, and 2900 Sw. fr. for the doubletrack 16 mm copy with international sound-track; for
the time being it is available in French, English, Spanish,
Arabic and German versions.
Sound-tracks in other languages will depend on the
number of copies ordered.
Orders and Information: International Telecommunication Union, Public Relations Division, Place des
Nations, 1211 Geneva 20 (Switzerland).
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Errors in predicted values of foF2 and
hmF2 compared with the
observed day-to-day variability

by J. W. KING

and A.J. SLATER

Radio and Space Research Station
Slough, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT
It is shown that at middle latitudes the monthly quartile range of the observed daily values of foF2 at a particular place and
local time is, on average, twice as big as the error in the corresponding median value predicted by the International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR) method. In summer the average error in the predicted value is only one-fifth of the observed
quartile range of foF2. It appears likely, therefore, that predictions of critical frequency will be improved to a greater extent
by including in the prediction system the day-to-day changes rather than by improving the accuracy of the predicted median
values.
The predicted foF2 values are often found, especially in winter, to be least accurate for times near sunrise and sunset; the
errors in the predicted median values for these times have magnitudes up to 70 %, that is substantially greater than the corresponding day-to-day variability. It is suggested, therefore, that attention should be paid to the method of predicting median
foF2 values for these particular times of day.
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X. Introduction

quartile) respectively. The value of hmF2 (CCIR) is calculated
from the predicted value of M (3000) F2.

rriHE purpose of this paper is to compare the relative
magnitudes of:

The presentation of the hmF2 results is completely analogous
to that of the foF2 results; curves of
\hmF2 (median)—hmF2 (CCIR)

a) the quartile range of values of foF2 and hmF2 observed
at various places and times in particular months and
b) the errors in the corresponding predicted median values
of these parameters.

hmF2 (median)

are plotted together with data points showing
hmF2 (upper quartile)—hmF2 (lower quartile)

The predictions have been made using the CCTR (1966)
Oslo system*.
The errors in the predicted critical frequencies are presented
in the form of curves showing
\foF2 (median)-foF2 (CCIR)| ^
foFl (median)
where foF2 (median) is the observed monthly median value
and foF2 (CCIR) is the value predicted for the relevant
place, month and local time. The observed data points show
foF2 (upper quartile) — foF2 (lower quartile)
foF2 (median)

X 100

where the upper and lower quartile values were also obtained
from the daily values recorded during a month.

X 100

hmF2 (median)

X 100

2. Results

Figures 1 to 6 show foF2 (left-hand sections) and hmF2
(right-hand sections) for Port Stanley (52°S, 58°W) and
Lindau (52°N, 10°E) for summer, equinox and winter
conditions. The Port Stanley results are for 1959 (high
solar activity) and 1967 (medium solar activity) while those
for Lindau are for 1959 (high) and 1964 (low solar activity).
Similar results for other stations, seasons and solar cycle
epochs have been produced, but those shown in figures 1 to 6
appear typical in most respects; some special phenomena
will, however, be discussed below using selected results
shown in figure 7.

The relationship between the data points and the corresponding curve thus illustrates the relative magnitude of

The main conclusions reached after studying figures 1 to 6 are:

a) the range of values between the upper and lower quartiles
of the observed daily values of foF2 and

a) the average error in the predicted median values of
foF2 is about 9%; this is substantially less than the average
value of

b) the difference between the observed monthly median
value and the median value predicted for the month.

foF2 (upper quartile)—foF2 (lower quartile)

The difference between the predicted and observed median
values will be termed " the error in the predicted value ".

which is about 18 %. The predicted values appear to be most
accurate in local summer when the average error is 3.4%;
this is, on average, a factor of five less than the range between the observed upper and lower quartiles for these
months. Further details of the average variabilities and
errors are given in Table 1.

The hmF2 data are treated in a similar manner. The value
of hmF2 (median) is derived, using the normal relationship
(Shimazaki, 1955):
hmF 2

1490
M (3000) F2

- 176

from the median of the observed M (3000) F2 values. The
upper and lower quartile M (3000) F2 values are similarly
used to derive hmF2 (upper quartile) and hmF2 (lower
* Editorial note: After revision by the CCIR Xllth Plenary Assembly
(New Delhi, 1970), CCIR Report 340 is numbered 340-1.

foF2 (median)

During the mid-day period in summer at Port Stanley and
Lindau (see figures 1 and 4 respectively) the day-to-day
variability is such that the range of values between the
upper and lower quartiles is more than 10 times the error
in the CCIR predictions.
In the case of the hmF2 results, the average error (see
Table 1) in the predicted value is about 5%, while the
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Figure 1
Port Stanley, summer. The left-hand boxes show the foF2 results am
the right-hand boxes the hmF2 results.
Dots: Observed quart He ranges, expressed as percentages of the observet
monthly medians.
Lines: Differences between the predicted values and the observed monthl
medians, expressed as percentages of the observed medians.
Both the observed and predicted results have been smoothed, using th
three-point running-mean technique

Figure 2
Port Stanley, equinox. For further details, see caption to figure 1

Figure 3
Port Stanley, winter. For further details, see caption to figure 1

Figure 4
Lindau, summer. For further details, see caption to figure 1
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rigure 6
Lindau, winter. For further details, see caption to figure 1

Figure 5
Lindau, equinox. For further details, see caption to figure 1

Figure 7
Critical frequency equinox data from Victoria (48°N, 123°W), St. Johns
(48°N, 53° W), San Francisco (37°N, 122° W) and Kerguelen Islands
(49°S,
Dctfs: Observed quartile ranges, expressed as percentages of the observed
monthly medians.
Lines: Differences between the predicted values and the observed monthly
medians, expressed as percentages of the observed medians.
Both the observed and predicted results have been smoothed, using the
three-point running-mean technique

foFl

Table X
Averaged values ( % of observed median) of the
observed quartile ranges of foF2 and hmF2 and
the errors of the corresponding predicted medians

hmF2

Port
Stanley

Lindau

mean

Port
Stanley

Lindau

mean

summer

observed
predicted

16.9
3.1

16.9
3.6

16.9
3.4

10.7
5.5

9.8
3.7

10.3
4.6

equinox

observed
predicted

23.0
7.3

18.9
9.5

21.0
8.4

11.8
6.9

10.8
4.4

11.3
5.7

winter

observed
predicted

18.1
20.7

16.2
12.0

17.2
16.4

15.6
6.5

8.9
2.7

12.3
4.6
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range between the observed quartiles is about 11 %, corresponding to approximately 38 km for the months
investigated.
b) the Port Stanley foFl results (left-hand sections of
figures 1 to 3) show that the largest errors in the CCIR
predictions occur near sunrise and sunset; the average error
at midnight and mid-day is about 7 % whereas the average
of the maximum errors occurring near sunrise and sunset
is 21 %. This behaviour is most pronounced in winter
(see figure 3). Similar results occur in some of the other
cases illustrated, (see, for example, the Lindau winter
foF2 data, figure 6). It will be seen from Table 1 that the
average observed quartile range of foF2 is independent of
season, being 16.9% in summer and 17.2% in winter; the
error in the predictions, however, is 3.4% in summer and
16.4% in winter. There is no doubt that the relatively large
average error in the winter predictions arises because of
the highly inaccurate predictions for the sunrise and sunset
periods in that season.

to the fact that the largest errors in the predicted values
occurred for sunrise or sunset at Port Stanley, in the south
Atlantic Ocean, and Kerguelen Islands, in the south
Indian Ocean.
It has been concluded that, except for sunrise and sunset
conditions, significantly improved predictions of foF2 at
middle latitudes will result only if successful attempts are
made to include day-to-day variations. It is interesting to
see how much more valid this conclusion is for higher
magnetic latitudes. Figure 7 shows, for example, the foF2
results for September 1958 from San Francisco (37°N,
122°W), Victoria (48°N, 123°W) and St. Johns (48°N, 53°W).
The day-to-day variability at the two higher latitude stations
is appreciably greater than the error in the predicted medians,
but at San Francisco the observed variability was relatively
small.
It should be pointed out that the data investigated in connection with the present research, and all the conclusions
described in this paper, relate to areas of the earth where
there are ground-based ionosondes; the behaviour over
ocean areas will be discussed elsewhere [Burge et al., 1973].

3. Conclusions and discussion

It has been demonstrated that the range of foF2 values
between the upper and lower quartiles of the daily values
observed at a particular place and local time is, on average,
about 2.0 times greater and, in summer, 5.0 times greater
than the error in the corresponding median values predicted
by the CCIR method. It can be concluded from this that
significantly more accurate predictions of foF2 will be
obtained for most local times by including in the prediction
system the day-to-day variability rather than by attempting
to improve the accuracy of the predicted median values.
It is interesting that the predicted values of foF2 are often,
particularly in winter, least accurate for the sunrise and
sunset periods. The errors in the predicted values of foF2
near these times are sometimes greater than 30% (Port
Stanley, June 1959 and 1967, figure 3) or even 60%
(Kerguelen Islands, 49°S, 70°E, September 1969, figure 7).
It is obvious that some improvement in the accuracy of
the predicted values for the sunrise and sunset periods
would be useful because many long-distance HF propagation
paths extend across the dawn or dusk sector. The errors
in the predicted median values of foF2 for these sectors
are significantly greater than the day-to-day variability.
It is not known whether any significance should be attached
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individual and thin-route
communications by satellite

by
R. P. HAVILAND
General Electric Company
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT
This paper examines the feasibility of establishing two-way telephone communication to individual subscribers and thinroute exchange terminals via satellites. The needs for individual and thin-route connections are reviewed, in the light of
United States and world data, respectively. Cost, performance and capacity objectives are discussed, and a hypothetical
reference circuit for such service is established. Modulation techniques, channel allocation procedures, call logic, etc., are
considered, illustrated by major function block diagrams. The required satellite capability and required charges to amortize
costs are estimated. It is concluded that individual and thin-route communications by satellite are technically and economically
feasible.

Definitions

I

n telephone terminology, a subscriber
loop is the connection between the
instrument used by an individual subscriber and the telephone exchange. A
trunk is a set of connections between
two exchanges. A subscriber loop is a

single channel circuit: trunks, however,
may include a wide range of numbers
of channels. Common terminology distinguishes between a group of 12 channels,
a supergroup bank of five groups, and
so on. Sometimes a pregroup of three
channels is designated. All of this nomenclature is based on the modulation process involved in assembling the channels.
The current fixed satellites basically

provide a trunking service. Nomenclature
usually follows that of telephone trunking.
In this paper attention is focused on
another problem, that of providing a
satellite service corresponding to the
subscriber loop. In addition, many communication problems involving trunking
do not require a large number of channels,
so that the service needs are not greatly
►
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different from a single channel service. To
distinguish both of these, and to make
clear the difference from the current
fixed service, the service corresponding
to the subscriber loop is called " individual
service", and the trunking of a small
number of channels is called " thin-route "
service. This nomenclature is suggested
for eventual standardization.
It may be noted that many problems
of individual or single channel service
exist in several communication satellite
services, for example, in mobile services.
This paper, however, is restricted to
consideration of the fixed service.

the United States Rural Electrification
Administration (REA), the cost of open
wire line is about 400 US dollars per
mile (1.6 km) with some increase at
longer distances.
This influence of economics is shown by
figure 2, which gives the distribution of
loop length for several systems. Extreme
value paper has been used to emphasize
the data on longer loops. The mean
length of a loop is small, about 2 miles
(3.2 km) for the Bell and general system,
and about 3.5 miles (5.5 km) for the
REA systems. Long loops are rare; for

the REA systems, only 6 out of 1000 loops
exceeded 18 miles (30 km) in length.
There is another factor of importance.
The long loops have higher attenuation,
and also greater noise susceptibility. As
a result of these factors, 82 % of the
general system loops meet attenuation
objectives. For loaded loops used for
distances out to about 18 miles, 56.5 %
meet noise objectives, and for open wire
loops only 34 % meet noise objectives.
These data show that even for the well
developed United States, the potential
remote subscriber is faced with both high

The need for individual communication
One of the requirements of wire communication is that the attenuation between the subscriber and the exchange
be reasonably low. For example, [x] the
general telephone system objectives are
that 97 % of the loops have an attenuation
of less than 6.5 dB, and that the maximum
(over 99.9 %) does not exceed about
10.5 dB. The wire connection can be made
in a number of ways: by cable, by open
line, with a range of wire sizes, with and
without loading, and so on. The allowable
length of the loop ranges from a few
kilometres for cable to several hundred
kilometres for open wire. These loop
lengths can be further extended by
loading, by adding repeaters or by carrier
transmission. On a purely technical basis,
telephone services can be available at
virtually any location.
The economics of the installation, however,
are a factor. For constant terrain, the
cost of a given type of loop is essentially
constant per unit of distance: however,
increasing distance increases the probability of encountering adverse terrain, so
the cost increase is usually greater than
linear. This is illustrated by figure 1,
which gives the outside plant investment
per circuit, as a function of distance,
based on general system data. As a
result of the high investment, multiple
subscriber use of a loop is common. This
reduces the investment per subscriber: for
the general system, it becomes linear
with distance, as also shown in figure 1.
For comparison, in systems supported by
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Figure 1 — Cost of telephone subscriber loops (general system)
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costs and relatively poor performance if
he wants wire telephone service. In other
and less developed parts of the world
the combined factors of fewer exchanges
(and, therefore, greater distances) and
relatively low economic status have generally prevented development of remote
wire communications.

return period

These factors suggest that there is a
place for remote individual communication
even in developed areas. The satisfaction
of this use or need appears to depend
strongly on economics: costs should certainly be no greater than for wire connections, and should preferably not be
much greater than those of an average
wire installation.

The need for thin-route service
The need for thin-route telephone service
can be evaluated by considering the traffic
projections of the various Plan estimates
of the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) [2], or Federal Communications Commission (FCC) common carrier statistics. [3] For the latter, in 1966,
out of 100 destination countries, 12 had
a yearly average outbound use of less
than y2 call minute per day, 42 an average
use of less than 3 call minutes per day
and 87 less than 30 call minutes per day.
Incoming calls averaged about 2/3 the
outgoing usage. A small sample of the
1972 Plan estimates for the Atlantic
region showed 22 out of 91 pairs of
places listed needing less than one channel,
35 needing one channel, and only 6 needing
more than 12 channels.
A similar pattern is shown for other types
of communications. For example, again
for 1966, the FCC statistics for telegraphy
to 196 destinations show three having
less than 10 messages per year, 10 less
than 100 messages per year and 99 less
than 10 000 messages per year, the last
amounting to an average of less than
14 minutes per day of traffic.
In view of these small amounts of traffic
to many places it seems clear that there
is a definite place for thin-route communications.

Figure 2 — Distribution of loop length

General aspects of satellites for thin-route
use

— require high investment, and possibly
considerable development, so that
attaining economic viability may be
difficult;

Providing that satisfactory solutions can
be found to certain problems discussed
below, satellites have the following advantages for thin-route use:

— involve a time delay, acceptable within
the system, but causing service degradation if two or more satellite chains
must be cascaded;

— inherent wide area coverage, allowing
service to a large number of users, even
though the density of users is low;

— require a frequency allocation, probably different from current satellite
allocations intended for thick-route
use;

— equal availability of signal, so that all
who need service are potential users;
— costs independent of distance, eliminating a basic problem of wire
connections.
On the other hand, a thin-route satellite
will:
— require access by many users, a
technical problem only partially solved;

— require integration into the communication net, which requires co-ordinated
operation with other wire, radio and
satellite systems.
In the following sections these possibilities
and their key problems are explored, the
goal being to arrive at a solution which
is both technically sound and economically
viable. The general concept followed is
shown in figure 3.
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Cost objectives for an individual or thinroute satellite system
It would appear that an objective of a
thin-route satellite system would be to
" pick up " at the point where the conventional techniques become unattractive.
From the data given, this would indicate
that the investment for transmission,
per subscriber, should desirably be about
1000 US dollars, and in view of the
linear relation, not more than about
2000 dollars per subscriber. There is also
the cost of the subscriber's installation
(handset) plus the cost of the exchange
equipments for switching, etc. The national
average for operating companies for these
elements appears to average 250 dollars
per subscriber set, giving a total of
about 1250-2250 dollars per subscriber as
the goal for an individual terminal. The
allocation of these costs among the
various elements of a thin-route satellite
system, i.e. to the subscriber terminals,
the satellite, and its master and control
station, will have to be determined. The
exact breakdown does not appear
important.
In addition to requiring reasonable investment, the operating cost, i.e., the
cost per call, should be reasonable. The
standard coin-box local call charge is
10 cents; the message unit rate is typically
4 cents, untimed in the local exchange
zone, and two message units initial plus
one unit each 2 minutes beyond the
initial 4 minutes in adjacent zones. Toll
calls are on a time and distance (or zone)
basis: the average toll charge for the
United States is about 72 cents, although
FCC data indicate that the average tends
to be higher in the sparsely settled parts
of the country. A reasonable objective
for a satellite system would be to bring
the operating costs to the point that the
service is no more expensive than present
adjacent zone connections: if this is not
possible, the charges should not exceed
present tolls.

Figure 3 — Thin-route satellite system

example, in one typical system [4], 81 %
of all subscriber loops meet the system
noise objective of +20 dBRN, but only
57% of loaded cable loops and 34% of
open wire loops meet the objective.
Some 2 % of all loops exceeded +50 dBRN,
or over 158 000 pWOp, corresponding
to an audio signal-to-noise ratio of about
25 dB. Since International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) Recommendation 339-2 shows an audio S/N of
33 dB as " good commercial quality",
the noisy loops are definitely deficient,
and, on the average, the remote area
service needs improvement.

Noise performance objectives for a thinroute satellite

The recommendations and reports of the
CCIR and the International Telegraph and
Telephone Committee (CCITT) do not
specifically apply to the type of service
being considered here. However, it is
known that the service from subscriberto-subscriber, via a satellite hop, is
satisfactory. To derive a noise objective
for thin-route service, assume that the
service to be obtained should be equivalent
to the performance of such an existing
circuit.

It is well known that long local loops
are often deficient in performance. For

Figure 4 shows such a typical circuit
extended to the subscribers, and gives
noise objectives for individual sections.
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Total noise, referred to the zero dB level
for the connection, is seen to be
16 000 pWOp (objective) corresponding
to about 36 dB S/N for the average
talker. Since this is 3 dB above the 33 dB
S/N for good commercial quality, and
21 dB above the 15 dB S/N for marginal
commercial quality (Recommendation
339-2), it should be adequate as the design
objective for individual or thin-route
service.
For individual reception, one half of the
extended reference circuit of figure 4
would be replaced by a direct satellitesubscriber link. Power in a satellite is
expensive, so the satellite transmitter is
desirably kept small. However, the power
of the subscriber's terminal should also
be kept low, again in the interest of cost.
As an initial assumption, let the S/N
for the subscriber-satellite up-link and
down-link be identical, i.e., 39 dB each,
giving an overall S/N for average voice
of 36 dB for a connection between two
individual subscribers: the S/N could be
somewhat better for a connection to the
national system, depending on the design
of the exchange terminal of figure 3.
The assumptions as to objective can be
adjusted if costs so require.

individual and thin-route . . .

Other factors relating to the interconnection should be in accord with national
practice or with CCIR/CCITT recommendations.

Estimate of required capacity
The 1968 estimate of the number of
telephones in the world [5] is 237.9 x 106
telephones, or 6.8 per 100 population,
distributed as shown in table I. From
the data previously presented, a thin
route would serve a small fraction of this
total. The data for the United States
suggest that the fraction is in the range
from 0.1 to 1.0%. In other areas the
fraction could well be larger, since the
terrestrial net is limited in extent with
many areas too far from an exchange to
have service.

Table I — World telephone usage (1968)

area

number of
telephones
(millions)

telephones
per 100
population

estimate of
potential
satellite use

North America
Central America
South America
Europe
Africa
Asia
Oceania

117.7
2.2
4.9
77.3
3.0
27.6
5.1

52.7
2.5
2.7
12.0
0.9
1.4
26.5

120 000
22 000
49 000
78 000
3 000
27 000
5 000

As a first estimate, assume that the capacity
needed would be 0.1% of total telephones
in well served areas, and 1 % in the
poorly served areas. This would amount
to the values shown in table I, for a
total in excess of one-quarter million
installations. Allowing for growth in
telephone usage, a world capacity of
about one-half million would seem to be
indicated.
The standard numbering plan is based on
a 3+4 digit code, i.e. with 10 000 subscribers per exchange indicator. This
suggests that good conformity with the
terrestrial net could be secured by a
capacity of 10 000 subscribers per receivertransmitter unit, and 10 receiver-transmitter
units per satellite. The world system would
thus use 3-5 satellites, a not unreasonable
number.
The channel capacity per receiver-transmitter unit can be developed by considering
that it is equivalent to a trunk circuit,
bearing in mind that a thin-route satellite
system could span several time zones, which
affects system busy hour statistics. The
United States average traffic (1966) was
1674 calls per telephone per year. Assuming
this value as average traffic demand, and
using as an approximation that the calls
occur in an 8-hour period (busy hour),
and 365 days per year, this amounts to
4.6 calls per phone per day, or 0.016 erlangs per phone. The demand per 10 000

noise objective referred
to point S *

dBmp

referred to O **

typical
loss
O-S **
dB

dBmOp

pWOp

A — subscriber loop (typical)
20 dBRN

-70

10

-60

1 000

B — national toll (CCITT Recommendation G.125)-1 000 pWp

-60

7

-53

5 000

C — satellite circuit (CCIR Recommendation 353-2) 10 000 pWOp

-50

0

-50

10 000

-48

16 000

noise due to A+B+C at
reception ***
Average talker volume = —12.5 dBmO
Average S/N = 35.5 dB

* S is the zero relative level point for the channels when used at sending (near the
talking subscriber)
** O is the zero relative level point for the first international circuit in the connection
*** The corresponding noise at sending has a negligible effect on S/N for the overall
connection

Figure 4 — Extended hypothetical reference circuit
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thin-route terminals would be 160 erlangs. A review of State-by-State statistics
suggests that poorly served areas generate
above average traffic. Also, telephone use
has been growing. Somewhat more than
this capacity would therefore be desirable.
If the quality of service is to be good,
the number of lost calls should be reasonably small. Taking this as one in one
hundred, the ratio of active channels to
total channels will not be greatly different
from 0.8, for about 160-200 erlang load.
At 160 erlangs, the number of channels
needed would be 200, and at 200 erlang
load, 250 channels.
In normal telephone communication practice the trunk capacity is often 120 and
300 channels; considering this practice,
and the expected load, a choice of 300channel capacity for a receiver-transmitter
unit appears reasonable. This would be the
capacity in each direction, i.e., 300 go
and 300 return channels would be needed.

Channel allocation
A channel may be made available to an
individual terminal in one of three ways:

Figure 5 — General functions of a terminal

— by pre-assignment;
— by demand assignment;
— by idle seizure.
There does not seem to be any requirement
that the overall system always operate
in only one of the above three ways.
Since the system has several functions,
each may be handled independently, or
several may be combined.
The major functions of an individual
terminal, as shown in figure 5, are:
— ringer, for in-signalling;
— receiver, for in-talking;
— transmitter, for out-talking;
— dial, for out-signalling.
The solution to the overall problem can
be approached by considering first the
on-hook or " accept incoming call"
condition. Assuming equal division of
in and out calls, each terminal would
expect 2.3 in-calls per day, a total of
0.8 new busy hour calls per second for
10 000 phones. Assuming an average of
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5 rings per response, the system busy
hour ring rate would be 4.0 per second.
If a single call channel were pre-assigned,
each terminal would need to survey
these 4 rings per second, ignoring all but
the 2.3 destination calls per day. Each
ring would necessarily include 4 identifying
digits, and could include channel assignment information. This handling and
recognition problem can certainly be
satisfied by purely electronic techniques.
It could also be done with electro-mechanical techniques, but the switching speeds
seem high for reliable operation with
low-cost components. The rate seems
impossibly high for manual operation.
Thus it seems desirable to reduce the
necessary response rate at the terminal.
The obvious step is to pre-assign each
on-hook terminal to one of the 300 channels, i.e., an average of 34 terminals to
each channel. This requires out-of-band
in-signalling. If this is done, the busy
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hour new-call ring rate per channel would
be about one each six minutes. At this
ring rate, the out-of-band signal channel
would be idle about 90% of the busy
hour time.
After a ring there is a finite probability
that the assigned channel will be idle
when the terminal goes off-hook. Suppose
the terminal steps, successively, to the
next adjacent channels: the probability of
finding an idle channel in n steps is shown
in table II. These probabilities also apply
for outgoing calls.
The magnitude of these probabilities
suggests that consideration be given to
three types of terminals. One type would
provide maximum service, would rest onhook at the assigned channel, and would
be capable of operating off-hook on any
of the 300 system channels. The second
type, probably the most commonly used,
would rest on-hook on the assigned
channel, and would operate off-hook on

individual and thin-route

Table II — Channel probabilities for a 300-channel system

The general relations between several
modes of modulation are shown in figure 8,
which is a replot of data given in CCIR
Report 211-2* (A comparative study of
possible methods of modulation and
multiple access.). [6] The plot has been
normalized to show the sum of EIRP
(satellite) plus " figure of merit " of the
terminal (dBW/K) as a function of a
" bandwidth expansion factor ", defined
as BWrf/« • BW channel. It should be
noted that the SSB and DSB curves vary
only because of variation in n, whereas
for the other curves both n and BWrf
vary. The FM curve assumes that only
50 carriers are used but should be reasonably accurate for any large number of
carriers.

probability of finding an idle channel
number of channels
stepped
240-erlang load

160-erlang load

0.20
0.36
0.49
0.67
0.89
0.99
^1.0

0.46
0.80
0.91
0.98
f^l.O
»1.0
^1.0

0
1
2
4
9
20
40

this and n adjacent channels, n probably
being in the range of 10-25. The final
type would operate only on the assigned
channel, at locations where cost is important or where low busy-hour service
quality is acceptable. The first type
would most likely be fully automatic,
with the second being automatic or semiautomatic.
It will be noted that this method of
operation (whether using only the preassigned, the block or any available
channel), has two disadvantages. First, if
the called party is also using a remote
satellite system terminal, a two-hop system is always formed, giving undesirably
high time delay. Also, if the two terminals
are operating through the same 10 000
block of channels, two channels are
occupied by the single conversation.

A suitable logic flow for an incoming call
at an individual terminal, and the
associated exchange logic flow, are shown
in figure 6. Most functions are the same
as in normal telephone service. The major
difference is in the channel selection
process, here shown as a step-by-step
function with a test for channel idleness:
this will need a delay to allow for the
time delay between terminal and exchange.
Associated differences from standard practice are the generation of a terminal
identification, and out of band signalling.
The major functions of the exchange are
shown in figure 7. These essentially are
the same as those of a modern electronic
exchange.

Modulation techniques for thin-route service
These disadvantages can be avoided in a
demand-assigned system. However, the
complexity of both the remote terminal
and the exchange increases; this is particularly true at the exchange if remote
terminals of single channel and block
channel design are allowed, and two-hop
operation is avoided.
In view of cost increasing with complexity,
and the expected relatively small percentage of the calls subject to this disadvantage (approximately equal to the
ratio thin-route terminals/total phones,
°r ViVo of all remote terminal calls), it
appears that the disadvantage should be
accepted.

The problems of multiple access to the
system will be greater than for any
existing satellite system, by orders of
magnitude in number of users. At present
no general solution to the multiple access
problem is available: only parts of the
problem have been studied. The incomplete
parts include access by large numbers of
users, matters relating to relative cost,
plus a group which are difficult to quantify
and which include such factors as ease
of operation, subscriber acceptance, maintainability, etc. The following summarizes
some of these factors with particular
respect to choice of modulation.

It is evident that for a small bandwidth
expansion factor SSB and DSB require
much less link performance than do the
other systems. For expansion factors
around 5 to 10 a number of possibilities
approach equality. For larger expansion
factors the processing systems require
lower performance.
Small terminal cost factors lead to operation at G/T not greatly different from
zero dB/K. The cost of small, low-power
spacecraft is nearly insensitive to radiated
power, whereas in large high-power
spacecraft the cost is nearly a linear
function of power: the " break " in these
characteristics seems to occur at about
+26 dBW of radiated power. [7]
World coverage systems have an antenna
gain of about 20 dB, and continental
coverage systems (3 x 106 square miles
(7.8 x 106 km2), or United States), have
about 35 dB antenna gain. Thus the
point of constant spacecraft cost occurs
at an EIRP + figure of merit of about
+50 dB for world systems, and for
continental systems at about +65 dB.
Comparing these values with the data
shown in figure 8 indicates that there is
probably a cost advantage for the satellite
if the wide-band systems are used for
* Note by the CCIR Secretariat:
In CCIR Report 211-2, paragraph 3.1.3,
the S/N is defined as the ratio of test-tone
power (i.e., 1 mW at a point of zero relative
level) to the psophometrically-weighted noise
power in the highest telephone channel.
►
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world coverage: however, for continental
coverage, the wide-band systems may be
more expensive.
It seems clear from the above discussion
that there is no simple general rule
leading to a preference for one mode of
modulation over another, although such
preference may exist in specific cases, i.e.
for a narrow frequency assignment, or
very limited satellite power, or some other
factor. In view of this the best course
appears to be to carry several modes of
modulation through study, making the
selection later.

Link and terminal performance

Link and performance requirements calculations are based on the following
common assumptions:
— both satellite and earth terminals
operate at a noise temperature of
1000 K;
— satellite coverage is that of a 2° beam;
— earth terminal antenna area is 2 dB
above 1 m2 area, about a 2.15 m
dish;
— variation in noise and attenuation
with operating frequency is neglected,
the system being assumed to operate
near the optimum frequency;
— a small fixed loss of 1 dB is assumed.
Plus the following additional assumptions :
— the " AM " system is assumed to be
double-side-band suppressed carrier
(DSB), with a predetection bandwidth
of 8 kHz, operating at a test carrier
level of +33 dB C/N, with 3 dB synchronous detector gain and 3 dB noise
weighing to give 39 dB S/N. Signalling
power is assumed to be negligible;

Figure 6 — Outgoing call logic — Idle channel seizure
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— the " FM " system is assumed to be
similar to that of the mobile services,
with a predetection bandwidth of
24 kHz, and to operate at a C/N of
18 dB, giving approximately 6 dB of
margin above theoretical threshold,

individual and thin-route , . .

and an effective 39 dB S/N. Signalling
is assumed to be a negligible addition;
— the " digital " system is assumed to
be multiphase TDM, using 7 bit voice
to give 39 dB S/N plus 1 bit for
signalling and 5% for synchronism,
i.e., a bit rate of 67 kHz. 300 channel
capability is assumed, giving an RF
bandwidth of 24.3 MHz. The C/N is
assumed to be 15 dB.
The link calculations based on these
assumptions are summarized in table III.
It should be noted that the units for transmitter power are different for the three
systems. These values are converted to a
common basis for comparison, and the
multi-channel load determined, in table IV.
Assuming that the transponder is an
ideal class B linear amplifier, operating
at 40% efficiency at maximum output,
with the efficiency varying as the square
root of the output, the required input
is given by table V.
In general, the result of these assumptions
and calculations is to confirm the previous statement that there appears to be
no dominant reason for preferring one
mode of modulation over another;
however, there are differences in a specific
factor, which may cause one of the
modes to be preferred if that factor is
critical. In such a comparison it should
be remembered that the assumptions
listed above should also be examined,
since they are not necessarily optimum
when a specific factor has a major effect.
Any of the modulation systems appears
to give adequate performance with reasonable values for equipment requirements.

Estimate of economic feasibility

Considering the traffic projections developed above, a world-wide system would
use four satellites, each having ten
300-channel receiver-transmitter units.
The cost of such a programme can be
estimated by the method of reference^7]
This leads to the cost estimate as shown
in table VI. Remembering that the

Figure 7 — Major function block diagram exchange
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of a single channel VHF " citizens'
band " transceiver, with some increase in
cost as frequencies increase. For consumer
grade equipment the cost would be in
the range of 150-300 dollars plus installation. A manually operated multi-channel
unit would be approximately twice as
expensive. A very preliminary estimate
of cost of a fully automatic all-channel
access unit using integrated circuit switching gives costs of 1000-2000 dollars for
consumer grade and around 5000 dollars
for commercial grade. All costs are
sensitive to the production rate assumed.
In view of the wide dispersal of terminals
it seems likely that they would be individually owned, with no use charge,
which is the pattern in the maritime
radio-telephone service.
In common carrier experience, an annual
revenue of about 34 cents for each one
dollar of investment is needed to meet
fixed and operating costs and to earn
allowable return on investment. Assuming
that this ratio holds for a space system,
the required income for the satellite portion of the system would be 29 ± 3 million
dollars per year.
Using the traffic estimates above, each of
the 400 000 terminals would produce a
load of 1674 calls per year, for a total
system load of 6.7 x 108 calls per year.
The required charge per call would
thus be about 0.05 dollar when the system
is fully loaded. Initially the charges would
need to be somewhat greater, by a factor depending primarily on the rate of
terminal installation.

Figure 8 — Bandwidth—System parameters

accuracy of such a method of estimating
is, at best, about ±20% and that costs
have generally increased since the data
used were prepared, these costs are better
expressed as a programme cost of 85 ±
10 million US dollars.
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The cost of an individual terminal is
determined by the quality of the installation, the number of channels accessible,
and the degree of automation. Manually
operated single channel terminals would
approximate the degree of complexity
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It seems likely that the terminals serving
as exchanges will be widely dispersed.
As an estimate, one such exchange would
be needed for each 300-channel unit,
serving up to 10 000 subscribers. The
complexity (and cost) of such a unit
should approximate that of a normal
central office. Data in the FCC statistics
indicate an average investment
of
900 000 dollars per exchange (all companies) and 300 000 dollars per exchange
(non-Bell companies) for central equipment. Since it is anticipated that the
exchange function will be associated
with existing telephone exchanges, to
give connection to the national net, this

individual and thin-route

Table III — Link calculations

equipment cost should be the major
cost. At the peak of the average investment, as given by FCC statistics, the
required terminals income is 300 000 dollars per year, about 30 dollars per served
phone per year, or less than 2 cents per
call, fully loaded.
For a call in the local area of the
exchange the total charges would thus
be about 0.07 dollars per call, somewhat greater than the message unit charge.
Calls involving greater use of the terrestrial net could be charged on the basis
of distance from the exchange, and time.
These estimates are very preliminary, and
require confirmation by further study and
analysis. Such analysis should comprise
variational studies, including such factors as allocation of costs between the
satellites, the individual terminals, and
the exchange terminals, optimum size
and location of exchange terminals, etc.

modulation
/~ii in n ftf\/
quantity

nnfpc
1IU
tCo

K (d.BW/°/Hz)
T (dB/l°)
KT (dBW/Hz)
B (dB/1 Hz)
KTB (dBW)
C/N (dB)
C (dBW)
L (dB)
Cant (DBW)
2
Aant (dB/m )
PFD (dBW/m2)
Lp (dB-m2)
ERP (dBW)
Gt (dB)
P out (dBW)

DSB

FM

pulse

-229
30
-199
39
-160
33
-127
1
-126
2
-128
162
+ 34
35
-1 PEP

-229
30
-199
44
-155
18
-137
1
-136
2
-138
162
+24
35
-9
average

-229
30
-199
74
-125
15
-110
1
-109
2
-111
162
+ 51
35
+ 16
peak

1000 K

S/N = 39 dB
nominal
diameter = 2.15 m
sync orbit
2° coverage
(beam edge)

Table IV — Terminal calculations
modulation
notes

quantity
DSB

FM

pulse

Single channel terminals:
— P out (dBW)
— conversion (dB)
— P out (dBW)

-1 PEP
-18
— 19 average

—9 average
0
—9 peak

+ 16 peak
-28
— 8 average

voice peak/average = 18 dB

300-channel terminal:
— P out/channel (dBW)
— channels (dB)
— P out, total (dB)
— conversion (dB)
— P out, total (dB)

— 19 average
25
+ 6 average
13
+ 19 PEP

—9 average
25
+ 16 average
6
+22 peak

+ 16 peak
0
+ 16 peak
-3
+ 13 average

multi-channel:
DSB peak = 13 dB
FM peak = 6 dB
pulse = 3 dB

Summary — single channel terminals:
— minimum bandwidth
— P out, average
— P out, peak
— average power density

8 kHz
0.013 W
0.8 W
1.6 W/MHz

24 kHz
0.13 W
0.13 W
5.6 W/MHz

24.3 MHz
0.16 W
40 W
2.8 X 10"2 W/MHz

Summary — 300-channel terminals:
— minimum bandwidth
— P out, average
— P out, peak
— average power density
— average flux density

2.4 MHz
4.0 W
80 W
1.6 W/MHz
-155

7.2 MHz
40 W
160 W
5.6 W/MHz
-149.5

24.3 MHz
20 W
40 W
0.83 W/MHz
-154.3 dBW/4 kHz
►
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individual and thin-route

Table V — Estimate of input power
Frequency allocations
modulation
note

300-channel terminal

peak output (dBW)
efficiency at peak (dB)
peak input (dBW)
average factor (dB)
loss in efficiency (dB)
average input (dBW)
or
average input (W)

DSB

FM

pulse

+ 19
+4
+23
-13
+ 6.5
+ 16.5

+ 22
+4
+26
-6
+3
+23

+ 16
+4
+20
-3
0
+ 17

45

200

50

40%

The current Radio Regulations [8] do
not contain provisions for a special
allocation for a thin-route service of the
type described here, although such an
allocation has been proposed by at least
one administration. The allocation which
is closest in nature to this service is a
shared allocation, 2500-2535 MHz (spaceto-earth) and 2655-2690 MHz (earth-tospace), limited to domestic and regional
systems, not radiating a flux density
0-5
greater than —154 + — dBW/m2 in

2

any 4 kHz band (5°<0<25°), and
subject to agreement among administrations concerned.

Table VI — Estimate of satellite system cost

DSB

FM

pulse

450
45
100

2000
100
100

500
50
100

Power estimate (W):
— 10 transponders
— link to master
— other power

782

total

595

2200

650

Spacecraft weight (kg)

272

408

295

(millions
of dollars)

(millions
of dollars)

(millions
of dollars)

Design cost
Spacecraft unit cost
Booster cost

14
6
7

20
7
7.5

15
6
7

Programme cost:
— design
— 4 flight spacecraft
— 1 develop. + 1 spare
— 4 launches

14
24
12
28

20
28
14
30

15
24
12
28

total cost

78

92

79
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The relative value of different frequencies
in the service described is examined in
figure 9, which tabulates the assumptions
used: these basically cover noise, propagation and technological capability.
The optimum frequency is around one
GHz, and is quite broad, the range 3003000 MHz being nearly as good. Thus,
the band at 2.5 GHz appears usable,
since the power flux required is either
less than the limit, or could be adjusted
to the limit with small change in parameters.
It would appear that costs, especially
of individual terminals, would be less if
a suitable lower frequency band could
be found. Maintenance problems would
probably also be simpler. The band
would not need to be extremely wide. A
world system could be installed in a
band as small as 10 MHz width, and
about 100 MHz would permit a high
order of flexibility.
Finding a spot for an allocation in the
UHF range is difficult. One possibility
is to share with radio-location systems,
most of which are relatively immune to
narrow band interference. Since the thinroute service is expected to be remote
from population centres, cross-interference problems would appear to be
small. There are other possibilities, which
will need to be studied before a specific
proposal is made.

individual and thin-route . . .

these assumptions such a system appears
to be technically feasible.
It would seem that the cost objectives
established above are not unreasonable.
It would also seem that a fully loaded
system would be economically viable. In
view of the present high cost of service
to remote subscribers in developed areas,
and the lack of service in large areas of
the world, sufficient demand should
exist to keep the system loaded. Thus
it appears that a thin-route satellite
system would be economically viable.
This study has been directed to these
basic questions and, as a result, has not
investigated the elements of optimization.
Additional study is needed for this:
during this additional study the basic
assumptions made should also be reexamined. In addition further work is
needed on the relations between a thinroute system and the terrestrial net, and
between satellite systems.
( Original language: English)
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One hundred years ago
Pneumatic
used

tube

in

Britain

sending
for

systems

short

for

telegrams
distances.

( Continuation ).

The tubes of the Siemens system will now be
described.
As mentioned at the beginning of this report,
two tubes forming a complete circuit are laid
between the two offices to be served.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

The tubes (fig. 1) are buried in the ground
at a depth of approximately 0.30 m.

The receiving and sending valves are shown
in figs. 2 and 3.

Annual general meeting
of the Western Union
Telegraph Company.

now in use in the principal cities and, in general,
to examine the conditions under which European telegraph lines are operated.

Pneumatic tubes and
underground lines.

In February last, the Board authorized me to
send Mr. George M. Prescott, Chief Engineer,
and General Thomas Eckert, SuperintendentGeneral of the Eastern Division, to Europe to
make a detailed study of the system of pneumatic tubes and underground telegraph lines

784
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When our new building on the corner of Dey
Street and Broadway is finished, we propose
to connect it by pneumatic tube to the Stock
Exchange, the Corn Exchange and other
important downtown establishments, We also
intend to lay underground lines downtown for
experiments on the economic and practical
advantages of the system over the present
method of installation.
Journal telegraphique — December 1873

ITU
film library

e . ITU-107

Pays —Country —Pais: ETATS-UNIS — UNITED STATES — ESTADOS UNIDOS/1969
Titre — Title — Tftulo: APOLLO 11 — ONE GIANT LEAP FOR MANKIND {Apollo 11 — Un
I'humanite — Apollo 11 — Un paso de gigante para la humanidad)
Format — Size — Tamano: 16 mm

pas

de

geant

pour

Duree — Duration — Duracion: 27 min

Langue — Language — Idioma: anglais — English — ingles
Observations — Remarks — Observaciones: couleur — colour — color
Sujet — Subject — Asunto: Ce film montre le premier atterrissage de I'homme sur la Lune, effectue le 20 juillet 1969
par I'equipage d'Apollo-11.
II s'adresse aussi bien au grand public qu'aux techniciens.
This film shows the first manned landing on the moon, carried out on 20 July 1969 by the
crew of Apollo-11.
Audience: general and technical.
La pelfcula muestra el primer aterrizaje del hombre en la Luna, efectuado el 20 de julio de 1969
por la tripulacion de Apollo-11.
Caracter: general y tecnico.
Editeur — Producer — Editor: NASA/USIS,Washington
Dated'arrivee al'UIT — Date of arrival at ITU — Fechade recepcion en la U/T: fevrier 1970— February 1970 — febrero de1970

Ref. ITU-108
Pays —Country —Pais: ETATS-UNIS — UNITED STATES — ESTADOS UNIDOS
Titre— Title— Titulo: LIVE VIA EARLY BIRD (En direct par Early Bird — En directo a traves del Early Bird)
Format — Size — Tamano: 16 mm

Duree — Duration — Duracion: 26 min

Langue — Language — Idioma: anglais —francais — italien — allemand
English — French — Italian — German
ingles—frances — italiano — aleman
Observations — Remarks — Observaciones: couleur — colour — color
Sujet — Subject — Asunto: Cefilm montre le lancement historique du premier satellite commercial de telecommunications
Early Bird et la reussite de son exploitation.
II s'adresse aussi bien au grand public qu'aux techniciens.
This film tells of the historic launching and successful utilization of the first [commercial
communications satellite, Early Bird.
Audience: general and technical.
Se trata de un documental que relata el historico lanzamiento y la fructuosa utilizacion de
primer satelite comercial de telecomunicaciones, Early Bird.
Caracter: general y tecnico.
Editeur — Producer — Editor: Communications Satellite Corporation,Washington
Date d'arrivee a TU/T — Date of arrival at ITU — Fecha de recepcion en la UlT: avril 1970 — April 1970 — abril de 1970
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note from the
CCIR

basic indices
for ionospheric propagation

THE FOLLOWING TABLES, giving values of the basic indices for ionospheric propagation, have been prepared by the Specialized Secretariat of the International Radio Consultative Committee
(CCIR) in accordance with Resolution 4-1, Recommendation 371-1 and Report 246-2 of the Xllth CCIR Plenary Assembly (New Delhi, January-February 1970). In order to expedite the dissemination of the forecasts, the CCIR Secretariat prepares a monthly circular which is sent to administrations, about the 10th of each month, in conformity with the conditions given in circular-letter
No. A.C./131 of 14 February 1969. Copies of these forecasts may be obtained, free of charge, from the Director of the CCIR, ITU, Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20. Switzerland.

I p *****

Parameters:
R12 (smoothed mean, over twelve months, of the number of sunspots
observed):
Month
Year

1972
1973

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

71
50

71
46

72
44

73
42

73

70

68

65

62

60

58

55

Month

10

11

12
1

2

3

4

21

19

17

(16)

Year
1973
1974

34

25

23

***** Qata kjn(]iy supplied by the Science Research Council, Radio and
Space Research Station, Slough.
The figure in brackets is the value forecast six months in advance.

If (ionospheric index)

*

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1972
1973

58
39

78
53

100
41

89
35

90
42

82
37

94
33

96
26

84
45

80
26

56

49

* For further details, see the Telecommunication Journal, April 1964,
page 119, and January 1966, pages 43-47.
<D (monthly mean value of solar noise flux at 2800 MHz at 1700 h UT) **:
" \ Month

Mean error in lp predictions calculated over the 12 preceding
months:
2

Month
Year ^

Period of
prediction
(months)

0

1

Mean error

2.8
10.0

Standard deviation
of the error

2

3

1.7

1.3

0.6

9.4

8.9

7.9

4

5

6

-1.1

-3.3

-5.2

8.7

8.0

6.7

^ ******

s

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

11

■^^Month
Yeat^^v^

115
102

1972
1973

3

2

1

Year^\

142
99

128
100

113
105

135
91

130
97

122
84

126
83

114
106

121
88

102 |l 03

1973
1974

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

84

86

88

88

87

87

86

87

86

89
85

86

84

** Data kindly supplied by the National Research Council, Ottawa.

Mean error in <D predictions calculated over the 12 preceding
months:

<X>F (ionospheric index) ***
2

Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Period of
prediction
(months)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

117
102

125
104

139
94

127
93

131
96

128
94

132
89

130
86

120
96

120
90

111

108

Mean error 2.1

2.1

2.1

2.0

1.9

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

0.9

0.6

0.3

0.0

Standard
deviation
of the
error

6.7

6.8

6.8

6.9

6.9

6.9

6.9

6.8

6.8

6.7

67

6.5

Year
1972
1973

*** for further details, see the Telecommunication Journal, September 1967,
pages 354-356, and December 1968, pages 678-679.
See also: Joachim M. : " Korrelation der Werte des solaren Index <p
und des ionospharischen Index
f " — Kleinheubacher Berichte, Vol. 17
(1973).

6.7

^ P ******

2

Month
Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

86

85

85

86

87

86

85

85

85

95
85

92^

88

Forecasts:
1973
1974

R 12 ****
*""* ^^Month
Year*^\^

11

1973
1974

29

12
1

2

3

4

27

26

25

24

28

**** £)oto kindly supplied by Professor Waldmeier, Federal Observatory,
Zurich.

****** prediction by a method of extrapolation devised by the CCIR Secretariat,
pursuant to Resolution 30 of the Xllth CCIR Plenary Assembly (New Delhi,
1970). (Use of the electronic computer in predicting basic indices for
ionospheric propagation.) See Joachim M., Gromov A., and Guillot P.:
"Previsions des indices $ et $f2 de la propagation ionospherique "
— Comptes rendus de VAcademie des sciences, Paris, Vol. 275, No. 13,
B series, 25 September 1972, pages 473-476.

Estimated error in forecasts of R12 six months in advance: ± 21.

Mean error in R12 predictions based on the 12 months preceding
the month following that for which the last R12 value was calculated:
Prediction time
(months)
Mean error
Standard deviation
of the error

786

0

1

2

3

4

5

-6.2

-7.2

-8.1

-9.5

-11.2

-12.9

5.3

6.4

7.7

9.0

10.0

10.9
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Mean error in <I>F
months:
Prediction
time
(months)

0

2

predictions

based on the 12 preceding

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Mean error 1.6

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.3

0.1

Standard
deviation
of the
error

6.8

6.9

7.1

7.2

7.2

7.3

7.3

7.2

7.2

7.1

6.7

11

12

-0.1 -0.3

7.0

6.9

news
Improvement of telephone
service in the
East African Community

Continued Government support of
United States telecommunications
urged

□ Acting on behalf of the East African Posts
and Telecommunications Corporation, (EAPT)
the United Kingdom Crown Agents have awarded a 400 000 US dollar contract to Granger
Associates Limited.

□ " Continued support of telecommunications research, adequate to maintain the
United States technological lead, is recommended in the interests of helping toward a
favourable balance of trade and the satisfaction
of social needs with United States telecommunications products."

The company will supply its 400 and 900 MHz
radio systems for the expansion of the East
African Community telephone system as part
of an extensive programme engineered by the
Director General and his staff in the Post and
Telecommunications Department for further
improving the telephone facilities throughout
the Community.
The equipment will be installed in Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania and Zanzibar. Delivery were
to commence in October 1973 and will be
completed in early 1974. — Granger Associates.

Jersey orders new telephone
system
□ A contract valued at 350 000 pounds sterling
for the supply of two PRX computer stored
programme controlled telephone exchanges
has been signed by The States of Jersey Telecommunications Board and Pye TMC Limited.
The equipment is an entirely new generation
of telephone switching and will be the most
advanced system operating within the British
Isles.
Using this system the subscriber enjoys several
benefits, including high speed press-button
dialling, an automatic call-back on busy lines—
the exchange continues to try an engaged line
until it makes a connection, use of short dialling
codes for frequently used numbers—four
digits instead of ten, and a service whereby
the subscriber can programme incoming calls
to reach him automatically at another number.
— Pye TMC Limited.

Television and radio
in Switzerland
□ In July and August 1973 the number of
television licences in Switzerland increased by
11 470 to a total of 1 604 697.
At the same date there were 306 922 colour
television sets in the country. — Entreprise des
PTT suisses.

This is the basic conclusion of a preliminary
survey of the status and trends of telecommunications research in the United States and
selected foreign countries conducted by the
Panel on Telecommunications Research of the
Committee on Telecommunications of the
United States National Academy of Engineering.
The Panel said that adequate funding is likely to
continue. " Certainly the recent levels of telecommunications research and development by
the Department of Defense (250 million US
dollars per year), NASA (100 million US dollars
per year), the Bell Telephone System (400
million US dollars per year), and other major
users of telecommunications seem adequate to
maintain a technological- lead for the United
States in these mission areas." — Space Daily.

ITT to sell telephone company
to Puerto Rico Government
□ The International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT) has announced that a
memorandum of understanding was signed on
4 October last pursuantto which the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico will acquire the Puerto
Rico Telephone Company, a wholly owned
subsidiary of ITT.
The memorandum was signed at La Fortaleza
by the Governor of Puerto Rico, Rafael Hernandez Colon, and by ITT's President, Francis J.
Dunleavy. It is expected that the purchase price
will be approximately 125 million US dollars.
— ITT.

Laboratory for development
of optical fibres
□ Establishment of a new laboratory in the
United States aimed solely at the development
of optical fibres has been announced by the
Electro-Optical Products Division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
(ITT).
The 370 m2 facility will house 25 to 30 scientists. — ITT.

Telex . . .
. . . United Kingdom—Argentina
□ Automatic telex service between the
United Kingdom and Argentina replaced an
operator service at the beginning of October
last, bringing to 57 the number of countries
United Kingdom telex users can now contact
direct.
Calls on the automatic service cost 0.85 pound
sterling a minute with a one-minute minimum.
Telex users in Britain make more than 5000
calls a month to Argentina. — United Kingdom
Post Office.

. . . computer
Abu Dhabi

controlled

exchange

for

□ The Abu Dhabi Telegraph and Telephone
Company Limited, an International Aeradio
Limited (IAL) subsidiary, has placed an order
for a computer controlled telex exchange worth
150 000 pounds sterling with Frederick Electronics Corporation of Maryland, United States.
The new exchange, a solid-state Eltex II, will
replace the existing 200-line manual exchange
and will have an initial capacity of 400 lines.
It will enable subscribers in the Emirate to
make their own local and international telex
connections by keyboard signalling instead of
by using the manual exchange. It will also
enable incoming international calls to be
connected without operator assistance. —
IAL.

India reaffirms satellite launch
by USSR
□ The Director of India's space programme
has said that the programme for the launch of
an Indian 200 kg scientific satellite by the
Soviet Union late next year " is in hand ".
Mr. Vikram Sarabhai said a rocket launch
system for launching a 40 kg scientific satellite
into a 400 km orbit is also under development
at his centre. — Space Daily.

Collins Radio Board approves
proposed merger with
Rockwell
□ Collins Radio Company has announced that
its Board of Directors approved the proposed
merger of Collins into Rockwell International
Corporation. — Collins.
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FCC approves RCA domestic
communications satellite
system
□ The United States Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) has approved the Interim
Domestic Communications Satellite System
application of RCA Global Communications,
Incorporated
(RCA Globcom) and RCA
Alaska Communications, Incorporated (RCA
(Alascom).
The 10.3 million US dollar system will utilize
transponders leased from Telesat Canada with a
network of five United States earth stations to
carry voice, record and television traffic
between the East and West Coasts and between
both coasts and Alaska.
RCA Globcom and RCA Alascom have awarded
contracts for the construction of earth stations
near New York City, Los Angeles and San
Francisco. An earth station is already installed
near Juneau, Alaska and the system's fifth
station will be located near Anchorage.
The RCA companies have agreed to lease one
full-time transponder in Telesat Canada's
Anik-ll satellite. The agreement also makes
available a second transponder for occasional
use.
A satellite transponder is capable of carrying
up to 1000 one-way voice channels, a single
television channel, or a high speed data stream.
The RCA companies will continue the initial
phase of the domestic communications system
using the Telesat Canada spacecraft until RCAowned satellites become operational. Launch
of the first of these satellites is planned for
mid-1975. — RCA.

private enterprises held strictly accountable to
the public through state and federal regulation
—is implicit in regulatory trends that could
lead to higher prices for poorer service for
most customers.
Mr. deButts said that the notion that " in all
times and all places competition is good and
monopolies are bad and that regardless of the
costs and consequences, the former should
supplant the latter," is placing the common
carrier principle in jeopardy and could in time
destroy it.
He said that AT&T's experience so far with
competition in the provision of customerprovided telephone equipment and special
private line services suggests an urgent need
for caution before proceeding to a further
liberalization of interconnection requirements
that would permit customers to connect their
own telephone equipment directly to the
nationwide network.
Current AT&T studies show a rate of trouble
reports on private lines equipped with customer-provided equipment that is at least 50%
higher than the rate of troubles reported by
customers using equipment supplied by the
telephone companies. In addition the troublereport rate on regular message telephone
lines interconnecting with customer-provided
equipment is more than 25% higher than on
lines connected solely to telephone company
terminal equipment.

Personnel changes . . .
... in Afghanistan
□ Mr. Abdul Hamid Muhtat has been appointed Minister of Communications, to
replace Mr. Nasratullah Malek-Yar.

... in Jordan
□ Mr. Walid Sharaf Eddin has been appointed
Director-General of the Telecommunications
Corporation, to replace Dr. Jamil Ayoub.

. . . in the Netherlands
□ As from 1 December 1973, Mr. D. van den
Berg will be a member ofthe Board of Directors,
PTT, in charge of Technical Affairs. He is
replacing Mr. D.A. Alberts, who is retiring.
— Staatsbedrijf der Posterijen, Telegrafie en
Telefonie.

technical

news

AT&T believes that the United States has been
well served—and will be best served by the
concept of a universal system designed and
configured to operate as a single integrated
entity, its services available on equitable terms
to all its users, wherever they are, whoever
they may be.—AT&T.

News from INTELSAT . . .
. . . scintillation measurement contract

AT&T Chairman speaks against
increased competition
in telecommunications

Fiftieth anniversary of
11 Fernmelde-Praxis "

□ The
International
Telecommunications
Satellite Organization (INTELSAT) has awarded
a contract to the United Kingdom Post Office
for scintillation measurements.

□ Mr. John D. deButts, Board Chairman of
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
(AT&T), has called for a " moratorium on
further experiments in economics " aimed at
increasing competition in the telecommunications industry.

□ The review Fernmelde-Praxis (Telecommunications Practice) has just celebrated its
50th anniversary. The review was founded
under the title Telegraphenpraxis in 1921 by
Mr. C. J.H. Westphal, Inspector of Telegraphs
at the Liibeck Telegraph Office.

The 20 540 US dollar six-month contract
provides for the investigation of slow scintillation (variation of signal strength) which is
observed very frequently at an earth station
located in a humid area and operating at a low
elevation angle.

A moratorium is needed, Mr. deButts said, to
permit a systematic evaluation of the impact of
further competition on the adequacy, dependability and availability of telephone service as
well as its cost to the public.

From the outset, " Fernmelde-Praxis " set itself
the task of bringing technical suggestions and
practical telecommunications experience to
the notice of the greatest possible number of
telecommunication technicians by presenting
them in a simple and comprehensible manner
and by inviting discussion. " Fernmelde-Praxis"
aims to be a connecting link between industry
and PTT officials working in the field of telecommunications. It is published in consultation
with the Fernmeldetechnisches Zentralamt (Central Office for Telecommunications Research) of
the Deutsche Bundespost. — Fachverlag Schiele
und Schon GmbH.

Speaking at the annual meeting of the National
Association of Regulatory Commissioners in
Seattle, Washington, Mr. deButts said regulatory decisions aimed at competition for
competition's sake will in the long run hurt
most people. He said that the slow sabotage of
the common carrier principle—the provision
of end-to-end telecommunications services by
788
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. . . spacecraft thermal coating irradiation
contract
□ A contract has also been awarded to the
Research and Engineering Division of Boeing
Aerospace Company, Seattle, Washington,
to investigate the irradiation of spacecraft
thermal coatings.
The objective of the 86151 US dollar fixed
price contract, to be completed in 14 months,
is to investigate the effects of those elements
of the space environment presenting the
greatest hazard to various thermal control

news

finishes used as radiator surfaces on a spacecraft. The contractor will evaluate selected
passive thermal control finishes in the simulated
environment of a spacecraft in the earth's
equatorial plane at synchronous altitude.
— INTELSAT.

Second United Kingdom
Dataplex service
introduced
□ To meet customers' needs for multiplexing
services—by which they can make data calls
to a distant computer for the cost of a local
telephone call—the United Kingdom Post
Office has introduced a second Dataplex
service known as Dataplex 2.
Compared with Dataplex 1, which was introduced in Britain in September 1971, the new
service provides transmission at higher rates
over many more derived circuits simultaneously.
Dataplex provides computer bureaux and
other centres with a cheap way of extending
their " catchment area ". They rent from the
Post Office a bearer circuit between the centre
and the area where they want to establish new
business, together with multiplexors and
modems which are connected at each end of the
circuit to enable separate signals to be transmitted simultaneously. By dialling a local
number, customers can then call the centre for
two-way transmission of computer data at
local-call rates, instead of having to dial direct
over the public network at trunk rates. Additionally, access to the Dataplex system can be
arranged over low-speed private circuits.
The Dataplex 2 service includes a 4 kHz fourwire private bearer circuit with a multiplexor
and high-speed modem at each end, with lowspeed modems added at the remote end to
handle calls from individual users. The equipment at the remote end is normally sited in
a telephone exchange. The Post Office offers
two high-speed modems, working at 2.4 and
4.8 kbit/s, providing a maximum of 25 and 51
derived circuits (at 110 bit/s) respectively.
Data rates appropriate to the Datel 100, 200
and 600 services can be multiplexed and
different data rates up to a maximum of seven
can be intermixed.
For example, using a 4.8 kbit/s bearer circuit,
Dataplex 2 can accommodate two derived
circuits at 600 bit/s, plus four derived circuits at
300 bit/s, plus six derived circuits at 134.5 bit/s,
plus 14 derived circuits at 110 bit/s.
Individual derived circuits may be arranged for
a fixed operating speed and code; or they can
be arranged to adapt automatically to cope with
different pre-determined speed and code
structures—the facility known as automatic bit
rate selection (ABR).With additional equipment,

synchronous and asynchronous transmissions
may be multiplexed; e.g. Datel 2400 with
Datel 200.
Dataplex 2 is fully modular. It can be built up
circuit by circuit or in groups of 16 or 32
circuits by adding plug-in units. The capacity of
the computer centre multiplexor may be
increased to 64 circuits to serve up to six
remote multiplexors simultaneously. A system
with this capability may be further augmented
to allow any terminal to communicate with
other computer centres in the network. One
multiplexor will be given facilities for monitoring the network and localizing faults.
Basic charges for Dataplex 2 are made up of
four elements—distance, number of derived
circuits, number of multiplexor nodes and
extra facilities. — United Kingdom Post Office.

As the number of telephone calls increases,
extra transmission equipment will be added
to the cable until it reaches its maximum
carrying capacity of almost 100 000 calls.
The new cable has 18 coaxial pairs and will be
equipped with 60 MHz systems, compared with
the 12-tube, 12 MHz equipped cables now
widely used.
The 60 MHz line system uses frequency division multiplexing occupying the frequency
spectrum between 4 and 60 MHz, in which 12
broadbands of 900 circuits each can be assembled to give the capacity of 10 800 telephone
circuits on two coaxial pairs. This is four
times the capacity of a 12 MHz system (2700
circuits).
In view of the probable use of digital transmission methods on the trunk telephone
system within the working life of the cable,
the Post Office has specified that the new
cable should be capable of digital operation.
— United Kingdom Post Office.

Tenders out soon for supercable
□ Tenders for the supply and installation
of the first 160 km of Europe's highest-capacity
telephone cable are soon to be invited by the
United Kingdom Post Office. United Kingdom
cable manufacturers will be asked to tender for
a new cable linking Birmingham and Manchester
and capable of carrying almost 100 000 telephone calls simultaneously.
The project is the first stage in a major Post
Office scheme to provide a " supercable "—a
new high-capacity spine for Britain's trunk
telephone network, linking London, Birmingham, Manchester and Leeds by the end of
the decade. It will be able to carry twice as
many telephone calls as all the existing transmission systems on its route.
Total cost of the Birmingham—Manchester
section, including the provision of underground
duct, the cable itself and the initial transmission
equipment, is expected to be in the region of
5 to 6 million pounds sterling.
Work has already begun on the provision of
underground duct between Birmingham and
Manchester. Because of the cable's huge
capacity it will be buried twice as deep as
conventional telephone cable to protect it from
accidental damage. The route will avoid
major centres of population, keeping clear of
other telephone cables and underground
utilities.
The Birmingham—Manchester section of the
supercable is due to come into service in the
spring of 1977. Initially, it will be equipped with
two working systems and one standby, each
capable of carrying 10 800 conversations, or an
equivalent mix of telephony, telex, computer
data and television. The standby protection
system will switch-in automatically in the
event of any failure on the main transmission
system.

Cables floating on air
□ Midget hover-platforms will be used by the
United Kingdom Post Office to handle submarine telephone cable at its new 800 000
pound sterling cableship depot at Southampton,
(see Telecommunication Journal, April 1973,
page 214).
The cable, stored in giant pans 5.5 m in diameter,
3.7 m high, and weighing up to 70 tonnes, will
be floated on a cushion of air when being
moved from storage positions to the dockside
for loading into cableship holds.
Four small hover-platforms will provide the
lift for each cable pan. The power for these
will come from a compressor tug, which will
provide the airflow and manoeuvre the heavy
cable pans by towing or nudging them in the
required direction.
The compressor tug has an air output of
0.28 m3/s, developing a pressure of 700 kilopascals (kPa). This is regulated down to 350 kPa.
Each hover castor can lift a 36 000 kg load at
350 kPa. Four castors will be used to lift each
cable pan, a maximum load of 80 tonnes. This
gives a safety margin of 2:1. The driver can
control the air-flow to each castor individually
from controls inside the cab.
Responsible for the maintenance and repair of
more than 15 000 nautical miles of submarine
cable linking the United Kingdom with the rest
of the world, the Post Office has evolved new
high-speed cable-handling methods at sea and
on shore to get these important links back in
service quickly in the event of a cable breakdown at sea. — United Kingdom Post Office.
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Federal German proposal for
future microwave landing
system
□ The instrument landing system (ILS) which
has been in use for air transport all over the
world during several decades is based essentially on German technique, in particular that of
C. Lorenz AG, the company around which
Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG (SEL) was built up.
Owing to the increasing density of air traffic
and the introduction of new types of aircraft,
the demands on landing systems have increased
to such an extent that the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) has invited
proposals from its member countries for a new
type of microwave landing system capable of
meeting the requirements of the future. The
proposal of the Federal Republic of Germany

is the DLS (distance measuring equipment
(DME)-supported landing system) designed by
SEL. The development of the system and the
construction of an experimental prototype will
be carried out jointly by the SEL and Siemens
companies.
The proposed system comprises the DLS
ground station and the standard DME flight
equipment with an additional data decoder set.
The ground station determines the direction of
incidence (bearing and elevation) of the interrogation pulses transmitted by the DME
flight equipment and sends the measurements
to the aircraft by means of the DME answer
pulses. These are then fed to the panel instrument or to the automatic pilot after having been
processed by the data decoder set. The DME
equipment on board the aircraft measures the
distance between the aircraft and the ground
station in the ordinary way, but the new

ground station ensures a considerably higher
degree of accuracy.
When used in conjunction with the DME
flight equipment, which is in any case necessary
for long-distance navigation, the DLS system
provides a very economical solution for landing
operations. Other advantages of the system are:
a very large area coverage, great flexibility
and adaptability to various types of equipment,
reduction of channel-sharing problems through
common frequency operation, and new methods
of signal evaluation by ground stations which
enable the use of small antennae. Another
important feature is its compatibility with the
standardized ICAO DME, which allows aircraft
equipped only with DME flight equipment,
without the data decoder set, to use any DLS
ground station as a DME station (e.g. in cases
where a DLS and an ILS station are installed
together). — SEL.

SATELLITE LAUNCHINGS NOTIFIED DURING PERIOD
9 SEPTEMBER TO 10 OCTOBER 1973

Code name
Spacecraft
description

Cosmos-586

International
number

1973-65-A

Country
Organization
Site of
launching

USSR
(Plesetsk)

Date

14 Sept.

Perigee*
Apogee

986 km
1020 km

Period*
Inclination

105 min
83°

Frequencies
Transmitter
power

Observations

Carries scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio
telemetry system.
Navigation satellite

Cosmos-587

1973-66-A

USSR
(Plesetsk)

21 Sept.

215 km
330 km

89.6 min
65.4°

Carries scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio
telemetry system

Soyuz-12

1973-67-A

USSR
(Baikonur)

27 Sept.

194 km
249 km

88.6 min
51.6°

Two-man spacecraft: pilot Vasily
Lazarev; flight engineer Oleg
Makorov.
Recovered close to Baikonur on
29 September 1973

No name

1973-68

United States

27 Sept.

Cosmos-588
to
Cosmos-595

1973-69-A
to
1973-69-H

USSR
(Plesetsk)

2 Oct.

Eight satellites launched by one
rocket.
Carry scientific apparatus, radio
systems for precise measurements
of orbital elements and radio
telemetry systems
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Code name
Spacecraft
description

Cosmos-596

International
number

1973-70-A

Country
Organization
Site of
launching
USSR
(Plesetsk)

Date

Perigee*
Apogee

211 km
301 km

3 Oct.

Period*
Inclination

Frequencies
Transmitter
power

Observations

Carried scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements, and radio
telemetry system.

89.4 min
65.4°

Photographic reconnaissance/surveillance mission.
Returned to earth on 9 October
1973
Cosmos-597

1973-71-A

USSR
(Plesetsk)

212 km
312 km

6 Oct.

89.5 min
65.4°

Carried scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements, and radio
telemetry system.
Photographic reconnaissance/surveillance mission.
Returned to earth on 12 October
1973

Cosmos-598

1973-72-A

USSR
(Plesetsk)

10 Oct.

213 km
360 km

Carried scientific apparatus, radio
system for precise measurements
of orbital elements, and radio
telemetry system.

90.0 min
72.9°

Photographic reconnaissance/surveillance mission.
Returned to earth in Kazakhstan
on 16 October 1973

* Initial orbital data.
Sources: COSPAR, NASA, Specialized Press.

UTILIZATION OF INTELSAT TELECOMMUNICATION SATELLITES
AUGUST 1973

television service

general telecommunications
region

Atlantic
Pacific
Indian

number of telephony circuits
leased on full-time basis at end of month
(see note a))

number of transmissions

transmit time
(see note b))

2746
1119
554

247
49
14

141 h 27 min
40 h 08 min
9 h 02 min

Notes :
a) Includes leased telex and data circuits expressed in terms of telephony-circuit equivalent. Excludes circuits used on an occasional basis for cable
restoral and for peak demands. INTELSAT'S revenues from leased circuits as shown in the table represent the great bulk of INTELSAT'S total
receipts from operations.
b)

Represents the combined total of all periods of transmission. Receive time is somewhat higher because of some multi-destination transmissions.
INTELSAT'S total revenues from television service normally represent considerably less than 5% of INTELSAT'S total receipts from operations.

Source: COMSAT European Office, Geneva.
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There are three ranges: 0-20.00, 20.0-200.0,
and 200-2000 meghoms. A 0-200.0-ohm range
is provided for continuity testing. Measured
values are shown on a 3-1 /2-digit LED display
with an accuracy of ±2% of reading ± one
digit. An external battery charger and vinyl
carrying case are available as accessories. —
ITT Jennings.
news

products

(ITT Jennings, 970 McLaughlin Avenue, San
Jose, California 95116, United States)

Tracing " bugging-devices "
with VHF field-strength meter
□ The portable Rohde und Schwarz fieldstrength meter type HFV is not only suitable
for measuring useful and interfering field
strength but also for tracing mini-spies. The
increasing use of these devices in recent years
has brought a greater need for means of
detection. These miniature transmitters not
only operate with FM in the VHF range but
also in other frequency ranges and with other
types of modulation.

New catalogue
of precision tools
□ Jonard Industries Corporation's new 40page catalogue of precision tools for electronics,
telecommunications and aerospace has just been
published.

Miniature digital megohmmeter
□ A new miniature digital megohmmeter
for general-purpose electrical insulation testing
has been announced by ITT Jennings, a division
of International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation (ITT).
Typical applicationsforthe model 15100Minimeg
include both production, acceptance, and
maintenance testing of electrical equipment,
including motors, generators, cables, signal
equipment, circuit breakers, transformers,
switchgear and insulators. The unit can be

The catalogue comprises eleven sections, viz.:
adjusting tools; cleaning equipment; drivers,
screw and nut; extraction and insertion tools;
gauges; tool kits; production assembly and
service tools; pliers; soldering equipment;
telecommunication tools; wrenches.
The catalogue will be sent on request, free
of charge, to all qualified personnel.—Jonard.
(Jonard Industries Corporation, 3047 Tibbett
Avenue, Bronx, New York 10463, United
States)

New two-tone generator
from Racal Instruments
□ Racal Instruments Limited has introduced a
new two-tone generator model 9063, which
complements the precision RF synthesized signal generator system introduced earlier this
year. Designed primarily as a precision modulation source, the 9063 provides a cost-effective
solution to SSB servicing and alignment
problems.

Miniature digital megohmmeter

used for both spot-reading and time-resistance
tests to determine insulation quality when
installing equipment, drying out moisture, at
times of trouble and repair, and periodically
after installation to detect weaknesses and
forestall failure.
The Minimeg is small (178 x 152 x 76 mm)
and weighs less than 2 kg. Its rugged case is
of high-impact plastic. Power is supplied by
a self-contained rechargeable battery. Test
voltage is fixed at 500 VDC, and there is a
factory-pre-set current limiter.
792

An entirely self-contained instrument covering
the 10 Hz to 100 kHz frequency range, the
9063 provides a highly-stable synthesized tone
referenced to an internal crystal standard
and a second tone derived from a tunable
oscillator. The two tones may be used independently or combined, the intermodulation
distortion being less than —70 dB.

(Rohde und Schwarz)
Field-strength meter type HFV

Fully remotely-programmable using TTL logic,
the instrument provides outputs from 100 mV
to 10 V with low hum and spurious content.
The 9063 is 88 mm high, 483 mm wide and
406 mm deep and weighs 13.7 kg. — Racal
Instruments.

The HFV's frequency range of 25 to 300 MHz,
which is continuously tunable without any
switchover being necessary, the high selectivity, the adjustable RF sensitivity and the
dipole antenna which is supplied, also permit
the "scouring" of very large buildings.
Due to the directivity of the dipole antenna it is
possible to coarsly determine the direction of
incidence of a signal and the bugging device
can then be traced by the increase in field
strength, the logarithmic indication being of
advantage in this case. When approaching a
miniature transmitter, acoustic feedback over
the built-in loudspeaker of the HFV permits
location. — Rohde und Schwarz.

(Racal Instruments Limited, Duke Street,
Windsor, Berkshire SL41SB, United Kingdom)

(Rohde und Schwarz, Miihldorfstrasse 15,
8000 Munchen 80, Federal Republic of Germany)
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Portable 100 W HF linear amplifier
□ Designed to meet an increasing worldwide requirement for self-contained lightweight HF linear amplifiers, the new RacalMobilcal Limited TA 944 is suitable for manpack,
portable, fixed station or vehicle use over
the 1.6 to 30 MHz range. For use in conjunction with all the company's range of HF
manpacks and other similar SSB equipments,
the TA 944 provides 100 W p.e.p. output
from an input level of between 1 and 5 W
p.e.p. and will operate continuously under
typical SSB voice conditions.
The TA 944 is the only amplifier of its type
to incorporate a built-in antenna tuning unit

(ATU) which will match into standard 2.4 m
whip antennae, end-fed antennae and dipoles.
This enables the overall size, weight, complexity and cost of a complete 100 W system
to be greatly reduced and provides for more
reliable communication whether utilized in
its manpack form, mounted in vehicles, or in
a static role.
The TA 944 is fully waterproof and suitable
for use under the most severe operational
environments likely to be encountered anywhere in the world.
A wide selection of power ouptut levels
is at the operator's disposal, depending upon

the transceiver employed as a drive, and low
levels such as 5 or 20 W can be utilized
for greater radio security and/or reduced
battery consumption.
The amplifier may be powered from a clipon 3.5 Ah nickel-cadmium rechargeable
used
battery or, when
in a vehicle,
direct from a 12/24 V vehicle supply. The
basic unit is 366 mm wide, 116 mm high and
275 mm deep and weighs only 5.9 kg. —
Racal. — Mobilcal.
(Racal-Mobilcal Limited, 464 Basingstoke Road,
Berkshire RG12 ORY,
United
Reading,
Kingdom)

CORRIGENDUM
Readers are asked to make the following corrections to the addendum to the supplement " International co-operation in telecommunications" (August 1973), published in the October 1973 issue of the Telecommunication Journal:
verso of page 2 (Bilateral assistance (I), Germany (Federal Republic of)):
a) replace title of the third table: " TO BURUNDI " by " TO BHUTAN
b) insert the following table:

TO BURUNDI
Fellowships

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

3/26

4/19

1/3

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

Remarks
man/months

radio
amateurs
T
The flight
of "Mirabel 1"

members of departments 54 and
67 of the French national radio
society, Reseau des emetteurs frangais,
began their planned programme of ballooncarried repeaters with the launch of
Mirabel 1 on 20 May 1973 from the radiosonde station at Essey-les-Nancy. The
equipment on board Mirabel 1 is designed
to accept uplink signals in the segment
432.1 to 432.4 MHz and to retransmit
them between 145.6 and 145.9 MHz. In
addition, the balloon carried a beacon
operating on 145.6 MHz with telemetry
transmitted on 145.2 MHz.
HE

Purpose
The experiments on board the first Mirabel
were intended:

1) to test the thermal insulation of the
container;

2) to prove the detonation device terminating the flight of the balloon;
3) to obtain data on the antenna system;
4) to prove the efficiency of the parachute;
and
5) to test the telemetry system providing
information about the case temperarature, battery voltage and repeater
output power.
The case of Mirabel 1 was constructed of
glass fibre covered with an aluminium faced
paper. The antennae comprised a 4 big
wheel ' type system for use with the re-
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peater transmitter on 145 MHz and a
two section antenna of the same type
feeding the 432 MHz receiver. The telemetry transmitter operated into a dipole
for 144 MHz and the beacon used a quarter
wave at 145 MHz. The power of the
repeater transmitter was 8 W and that
of the telemetry transmitter was 700 mW
only.
Results
Mirabel 1 was launched at 15.10 hours
UT and had a total flight time of 3 hours
20 minutes, of which more than two hours
was spent at an altitude above 20 km. The
maximum altitude reached was 28.2 km
and the equipment was successfully recovered from Silly-sur-Nied, 47 km from
Nancy.
The experiments showed that:
1) the efficiency of the thermal insulation
produced a variation of only 3° C in
the internal temperature of the case;
2) the detonation device functioned as
required;
3) the antennae were entirely satisfactory,
and, in particular, the receiving antenna
prevented saturation of the repeater
by local stations;
4) the three balloons inflated with hydrogen were attached by a link of 30 m
in length to the equipment case and
when they were deflated the parachute, having a diameter of 2 m,
reduced the velocity of the equipment

Map showing the location of some of the stations which effected two-way communications through
the balloon-carried repeater

so that the only damage on landing
was slight bending of the main antenna
system. The telemetry performed well
with the exception of the external temperature readings which became unreliable when the flight was half completed.

Radio communication
With the equipment at a height of 28 km,
the maximum " optical" distance at which
two stations could communicate through
the repeater was 600 km. The results actually
achieved showed that the communication
over the longest distance was between
amateur radio station G3LQR in the
United Kingdom and OE3XUA in Austria. The path between these two stations
is about 1100 km, considerably in excess
of the maximum " optical" distance.
A total of 123 stations effected two-way
communication through the repeater, with
French station F9FT making 77 contacts.
The activity from various countries was
32% France, 53% Federal Republic of
Germany, 15% Austria, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom.
It is considered that the flight of Mirabel 1
was entirely successful, with the experimental work proved and many stations making
two way communication through the
repeater.

" Mirabel 1 " before launch
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The information from which this article
was prepared was provided by M. A.
Jungbluth (F6APU), of Lingolsheim,
France, who carried out much of the work
in the construction of Mirabel 1. — IARU,
Region 1.
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Brazilian Minister
visits IARC shack

□ During his visit to ITU headquarters
on 8 October 1973, Mr. Hygino Caetano
Corsetti, Brazilian Minister of Communications, visited the shack of the International Amateur Radio Club (4U1ITU)
accompanied by senior officials of the
Union. Our photograph shows the Minister
talking with Mr. Ted Robinson (F8RU).

review
of reviews
FRENCH
Echo des recherches (L'). Centre national
d'etudes des telecommunications, 38, rue du
General-Leclerc, 92121 Issy-les-Moulineaux.
Annee 1973. Octobre. P. 22-29. Blanc M.,
Profit A. Ou en est le visiophone? P. 38-46.
Bouillie R., Treheux M. Les fibres optiques.
Electronique et microelectronique industrielles.
Societe des editions radio, 8, rue de l'AncienneComedie, 75006 Paris. Annee 1973. N° 176.
P. 33-38. Graf J. Les multiplicateurs d'electrons a microcanaux — P. 51-53. Chorney P.
Elaboration d'un commutateur emissionreception a diode PIN.
N° 177. P. 39-42. Lafay F. Interphonie et transmission d'ordres: application a la centrale
nucleaire Phenix.
Electronique professionnelle. (Edition professionnelle du Haut-parleur), Societe des publications radioelectriques et scientifiques, 2 a 12,
rue de Bellevue, 75019 Paris. Annee 1973.
N° 1421. P. 21-25. Julier E. Composants pour
les materiels de telecommunications: la politique du CNET — P. 40-44. Ducrocq P.H. Les
generateurs HF (suite).
Revue de la Compagnie generate d'electricite.
54, rue La Boetie, 75382 Paris. Annee 1973.
N° 2. P. 15-25. Un equipement moderne pour
le multiplexage de voies telephoniques: le
SMA 7.

A list of articles in other technical publications which may be of interest to readers of the
Journal. The articles are listed under the language of the publication.

Revue de l'UER. Union europeenne de radiodiffusion, Centre technique, 32, avenue Albert
Lancaster, 1180 Bruxelles. Annee 1973. Aout.
P. 179-187. Thiessen P. Degradation de la
qualite d'une transmission a bande laterale
unique par decalage de frequence et distorsions
non lineaires.

AIAA Journal. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1290 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10019. Year 1973.
July. P. 1018-1024. Dunn M.G., Blum R.J.,
Swift C.T., Beck F.B., Grantham W.L. Antenna
admittance determination of electron density.

Revue polytechnique (La). Chemin de la Caroline, 1213 Petit-Lancy/Geneve. Annee 1973.
N° 1317. P. 861-863. Des stations repetrices
flotteront sur l'ocean.

ATR Australian Telecommunication Research.
Telecommunication Society of Australia, Box
4050, GPO Melbourne, Victoria 3001. Year
1973. No. 1. P. 29-35. Hunter M.A., Vizard
R.J. Field trial of the CCITT Signalling
System No. 6, interworking with the Australian MFC System.

Toute 1'electronique. Societe des editions radio,
9, rue Jacob, Paris-VI. Annee 1973. N° 381.
P. 69-76. Mathy G. L'analyse spectrale en
impulsions.

ENGLISH
ABU Technical Review. Asian Broadcasting
Union, NHK Building, 2-3, Uchisaiwai-cho,
2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100. Year 1973.
September. P. 3-17. Yip J. A carrier alarm
logic system for broadcast transmitters.
AEU. The Asia Electronics Union, Toden
Kyudan, 1-13, Shinbashi 1-chome, Minato-ku,
Tokyo. Year 1973. No. 2. P. 15-20. Ravindra D.K., Hayatnagarkar C.K. Simple time
division multiplexing telemetry system in UHF
band — P. 28-32. Rao B.S. Carrier-to-noise
ratio—the prime determinant of picture
quality in FM systems — P. 34-37. Kamat D.S.
On the design and construction of low cost
terminals for a computer utility.

Bell System Technical Journal (The). American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, 195
Broadway, New York, NY 10007. Year 1973.
No. 7. P. 1229-1235. Derosier R.M., Stone J.
Low-loss splices in optical fibers.
Communications News. 402 West Liberty Drive,
Wheaton, Illinois 60187. Year 1973. August.
P. 20. Burch D. CATV future involves copyright, jurisdiction, technical standards and
nonbroadcast services.
September. P. 38. Booth G.M. Network supervisory software supplies control functions for
computer nets.
Control and Instrumentation. Morgan-Grampian House, Calderwood Street, London SE18
6QH. Year 1973. No. 8. P. 62. Donaldson I.S.
Accurate pressure measurements with novel
scanning valve.
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CQ, the Radio Amateur's Journal. 14 Vanderventer Avenue, Port Washington, LI, NY
11050. Year 1973. August. P. 28-36. Perolo J.
A general coverage solid-state communications receiver with direct digital frequency
read-out.
Ericsson Review. Telefonaktiebolaget LM
Ericsson, 126 25 Stockholm. Year 1973. No. 2.
P. 34-57. Mewling /., Noren L.O., Sveclberg B.
Transit exchange system AKE 132.
Ericsson Technics. Telefonaktiebolaget LM
Ericsson, 126 25 Stockholm. Year 1973. No. 1.
Baek Iversen V. Analyses of real teletraffic
processes based on computerized measurements.
GEC Journal of Science and Technology. The
General Electric Company Limited, 1 Stanhope
Gate, London WIA 1EH. Year 1973. No. 2.
P. 59-64. Leakey D.M. New techniques in
multiplexing alternatives to FDM and TDM—
P. 52-58. Oxley T.H. Application of integrated
circuit techniques to microwave receivers.
Hasler Review. Hasler Limited, Belpstrasse 23,
3000 Berne 14. Year 1973. Summer. (English
edition). P. 15-35. Badertscher P., Karth A.,
Niederhauser K. 6 MHz small diameter coaxial
cable equipment.
Hewlett-Packard Journal. 1501 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, California 94304. Year 1973.
September. P. 14-23. Hyatt R.C., Mueller
L.F., Osterdock T.N. A high-performance
beam tube for cesium beam frequency
standards.
Japan Telecommunications Review. Nippon
Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation,
New Yurakucho Building, 11, Yurakucho
1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Year 1973.
July. P. 188-192. Komura M., Ikeuchi T.,
Kikuchi T. 15 GHz 2700-channel radio-relay
system for use as entrance links within urban
areas — SF-F3 system.
JEE. Japan Electronic Engineering, Dempa
Publications, Incorporated, 11-15 Higashi
Gotanda 1-chome, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo.
Year 1973. No. 81. P. 24-31. Honma N. CATV
moving into new fields.
Marconi Communication Systems. Marconi
Company Limited, Dept. XX, Chelmsford,
Essex. Year 1973. No. 23. P. 2. A new advanced
naval communication system.
Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers. Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL.
Year 1973. No. 9. P. 945-953. Jeffers R., Haigh
D.G. Active RC lowpass filters for fdm and
pcm systems.
Proceedings of the IREE. The Institution of
Radio and Electronics Engineers Australia,
Science House, 157 Gloucester Street, Sydney,
NSW 2000. Year 1973. No. 6. P. 222-227.
Poschrenrieder W.F. New development trends
in transmission engineering.
Radio Times of India. 29, New Queen's Road,
Bombay 4. Year 1973. No. 7. P. 12-13. Muzumdar S.M. The village radio — the receiving
end.
No. 9. P. 26. Troitsky V. Radio noises due to
planetary processes.
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Telesis. Bell Northern Research, PO Box
3511, Station C, Ottawa K1Y 4H7. Year 1973.
Fall. P. 66-71. Horton D. New digital speeds
Canadian data streams.

SPANISH
Electronica y Fisica Aplicada. Centro de Investigaciones Fisicas Leonardo Torres Quevedo,
Madrid. Ano 1973. N.° 2. Numero especial:
Coloquio hispano-frances de microondas.
Mundo Electronico. Avenida Jose Antonio,
594, Barcelona-7. Ano 1973. N.° 23. P. 88-91.
Panned W.M. Como reducir al minimo la
interferencia en radiotelefonia.
Revista Espanola de Electronica. Ediciones
tecnicas REDE, Apartado 5252, Barcelona.
Ano 1973. N.° 227. P. 32-34. Hurt ado E.G.
« Ampliation » del televisor hogareno.
Revista Telegrafica Electronica. Electronica y
Telecomunicaciones de Arbo SAC e I., 653,
Avenida Martin Garcia, Buenos Aires. Ano
1973. N.° 729. P. 436-439. Caporaletti O.,
Ramos E.D. Superconductividad: el criotron.

Periodica Polytechnica. Polytechnical University, Budapest. Year 1973. No. 1. P. 53-68.
Pap L., Simon G. Noise in differential amplifiers — P. 68-84. Magos A. Simulation of
transmission lines by ladder networks.
PTT Technische Mitteilungen — Bulletin technique — Bollettino tecnico. Entreprises des
postes, telephones et telegraphes suisses,
Viktoriastrasse 21, 3000 Bern 33. Jahrgang
1973. Nr. 10. S. 444-459. Buetikofer J.F.
PCM-Fernleitungsnetz fur Telephonie, Datenubertragung und Telex — Reseau interurbain
MIC pour la telephonie, la transmission de
donnees et le telex.
Revue HF Tijdschrift. Societe beige des ingenieurs de telecommunications et d'electronique (SITEL), 66, chaussee de Ruisbroek,
1190-Bruxelles. Annee 1973. N° 2. P. 18-26.
Delogne P. Les telecommunications par radio
en milieu souterrain.

OTHER LANGUAGES
Italian

RUSSIAN
Elektrosvjaz (Telecommunications). Ministry
of Postal and Electrical Communications and
A.S. Popov Scientific Society, 31 Bolsaja
Gruzinskaja Street, Moscow-56. Year 1973.
No. 5. P. 1-8. Kantor L.J., Poluhin V.A.,
Ta/yzin N. V. Novye stancii sputnikovoy svjazi
« Orbita-2 » (The new stations of the satellite
telecommunications system " Orbita-2 ").
No. 6. P. 1-8. Metrikin A.A., Nadenenko B.S.,
Polusin G.P. Fidernyj trakt is bimetalliceskih
i ellipticeskih volnovodov dlja radiorelejnoj
svjazi (Elliptical and bimetallic waveguides
for radio-relay links).
No. 7. P. 3-7. OmeVjanenko U.I. Novaja
peredajuscaja radiotelevizionnaja stancija v
Kieve (New TV transmitting station in Kiev).
Radiotehnika (Radio Engineering). A.S. Popov
Scientific Society, 31 Bolsaja Gruzinskaja
Street, Moscow-56. Year 1973. June. P. 102107. Gutin V.S. K rascetu sputnikovyh radiolinij so strukturnym uplotneniem (Calculation
of satellite links with complex multiplexing).
July. P. 36-45. Eruhimovic U.A. Sintez i analiz
optimal'nyh dvuhzerkal'nyh antenn (Optimum
design of Cassegrain antennae).

Radio Rivista. Associazione Radiotecnica
Italiana, Via Domenico Scarlatti, 31, 20124
Milano. Anno 1973. N. 8. P. 389-390. Ragni S.
Parliamo di antenne VHF — P. 391-393.
Rossi Z. Considerazioni e consigli sulla TVI.
Telecomunicazioni. Societa Italiana Telecomunicazioni Siemens spa, Piazzale Zavattari 12,
20149 Milano. Anno 1973. N. 46. P. 3-14.
Baldin P., Lyghounis E., Poretti I. Sviluppi e
prospettive nel campo della trasmissione via
satellite con tecnica a divisione di tempo —
P. 81-108. Bernasconi G., Petrini R. Sistema a
divisione di tempo ad accesso multiplo per la
trasmissione di dati telegrafici via satellite.

Polish
Przeglad telekomunikacyjny. Sekcja elektroniki
i telekomunikacji stowarzyszenia elektroykow
Polskich, 2 Barnary, VI p., Warszawa. 1973.
Zeszyt 5. Str. 172-175. Kalita H. Perspektywiczne problemy radiodyfuzji — Str. 181184. Szczepahski J. Zagadnienia utrzymania
central telefonicznych systemu Pentaconta.

Czech
MULTILINGUAL
AGEN. Groupement pour l'etude des telecommunications de la Fondation Hasler,
Berne — Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur elektrische
Nachrichtentechnik der Stiftung Hasler-Werke
Bern (AGEN), Institut fur Technische Physik,
ETH-Aussenstation Honggerberg, Postfach
123, 8049 Zurich. Jahrgang 1973. Nr. 15.
(Numero special: Biotelemetrie — Sonclernummer: Biotelemetrie).
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Rozhlasova e televizni technika. Kladenska 60,
Vokovice, Praha 6. Cerven 1973. Cis. 2. Str.
45-48. Rafaja M. Prenos informaci v neaktivnich oblastech televizniho signalu.
Slaboproudy Obzor. Nove Mesto. Krakovska
8, Praha 1. Cerven 1973. Cis. 6. Str. 249-254.
Matyds V. Vlastnosti polovodicovych soucastek s prechody PN pri nizkych teplotach —
Str. 267-275. Othera M., Smola P.P. Reportazni radio-releove zarizeni Tesla MT 15 pro
pfenos barevne televize.

books / tenders / official announcements

books
MODERN RADIO PROGRAMMING

1

by J. Raleigh Gaines.

One bound volume; 190 pages, tables,
diagrams. 15 X 22 cm. Published by TAB
Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania
17214, 1973. Price: 9.95 US dollars.
1

This volume is intended to give programme directors, disc jockeys, and
students more insight into their position
and responsibilities. Thus it details the
programme director's duties and responsibilities, the individual whose main
concern is servicing management and
keeping the station's programming within
the confines of its design. It also covers
music control and research, public service
and community involvement, and the
various formats of programming, the
multitude of programming components,
how to determine a need and to fit it
in the programme schedule, plus the

importance and use of news, weather,
sports, community service and other
special features.
Contents: what is a programme director?;
the programme director — a member of the
management team; on-the-air programming; the programme director's administrative duties; station community involvement; commercial creativity; station
promotion; the disc jockey; production;
ratings; making the job easier; modern
radio terminology; commercial portfolio;
index.
A. El-Zanati

We should be obliged if any administrations wishing to make use of this column would
send us their tenders if possible three months before the closing date for bids.

tenders

REPUBLIC OF IRAQ
Tender No. 27
The Republic of Iraq invites tenders for:
a) supply and installation of telex exchanges;
b) supply of subscribers terminals.

The closing date for the submission of
tenders shall be 15 January 1974.
Tender documents may be obtained from:
" Project Department of Iraq, PTT Administration, Baghdad, Iraq".

official announcements
PARTIAL REVISION OF THE RADIO REGULATIONS, GENEVA, 1959
FINAL ACTS OF THE WORLD ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE FOR SPACE TELECOMMUNICATIONS, GENEVA, 1971

The Republic of India has approved the
above-mentioned Acts.

TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION
Recruitment of experts
Circular-letters which have been sent to all
Members of the Union announce the following
vacancies:
• two posts of experts in charge of staff
training, in point-to-point communications
and cable transmission, to be filled as
soon as possible, for one year with possibility
of extension to three years, for the Institute
of Telecommunications and Electronics Technology (ITTE) Oran, for the Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications, Algerian Democratic
and Popular Republic. (Circular-letter No. 436

of 28 September 1973; field vacancy notices TC
69/73 ALG-531 and TC 70/73 ALG-532; final
date for submission of applications: 4 January
1974);
• one post of expert in management training, to be filled from April 1974, for one year
with possibility of extension to two years, at
the Central Training School, M'bagathi near
Nairobi (Kenya), for the East African Posts and
Telecommunications Corporation (EAPT), East
African Community (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania).
(Circular-letter No. 437 of 1 October 1973;
field vacancy notice TC 71/73 EA-516; final
date for submission of applications: 7 January
1974);
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• one post of OPAS officer—technical
manager, to be filled as soon as possible, for
one year with possibility of extension, for the
Post Office Department of Western Samoa.
Duty station: Apia, with travel to other centres
in the country. (Circular-letter No. 438 of
2 October 1973; field vacancy notice TC 72/73
SAM-501/OPAS; final date for submission of
applications: 8 January 1974);
• one post of training expert in transmission, to be filled as soon as possible, for 21
months, at the Telecommunication Training

Centre (TELECENTRE), Singapore, for the
Telecommunication Authority of Singapore.
(Circular-letter No. 439 of 16 October 1973;
field vacancy notice TC 73/73 SIN-516; final
date for submission of applications: 15 January
1974);
• three posts of experts, in telephone and
telegraph, transmission and radiocommunications, to be filled as from February 1974,
for one year, at the Test, Repair and Maintenance Centre, Khartoum, for the Department
of Telecommunications of the Democratic Rep-

ublic of the Sudan. (Circular-letter No. 441 of
29 October 1973; field vacancy notices TC 74/73
SUD-518, TC 75/73 SUD-519 and TC 76/73
SUD-520; final date for submission of applications: 21 January 1974).
Only applications forwarded through administrations can be taken into account. Detailed
applications with personal histories should be
submitted to the General Secretariat of the
ITU, Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20
(Switzerland), not later than the final dates
mentioned above.

CALENDAR OF ITU CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS

DATE

TITLE

PLACE

1973
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT):
30 November-5 December

Working Party IV/2 (Measuring equipment)

Geneva

10-14 December

Co-ordination Committee Plan for Europe and the Mediterranean Basin

Geneva

1974
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):
Final meetings of Study Groups :
5-15 February

Study Group 3 (Fixed service at frequencies below about 30 MHz)

Geneva

5-15 February

CMV (CCIR/CCITT Joint Study Group on Vocabulary)

Geneva

5-20 February

Study Group 6 (Ionospheric propagation)

Geneva

5-22 February

Study Group 5 (Propagation in non-ionized media)

Geneva

5-26 February

Study Group 8 (Mobile services)

Geneva

18 February-5 March

Study Group 10 (Broadcasting service (sound))

Geneva

18 February-6 March

Study Group 9 (Fixed service using radio-relay systems)

Geneva

20 February-8 March

Study Group 11 (Broadcasting service (television))

Geneva

25 February-12 March

CMTT (CCIR/CCITT Joint Study Group for television and sound transmission)

Geneva

26 February-15 March

Study Group 4 (Fixed service using satellites)

Geneva

4-20 March

Study Group 1 (Spectrum utilization — Monitoring)

Geneva

7-20 March

Study Group 2 (Space research and radioastronomy services)

Geneva

11-20 March

Study Group 7 (Standard frequency and time-signal services)

Geneva

13-20 March

Interim Working Party PLEN/2 (Possible broadcasting satellite systems and their
relative acceptability)

Geneva
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TITLE

DATE

PLACE

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT):
7-11 January

Study Group ill (General tariff principles; lease of telecommunication circuits)

Geneva

7-16 January

Special Study Group A (Data transmission) and Working Parties

Geneva

14-18 January

Study Group II (Telephone operation and tariffs)

Geneva

14-22 January

Working Party IV/4 (Quality of international network)

Geneva

17-25 January

Study Group VII (New networks for data transmission) and Working Groups

Geneva

21-25 January

Working Party " Human factors "

Geneva

21 January-13 February

Study Group XV (Transmission systems) and Working Parties

23 January-1 February

Study Group VI (Protection and specifications of cable sheaths and poles)

Geneva

28 January-1 February

Co-ordination Committee Plan Africa

Geneva

25-29 March

Study Group I (Telegraph operation and tariffs — including telex)

Geneva

25 March-11 April

Special Study Group D (Pulse code modulation) and Joint Working Party CNC
(Digital paths over cable)

Geneva

1-5 April

Joint Working Party TEUREM (Tariffs—Europe and the Mediterranean Basin)

Geneva

1-5 April

Working Party IV/5 (Maintenance of groups, supergroups, etc., and of new systems)

Geneva

24-26 April

Study Group XIV (Fascimile telegraph transmission and equipment)

Geneva

29 April-3 May

Study Group IX (Telegraph transmission quality; specification of equipment and
rules for the maintenance of telegraph channels)

Geneva

6-10 May

Study Group X (Telegraph switching)

Geneva

6-10 May

Joint Working Party LTG (Use of telephone-type lines for purposes other than
telephony)

Geneva

6-17 May

Working Parties of Study Group XI (Telephone switching and signalling)

Geneva

20-24 May

Working Party IV/1 (Maintenance of telephone-type circuits)

Geneva

27-31 May

Working Party IV/2

Geneva

3-7 June

Working Party 11/1 (International accounting)

Geneva

10-14 June

Working Party 111/1 (Leased circuits)

Geneva

8-12 July

Joint Working Party CDF (Protection against lightning)

Geneva

16 September-4 October

Working Parties of Study Group XI (Telephone switching and signalling) and Working
Parties XIII/1 (Maintenance (switching) and service quality) and XIII/2 (Network
planning and traffic engineering)

Geneva

Study Group
networks)
2-22 October

XII

Paris

(Measuring equipment)

(Telephone

transmission

Study Group XVI (Telephone circuits)

performance

and

local

telephone J
Munich

Joint Special Group C (Noise and reliability)
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ITU publications / official announcements

DATE

PLACE

TITLE

Joint Study Groups of the two CCIs :
Plan Committees (see under CCITT)
CMV (see under CCIR)
CMTT (see under CCIR)
Special C (see under CCITT)

22 April-7 June

7 October (3 weeks)

World Administrative Radio Conference for Maritime Mobile Telecommunications

Geneva

Regional Administrative Conference for LF/MF Broadcasting (First Session —
Technical Standards)

Geneva

ITU
publications

The following letters indicate the languages in
which documents are published

F for French

R for Russian

E for English

C for Chinese

S for Spanish

Note
A comprehensive list of all the publications of
the Union will be supplied free on request by
the ITU General Secretariat, Geneva.

Prices are in Swiss francs.

Publications issued
since the last number

Table of international telex relations and
traffic (position on 31 December 1972)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

General information for the holder of an
international credit card for telegraph
services, 1973 edition

Price: 62 Sw. fr.

Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Price: 1 Sw. fr.

of the Journal

Forthcoming
publications

Chart in colours showing frequency
allocations — 10 kHz to 275 GHz, 3rd
edition

Separate editions in F, E.

Separate editions in F, E, S.
High frequency broadcasting schedules
(4 publications per annum)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
List of coast stations (List IV), 5th edition,
1972
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Telecommunication statistics, year 1972
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

800

Seminar on the planning of broadcasting
systems in Africa (Lagos, 1971)

Seminar on frequency management (Mexico
City, 1971)
Separate editions in E, S.
Seminar on the planning and development
of telecommunication networks outside
of large cities and the maintenance of
telecommunication services (Kuala Lumpur,
1972)
English edition.

List of space radiocommunication stations
and radio astronomy stations (List VINA)
4th edition, 1973

List of indicators for the telegram retransmission system and of telex network
identification codes, 3rd edition, October
1973

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Final Acts of the World Administrative
Telegraph and Telephone Conference
(Geneva, 1973)

Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB

Separate editions in F, E, S.

Trilingual edition F, E, S.
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No. 179 (August-November 1973)

ITU publications

Forthcoming
publications

Seminar on the planning of broadcasting
systems (Sao Paulo, 1973)
Separate editions in E, S.

Volume 11B—Recommendations (Series F) and
Questions (Study Group I) relating to telegraph operation and tariffs
Volume III—Recommendations (Series G, H,
and J) and Questions (Study Groups XV, XVI,
Special Study Groups C and D) relating to
line transmission

(continued)

CCIR
International Radio
Consultative Committee
Report 440-1 " General graphical symbols
for radiocommunications "

Volume IV—Recommendations (Series M, N
and O) and Questions (Study Group IV) relating
to the maintenance of international lines,
circuits and chains of circuits
Volume V—Recommendations (Series P) and
Questions (Study Group XII) relating to telephone transmission quality, local networks,
telephone sets equipment

Separate editions in F, E, S.

CCITT
International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee

Volume VI—Recommendations (Series Q)
and Questions (Study Groups XI and XIII)
relating to telephone signalling and switching
(signalling system included)

Specifications of Signalling System No. 6
(text revised and substantially amended), 1973
edition

Volume VII—Recommendations (Series R, S,
T and U) and Questions (Study Groups VIII,
IX, X and XIV) relating to telegraph technique

Separate editions in F, S.

Volume VIII—Recommendations (Series V
and X) and Questions (Study Group VII and
Special Study Group A) relating to data
transmission

Vth Plenary Assembly, Geneva 1972
Green Book
Volume I—Minutes and reports of the Vth
Plenary Assembly of the CCITT—Resolutions
and Opinions issued by the CCITT—General
table of Study Groups and Working Parties
for the period 1973-1976—Summary table of
questions under study in the period 19731976—Recommendations (Series A) on the
organization of the work of the CCITT—
Recommendations (Series B) relating to means
of expression

Volume IX—Recommendations (Series K)
and Questions (Study Group V) relating to
protection against interference—Recommendations (Series L) and Questions (Study Group
VI) relating to the protection of cable sheaths
and poles
Separate editions in F, E, S.
General Plan for the Development of the
Regional Telecommunication Network
1972-1974-1976-1982 (Brasilia, 1973)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Volume IIA—Recommendations (Series D)
and Questions (Study Group III) relating to
the lease of circuits—Recommendations (Series
E) and Questions (Study Group II) relating to
telephone operation and tariffs

Instructions for the operation of international public telegram service, 1974
edition
Separate editions in F, E, S.

Methods of payment:
1. Switzerland: to the postal cheque account of the ITU, GENEVE 12-50

CONDITIONS OF SALE

2. All other countries:
a) international postal order,
b) UNESCO coupon,

c) bank transfer to the Societe de Banque Suisse, Geneva.
(Payment may also be effected by a cheque made out in another currency freely convertible
into Swiss francs provided that the cheque, when cashed and converted, will cover the price
of the publication in Swiss francs.)
All documents ordered from the General
Secretariat of the ITU must be paid for
in advance. Documents must be paid for
in Swiss francs when they are ordered,
unless a cash-on-delivery arrangement is
requested.

Orders for documents, and cheques, must be addressed to:
International Telecommunication
Switzerland.

Union, Place des

Nations, 1211

Geneva 20,

The prices quoted include packing costs and carriage by surface mail.
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Renewal of subscriptions to the Telecommunication
Journal for 1974

To avoid any interruption in the delivery of the Teleour
subscribers
who receive the Journal directly and whose
in
those
of
communication Journal
1974,
requested
to be good enough to complete the attached form
subscriptions expire at the end of 1973 are
and return it to us as soon as possible.
The subscription fee for 1974- (January-December), inclusive of wrapping and postage, is :
1 language edition
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2 language editions = 100.- Swiss francs
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(To be returned to the ITU General Secretariat, Place des Nations, CH-1211 Geneva 20,
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Swiss francs through the post
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Delete whichever does not apply

(Date)
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SIEMENS

Economical
data paths for every transmission rate

Are you installing a data communication system?
Then many of the relevant factors are predetermined for
you - data terminals, data volumes, distances, available
paths. But despite all the "givens" some technical options
still remain.
For one thing, it's up to you to select your transmission
rate and the proper modems. Whatever rate you may
choose, the Siemens family of modems has a unit to
match. Series modems in the up to 9,600 bit/s range.
Parallel modems of up to 40 characters/s for small volume

transmission from remote terminals to a computer center.
And for especially economical short-range data traffic,
the GDN modem, a low-level DC data transmission
terminal.
The Siemens modem family is only part of our total,
comprehensive line of transmission and switching
equipm'ent'designed for the construction of economical
data networks. Whenever it's a question of data traffic,
Siemens is the answer. The one-source, totalsystem
company with consultation know-how.

Modems from Siemens
a29

Product development
is no gimmick after all.
Here's a good example of how we invest in the future at Ericsson.
Most people imagine the pushbutton telephone to be just
a better-looking and maybe faster version of the old familiar
telephone. And true enough you do save an average of
0.8 seconds every time you press a digit on the keyboard instead
of dialling it. But that's not even half the story.
The important thing is that the pushbutton mechanism
doesn't work mechanically, but electronically. And that's what we
really mean when we talk about product development.
With the whole telecommunications system - including
exchanges and all allied equipment - converted to electronics,
the pushbutton set gives you access to a host of services that
would be quite beyond an ordinary telephone.
For example, you'll be able to use your telephone as an
alarm clock — just by keying-in a simple code, plus the time you
want to be called.
You can also have an engaged line monitored; a signal then
lets you know as soon as it is free and you are connected automatically.
And you can take your number with you and have your
calls automatically redirected.
You'll even be able to use your telephone as a data terminal
and communicate in computer language with other subscribers
and data centers. In this way, data processing is brought within
the reach of ordinary people.
That really is a step into the future. And, to look at it, you'd
think it was a pretty ordinary telephone!
The Ericsson Group, with world headquarters in Stockholm,
Sweden, specializes in the development of better telecommunications. Manufactures, markets and installs all kinds of public and
private telephone exchanges,
telephones, transmission
equipment, cables, wires
and network supplies.

The Ericsson Group
our business is to put people on speaking terms.
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Top Performance
in TV Measurements

Centralized Program Monitoring
The combination of Vision/Sound Transmitter Monitoring Console UKFR and
TV Transmitter Test Assembly UVTF is
shown above being demonstrated during
the training course for TV technicians
fromTurkey- Rohde&Schwarz test
systems having been chosen for the
country's TV network.
The incoming test program (from
studio, link or relay receiver) is checked
for correct picture and sound quality with
the console monitor on the left, the TV
Waveform Monitor OKF, a loudspeaker
and an audio level meterbeforeapplication
to the transmitter.

After application to the transmitter,
the test program is checked again by
means of the instruments incorporated
on the righthand side of the console and

by the UVTF (in the background) a few
minutes before program distribution.
After passing through the transmitter the
picture appears continuously on the
righthand monitor.
The main transmitted program is
monitored in the same way during distribution. Logic circuitry detects and signals
any type of disturbance. If the latter
occurs in the link, the system automatically switches over to the slide projector.
If the relay receiver is disturbed, the same
program is still received via the TV Monitoring Receiver EKF (top left in console).
If a standby TV transmitter is used,
it can be checked out completely with
the UVTF during program distribution.
Thus excellent transmission quality
is always available.

Rohde & Schwarz has been engaged in
TV measurement engineering since 1952,
and today the company holds a leading
position throughout the world.
The R&S picture transmitter test assemblies are used worldwide; every TV transmitter in Germany and to a large extent
abroad, including the USA, contains
an R&S Nyquist demodulator.
All systems are custom-tailored and
comply with the specifications of the
ITU, EBU, CCIR, OIRT, ARD and FTZ
authorities.
Rohde & Schwarz also offers installation,
servicing and training.

Please ask Rohde & Schwarz
for brochure "TV Test Equipment"

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
8000 Munchen 80
Muhldorfstrafte 15
West Germany
Tel (089) *41 29-1
Telex 523703
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Distributors in: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Columbia,
CSSR, Cyprus, Denmark, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Ghana, Greece, Hongkong,
Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand,Turkey, United Kingdom, Uruguay, U.S.A., Venezuela a.o.

STC's success: put it down to experience,
Submarine cable systems are our business.
And to measure just how successful we are at the
business you've only got to look at our
performance over the past 22 years.
The contracts shown above are just some of
the most recent completed by STC, but the list
goes back as far as 1950. Since that year we've
maintained a programme of continual research
and development which has led to remarkable
innovations in submarine telecommunications.
And we don't intend to stop.

At present we're working on systems with far
wider band widths than ever thought possible a
few years ago. These will lead to even more
sophisticated designs in the future.
So you can see why STC international undersea telecommunications systems are regarded
as the most advanced in the world.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
Submarine Systems Division, North Woolwich,
London E.16. Tel: 01 -476 1401

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

ITT

The Simplified
Now 600voices can go directly to supergroup.
Not since satellites started floating above the
equator has there been such an important
development in large-scale telecommunications.
We can now offer you a greatly simplified
1800-channel multiplex system (3 x 600
channels).
The system, which meets or exceeds CCITT
and North American standards, incorporates
three major breakthroughs.

The first is our development of a miniaturized
bandpass filter made of thin layers of quartz. It takes just
one cubic inch of space instead of the 20 to 30 cubic inches
needed for conventional inductance-capacitance filters.
This polylithic quartz filter makes possible the second
breakthrough: a modular, plug-in channel unit of com-

pletely new design. We were able to miniaturize the channel unit, by using the filter
with integrated circuits and thick-film
technology.
Each channel unit contains three of the
new quartz filters (the little round capsules

in the photo). There's one for transmitter bandpass, one for receiver bandpass and one for signaling.
Thus, all 1800 channel units are identical and selfsustaining. Each has complete transmitting, receiving,
E & M signaling and power functions. The first modulation
stage boosts the channel into an 8140 kHz slot, while one of
the filters selects the sideband. A second modulation stage
puts the channel into its line-frequency slot.
So the work of the group frequency modulator is done

Conventional system.

600 Channels

Group

Supergroup

Multiplexer.
right inside the channel unit.
Which makes possible the third breakthrough: we got
rid of group modulation altogether!
Now signals in a high-capacity multiplexer can go
directly from voice to supergroup frequencies.
By doing away with the whole middle modulation
process (by the way, we're the only ones who've done so)
we've achieved a number of things.
Simplicity. (Look at the diagrams.)
The system needs much less space.
It's more reliable.
You don't need as many channel spares (3 to 5% instead
of 10 to 15%).
Installation costs are reduced. (Because we've cut out
group and group carrier supply cabling.)

There's less distortion. (Because there's one less stage
of modulation.)
The new system will not only handle voice, it will also
take data, telemetry and facsimile signals. It's compatible
with existing systems. And we can still perform the group
insert and extraction functions.
We'll be glad to send you a brochure on the Simplified
Multiplexer, Model 46A3-C. If you have any questions,
we'll try to give you a simple answer.
Write to: GTE International Inc. at One Stamford Forum,
Stamford, Conn. 06904, U.S.A. or GTE Telecomunicazioni
S.p.A., Via Turati 27, 20121 Milan, Italy.

fHT3 IflTERflATIOriAL

Our new system,

600 Channels

Supergroup

Bridge beneath the Waves
Like bridges spanning the oceans of
the world, submarine coaxial cables
are increasingly essential to the
expanding demands of modern communications. And Fujitsu has made
some highly significant contributions to the specialized field of
submarine cable systems. One difficulty encountered in operating a
shallow water cable, for example, is
the fluctuation of water temperature causing variations in cable loss.
Fujitsu is the first manufacturer to
provide repeaters with a built-in TAGC function, together with extremely robust housings made to
withstand the hazards of a shallow
environment.

■■■■M Fuj itsu prod uces five
FUJITSU types of shallow water
IIIHIIIIIlllllllllllllllIIII (500 meters or less)
cable systems: for 120, 480, 900,
1,200, and 2,700 channel operations. The last, with a 36 MHz bandwidth, has the highest capacity of
any system available today; the one
with a 1,200 channel capacity is
going to be set between Burg of
West Germany and Trelleborg of
Sweden. All the Fujitsu submarine
cable systems feature unexcelled
reliability; i.e. the most important
repeaters are equipped with high
performance ultra high frequency
transistors of excellent reliability.
All the major circuit components,

including semi-conductor elements,
are developed and produced by
Fujitsu, the world's leading manufacturer of communications and
electronics equipment.
Fujitsu. Building bridges between
the needs of the future and the
potentialities of the present.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Communications and Electronics
Marunouchi, Tokyo, Japan

□ Telephone Exchange Equipment □ Carrier Transmission Equipment □ Radio Communication Equipment □ Space Electronics Systems □ Electronic
Computers & Peripheral Equipment (FAC0M) □ Telegraph & Data Communication Equipment □ Remote Control & Telemetering Equipment □ Electronic Components
MAIN PRODUCTS
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"Vbur 10-year operating cost
with EIMAC tubes
is the lowest in the world.
Yes! Even very high power transmitters can have
low per-hour operating costs. The vital requirement is
the long life, high efficiency and reliability of EIMAC
transmitting tubes.
Prove this by projecting 10-year replacement costs,
operating costs per watt or operating costs per hour for
your own equipment. After comparison, you'll agree that
EIMAC tubes represent the best value for broadcast
communications use.
You'll join select company when you make use of
ElMAC's comprehensive line of 50 kW, 100 kW, 250 kW
and 1.5 MW super power tubes. Facilities now using
EIMAC tubes include:
Pakistan
Bangladesh
Portugal
Colombia
Taiwan
Iraq
Mexico
Venezuela
Mozambique
Republic of Vietnam
Bethany, Delano,
in
Bangkok,
and VOA installations
Dixon, Greenville, and the Philippines.
In addition, a majority of the new high power U.S.
broadcast stations are EIMAC equipped. Other facilities
retrofitted to EIMAC tubes include:
^
KSL, Salt Lake City
Jim Creek (USN)
and Annapolis (USN)
WLW, Cincinnati
(megawatt installations)
will
also
be used at new, large
EIMAC power tubes
facilities in:
Jordan
Ireland
The People's Republic of China
Dubai
For complete information, contact EIMAC division
ofVarian AG.Steinhauserstrasse, 6300 Zug, Switzerland.
Or contact our Varian Sales Offices in Amsterdam; Paris;
Stuttgart; Torino; Solna, Sweden; or Hayes, England.

division

varian
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Selective and Wideband Level Meter
with positive assurance for
future system expansion to 960 channels

Mesureur de niveau SPM-12
dont I'avenir est assure par
extension jusqu'a 960 voies

This small, portable and handy equipment will become
your universal level meter whether you work in development, test department or in system operations. Due to its
wide range of frequencies, the Level Meter SPM-12 is
suitable equally for measurements on lower frequency
channels as for CF-systems up to V 960. It has many new
technical features and provides you with an easy means
for measuring:
* Input sensitivity, selective -120 dB/dBm
wideband -60 dB/dBm (at full scale deflection)
High resolution of level readings;
expanded scale for 2 dB
* Switchable measuring ranges; steps of 10 dB
* Five decades, flicker-free, digital display switchable to
10 Hz resolution
* Balanced input
Universal Versacon®9 connectors for simple changeover to all usually available connectors
^ High impedance test probe
Effective noise bandwidths of 1.74 kHz or 500 Hz;
optional, 25 Hz
The Level Generator PS-12 and the SPM-12 combine into
a complete level measuring set-up. Sweep Unit WZ-6 can
be added for swept measurements.

Cet appareil, petit et compact, veut etre votre mesureur
de niveau universel, pour travail en plate-forme, bureau
d'etude ou controle en exploitation. Par sa gamme de frequence etendue le SPM-12 peut etre utilise pour des
mesures de canaux de basse frequence, de systemes a
courants porteurs, y compris V 960. De nombreuses ameliorations techniques simplifient vos mesures:
^: Sensibilite d'entree,selective -120 dB/dBm,
large bande-60 dB/dBm (pleine deviation)
% Definition de niveau elevee par expanseur d'indication
avec une echelle de 2 dB
Gamme de mesure commutable par 10 dB
Dispositif d'etalonnage semi automatique
Affichage de la frequence sans effet de defilement sur
5 decades, commutable sur definition 10 Hz
Embase universelle Versacon®9 permettant I'utilisation
de toutes les fiches courantes
^ Sonde active pour mesures a haute impedance
Largeur de bande de bruit 1,74 kHz, 500 Hz,(25 Hz)

Wandel u. Goltermann
Development, Production and Sales:
D 7410 Reutlingen • W. Germany • P. O. B. 259
Telephone (071 21) 8441 • Telex 07 29833/wug d
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Please send the coupon with name, firm and adress to
Wandel u. Goltermann • Abt. VTW • D 741 Reutlingen
W. Germany • Postbox 259
□ Please send more informations about SPM12/PS12
□ Please arrange a demonstration.
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Marconi

Marconi

MARS Message
Switching Systems

H.F Transmitters
Marconi has been in the forefront of h.f transmitter
design for more than 50 years. It has a current
range of high-performance transmitters which
fully meet the requirements of both international
point-to-point services and the needs of users
requiring economic equipment with less facilities.
H1060 1kW s.s.b/i.s.b. h.f transmitter
A new, low-cost transmitter with high quality
performance and simple operation for use in such
important roles as shorestations, 'tails' to trunk
routes and local communications.
H1000 1kW wideband h .f transmitter
Well proven, highly reliable transmitter for more
sophisticated services. No tuning required and
instantaneous transmission on two or more
frequencies.
H1130 Series 10kW wideband h.f transmitter
Compact, self-contained self-tuning transmitter.
Can incorporate integral spot frequency synthesizer
drive assembly. Remote control available.

Marconi MARS fully automatic message switching
systems give positive savings in large or small
telegraph and data relay centres.
Marconi is a major designer and supplier of
message switching equipment, including multiprogram and high capacity systems, and has many
systems in operation with civil authorities in
the United Kingdom and overseas.
Marconi MARS systems are extremely reliable
and require no human intervention or the production of papertapefor normal messageflowthrough
the relay centre.
The flexibility of MARS permits the use of mixed
traffic speeds, codes, precedence- levels and
different message formats. Parallel computer
working guarantees uninterrupted system operation, where this is essential to the user.

H1200 30kW wideband h.f transmitter
A compact, high-power, fast self-tuning transmitter,
with accurate antenna matching. In wide use
throughout the world.

H 98

Marconi

Communication

U 66

Systems

Complete civil static and mobile communication systems

Marconi Communication Systems Limited, Chelmsford, Essex, England
A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company

LTD
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RADIOLINKS

THROUGHOUT

THE

WORLD

Solid state radiolinks system
with TWT for telephonic
and television communications
(up to 2700 channels).
Systems

in

the

SHF

bands

(4-6-7-8 GHZ).
Equipment
for intercontinental telecommunications
via satellite.

Radiolinks carried out in Italy and throughout the
world; equipment for telecommunications
earth stations via satellite
at Fucino (Italy),
at Balcarce (Argentina)
and Tanum (Sweden).

ITALTEL
SOCIETA' ITALIAN A
TELECOMUNICAZIONI s.p.a.
20149 Milan (Italy)
12. P.leZavattari-phone (02) 4388.1
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comprehensive

telecommunications

Take a new look at our 6.1GHz
Microwave system —we often do
Behind the success of GEC 6.1 GHz
radio systems is a policy of
continuous systematic improvement
to a proven system. Modifications
are introduced not for the sake of
change but because they represent
a significant advance on previous
practice. In this way, GEC builds
on the success of its 6.1GHz
system. One recent example of this
kind of studied innovation was the
introduction of phase-locked
oscillators which have significantly
reduced oscillator noise.
Our system-planning engineers will
be pleased to show you some of
the other ways in which we have
improved on the proven and
established 6.1GHz system, which
has a capacity of 1800 speech
circuits, or one colour television
channel and its associated sound
channels-all in accord with
CCIR recommendations.
The 6.1GHz system includes
frequency division multiplex,
supervisory and control, I F and
baseband switching, narrowband
auxiliary radio for serviceband, and
antenna systems.

G.E.C.

MICROWAVE AND LINE TRANSMISSION • MULTIPLEX * V.F. TELEGRAPHY
DATA MODEMS • TELEPHONE SWITCHING SYSTEMS • PRIVATE
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS ■ TELEPHONES ■ TOTAL SYSTEMS CAPABILITY
;EC TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED of Coventry, England.
v Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England.

1BB57
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Metaconta knows how

xa Trademard in the ITT System.
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to take care of itself.
calls and call transfer. Plus the ones
Because Metaconta*, ITT's
you'd expect like push-button
new electronic switching system,
dialling, absentee service, automatic
doesn't need a lot of attention.
alarm call and call restriction.
Thesimplicity and compactness
All automatic. All improving
of its design reduces maintenance
the service.
to tracking down the fault and
Much of Metaconta's flexibility
replacing a plug-in unit. And even
derives from the ITT processors - the
this is made easy by a centralised
ITT 3200 for high traffic exchanges
fault locator for easy observation,
and the ITT 1 600 for low traffic maintenance and service. So
operating according to ITT'sunique
communication is established and
load sharingprinciple.
transferred quickly and reliably
without constant attendance.
Metaconta's modular
construction means easy on-site
And with Metaconta you get
maintenance. And utilizing Uniswep,
automatic re-routing, to make sure
ITT's new equipment practice, its
that congested lines don't get
design is extremely simple and
over-loaded. While centralised
compact.
charging and recording helps
simplify your accounting system.
You never have to worry about
Metaconta: the switching system
Your subscribers benefit from
of the future at work in the present.
a wide range of facilities, too.
Backed by the worldwide
Completely new ones - like
experience of ITT.
abbreviated dialling, conference

ITT
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cgti

Who

said

that

troposcatter
is

absolete

?

Thomson-CSF ordered from us
56 10 meters space frames
antennas 830 - 960 MHz
for a French network

What about you?
Several other projects
are in progress throughout the world
involving tower mounted parabolas ranging
from 20' to 60' in diam.
and billboards
from 60' to 120', center or off-set fed.
We build them
and erect them
as turn-key radio-link
infrastructures.

We're the youngest
in the telecommunications field
but we have some ideas...
patented...and thet work!

camusat

gueguen

FRANCE
78860 Saint-Nom-La-Bretèche
Tel. 460.82.60 +
Telex Camuguen 25730 F

USA

telecommunications
&

CANADA

2 Windward Av. White Plains, New York 10605
Tel. 914 .949 .3719
TWX 710 568 1305 Camuguen WHP.

international
maroc
Km 10 Route de Rabat Aïn-Sebaa
Casablanca-Tel. 486.88 +
Telex 21606 Camuguen Casa

New Generation of
VHF Broadcasting Transmitters
for IVIorso and Stereo
Rohde & Schwarz built the first
German VHF broadcasting
transmitter in 1949 and have since
produced more transmitters than
any other German manufacturer.
Many have been exported
throughout Europe and overseas.
Now R&S are supplying newgeneration transmitters
incorporating all the possibilities
of semi-conductor technology
and of printed and integrated
circuitry.
Less space requirement
yet full standby facility
The new-generation transmitters
require a third of the space
of equivalent predecessors for
2x3, 2x5 or 2x10 kW, and just
a half for 2x300 W and 2x1 kW.
Comparison of 10-kW transmitters
before

now

Greater reliability
The 10- to 300-W transmitters
are fully-transistorized; all others
have in addition just one tetrode.
IC's replace relays in automatic
switch-in, -off and -over units,
Triac circuits substitute for
almost all contactors. A PC board
of 30-cm diameter accommodates
the complete input circuit of the
10-kW amplifier, making almost
all discrete components
unnecessary.

The new 10-kW VHF-FM
transmitter is just 58 cm wide.
Transistors, IC's and PC boards
have made a reduction in size by
2/3 possible. All stages are fullytransistorized up to 50 W.

Simplified operation
and maintenance
Less tuning elements on the new
transmitters. Broadband amplifier
in the 50-W input stage; gain of
approx. 23 dB in the following
10-kW stage.
Plug-in design and accessibility
of all parts of the transmitter
racks makes servicing easy.
Operation in unattended
transmitter stations
Our Relay Receiver Type EU 6201
permits remote switching and
modulation of automatic radio networks without requiring any
accessory equipment.

Condensed data of VHF-FM transmitters
Frequency range
Output power
Frequency variation
Harmonics
Mixture products
Class of emission
(mono and stereo)
AF frequency range
AF distortion factor
FM S/N ratio
Operating temperature

87.5 to 108 MHz
10 W,50W,300W,1 kW
3 kW, 5 kW, 10 kW
< 500 Hz in 1 month
60 dB down, or < 1 mW
<1 M/V
F3, max. dev. ±_ 100 kHz
30 Hz to 75 kHz
< 0.7% at +. 75-kHz
deviation
> 60 dB referred to
±_ 40-kHz deviation
<50 °C

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
8000 Miinchen 80
Muhldorfstrafce 15
West Germany
Tel. (089) *4129-1
Telex 523703

Distributors in: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Columbia,
CSSR, Cyprus, Denmark, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Ghana, Greece, Hongkong,
Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand,Turkey, United Kingdom, Uruguay, U.S.A., Venezuela a.o.

Snbmarcom...
'

.■ ;

...

... for intercontinental
communications
Pioneers in submarine
telecommunications since 1890,
we installed our first telephone link in 1950.
We shall soon be notching up 25,000 kilometres
of undersea cable, equal to 10 million
kilometres of telephone circuits laid
end-to-end. The repeaters have already put in
nearly 20 million service hours.
Submarcom is now installing 3440-channel
links to connect up France with Italy and the
United Kingdom at the beginning of 1976.

LES CABLES DE LYON
CIT-ALCATEL
division Submarcom

170, quai de Clichy - 92111 Clichy (France) Tel. 270.01.50 - Telex 62 787

To

Improve

Your

H.F.

Telephone

Service

Superior Lincompex
(Constant Net Loss)
ol Oki Electric Guarantee
Perfect H.F. Radio Telephone Service
Oki Electric manufactures highly
efficient Lincompex (or Constant Net
Loss) H.F. radio telephone terminal
equipment for overseas and
marine communication.
Under CCIR recommendations, this
radio telephone terminal equipment has
been used in various countries,
showing remarkable improvement for
reliable and efficient both-way H.F.
telephone circuits.
As it is widely known, this radio
telephone terminal equipment greatly

contributes toward up-grading
H.F. telephone service, overcoming
the major difficulties which are inherent
in H.F. transmission such as noise
caused by atmospheric disturbance,
attenuation of received signals
due to fading, interference from other
radio wave, etc.
(Oki Electric also offers you their Simplex
ARQ system for H.F. telegraph service.)
Contact Oki Electric for any information
on reliable H.F. communication
equipment.

OKI Radio Telephone Terminal
for Marine Service (1-channel)
OKI CT1119 Radio
^
Telephone Terminal (1-channel)
OKI CT 1128 Radio Telephone
Terminal (4-channel)
OKI
| ce^881

S

N

OKI

electric industry co, ltd.

10, Shiba Kotohira-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan Tel. Tokyo 501-3111 Telex J2 2627 • Cable "OKIDENKI TOKYO"
Overseas Offices: New York, Ft. Lauderdale, Mexico City, Tegucigalpa, Bogota, La Paz, Taipei, Saigon, Beirut, Nairobi.

Main Products: Telephone & Telex Systems, Multiplex Transmission Systems, Radio Communications Equipment, Computers (OKITAC) & Peripherals,
Data Communications Systems, Telemeter & Telecontrol Systems, Marine Equipment, Electronic Components, Other Applied Electronic Equipment.
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Superstars
HIGH-PERFORMANCE MF-HF RECEIVERS for
Civil Aviation Networks
P & T Stations
■K- Maritime Mobile Service

High-grade receiver designs with a choice of tuning wide
enough to span the whole world of M F- H F
communications.
Here is simply unbeatable performance. Outstanding
frequency stability. Unyielding front-end protection.
Unrivalled AGO. Plus exceptional dynamic range and
blocking characteristics. From this great twosome:
R551
Selection of continuously variable or full
frequency synthesis tuning 15kHz-30MHz. Supplied
to leading P &T authorities. Type approved by British
Ministry of P &T and overseas administrations as a ship's
main receiver and in use by major shipping companies.

R499 10 switched channels, 255-525kHz,
1.5-30MHz. Optional filters, BFO and carrier reinsertion
to provide any or all of CW, MOW, USB, LSB, ISB
and DSB modes with choice of bandwidths and remote
control over more than 25km. In service with P &T
organisations, in civil aviation networks and in coast
stations throughout the world.
Redifon Telecommunications Limited
Radio Communications Division
Broomhill Road London SW18 4JQ
Tel: 01 -874 7281 Telex: 264029
^A member of the Rediffusion organisation

RedifonTelecommunications Limited

19 7 3
THE QUEEN'S AWARD
TO INDUSTRY
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PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF
ALGERIA
MINISTRY OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION
EQUIPMENT AND MARKET SUB-OFFICE

Notice of invitation to tender - Open internationally

Developpez vos contacts avec les responsables
des reseaux de telecommunication dans le
monde en intensifiant votre publicite dans le

Journal des
telecommunications

An international Invitation to Tender has been
issued for the supply and installation of :
- 4 10 KW power transmitters
- 4 Receivers
- 2 System linkage bays

x

- 4 Aerials
To build up your contacts with those who count
in world telecommunications advertise more in
the

Telecommunication
Journal
Intensiffque su publicidad en el

Boletin de
Telecomunicaciones
y aumente asi sus relaciones con los responsables de las redes de telecomunicacion del
mundo entero.

Interested firms may contact this Office or
ask for a Tender form to be sent to them : « Direction de I'Administration Generale, Sous-Direction
du Materiel et des Marches, 2e etage, Bureau 227.
« Turnover tax-free » (« Hors TUGP - Taxe unique globale a la production ») tenders (Ordinance
69-70 of 2 September 1969) should be sent to :
« Bureau des Marches, Ministere des PTT, 4, Boulevard Salah Bouakouir, Algiers » within sixty
(60) days,'counting from the date of publication
of the present Notice.
Tenders must be sent in a double strength
sealed envelope. The outside of the envelope
should bear the mention :« NOT TO BE OPENED »
Sealed Tender concerning Invitation to Tender
for Supply and Installation of :
- 4 Transmitters
- 4 Receivers
- 2 System Linkage Bays

Exclusivite — Sole Agent — Exclusividad
LA PRESSE TECHNIQUE S.A.
1, rue du Vieux-Billard 1205 Geneve (Suisse)
Tel. (022) 21 11 91 — Cable PRESSTEC/Geneve

- "4 Aerials
The period during which applicants will be
bound to honour their tenders is fixed at ninety
(90) days, counting from the deadling for submission of tenders.
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Maybe you
could achieve surprising results.
Maybe.

PCM

120MS

We do not offer uncertainty but a system depM i
signed and realized ac&
cording to the most modem technical trends, capable of satisfying
such advanced service requirements as:

transmission system
on 120 phonic channels em''"''"'I
p 1
ploying a synchronous multiplexer for bit interleaving 4
primary groups, each of them with 30 speech
channels.

* High speed data transmission *
* Videophonic channel transmission
* Transmission of Hi-Fi stereophonic musical programs

* 8,448 Mbit/s transmitting speed
* 80 km connecting lengths
* 80 dB (10.000 times) gain on repeaters

20149 Milan (Italy)-12. P.leZavattari-phone (02) 4388.1

Cab,e

____l

ITALTEL - SOCIETA'
ITALIAN A TELECOMUNICAZIONI s.p.a.

PCM

Economy

Flexibility

A new Hasler
PCM-generation :

Build-out

CEITT Et CEPT-conform

Facility

30 + 2 channels
2,048 Mbit/s HDB-3 cog

CH-30

Extension capability to
match :

transmission variety for

customer's wishes
size of project
latest technologies

cable and radio links
analog and digital data
input/output interfaces

Mimmal costs owing to
flexibility and build-out
facility
simple maintenance
compact design

sketch your requirementswe realize your PCM-link !

Hasler

Hasler AG
Belpstrasse 23
3000 Bern 14, Schweiz
Tel. 031 65 2111
Telex 32 413 hawe ch

